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A b stra ct
The investigation of exotic particle capture in complex media is studied in this thesis. 
An investigation into the best one-step Born-type approximation for the Auger capture 
rate of p~is made for a H target. It is concluded that a distorted Born-approximation in 
which the shielding effect of the atomic electrons is included in the determination of the 
Coulomb continuum wavefunctions is the most appropriate and computationally efficient 
method of calculation.
Generalisation of this method for Auger capture in light atoms is then studied with 
the ejection of Is, 2s, 2p, 3s and 3p electrons examined. The focus of the investigation 
is on the dependence of the Auger rate on the type of electron, the filial q ”  bound state, 
and the collision centre of mass energy. It is discovered that the outermost electrons of an 
atom are the most effective capture electrons with Auger rate maxima as a function of the 
principal quantum number n occurring at approximately n — 14, n = 30 and n =  40 for 
the K, L and M-shell s and p electrons. The Auger rate curves as a function of the angular 
momentum I reach a maximum between / =  10 and I =  20 dropping rapidly thereafter.
An attempt is also made a.t predicting tt~Auger capture rates into (pp7r~)+ molecular 
orbitals, however the results are schematic and serve only as an example of the method of 
calculation.
Differences between the initial distributions required by the cascade code EXCAS to fit 
the X-ray data from essentially atomic targets and molecular targets have been determined. 
A modified statistical distribution with small positive c/s is required for the noble gas atoms 
with a very highly ionised atom resulting at the n =  14 stage for p~ . The oxygen and 
carbon atoms in simple molecules require a small negative cv with again a depleted electron 
population at the n — 17 stage for 7r- .
By extending the cascade code EXCAS to larger starting values and inputing a pop­
ulation of q-for every bound quantum state the properties and de-excitation behaviour 
of the Ne muonic atom is studied. Results show that depending upon if electron refilling 
rates are fast or slow an approximate modified distribution with a positive a at the n =  14 
state can be attained by a statistical input distribution of p~or a distribution peaked in / 
around I — n/2 respectively. The second distribution agrees with the previous results for 
Auger capture in light atoms.
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Introduction
Chapter 1
1*1 B r ie f d escrip tion  o f  an e x o tic  a tom
When negative exotic particles such as muons fi~, pions 7r~, kaons K ~ , or antiprotons p, 
are stopped in matter they may be captured into atomic orbits and form an exotic atom. 
The mechanisms and phenomenon of these processes are presently under investigation in 
this thesis.
The formation of an exotic atom occurs through a radiative mechanism or via the Auger 
process in which an electron is ejected and replaced by the massive negative particle. After 
capture, since the Pauli principle does not apply to the exotic particle (assuming only one 
such particle per exotic atom) the whole range of exotic atom orbitals is available to the 
particle. According to the Bohr model of an atom, the radius of a bound particle orbiting 
the nucleus is inversely proportional to the reduced mass of the nucleus and particle system. 
Hence the radius of the orbit of the exotic in the ground state of the exotic atom is small 
compared to the radius of the electronic ground state and within each electronic orbital 
exists many exotic particle orbitals (Table 1.1 provides some properties of exotic particles 
and exotic atoms).
The ionisation potentials for an exotic particle within an atom are greater by a factor 
of the reduced mass than the corresponding quantities for an electron. As a result of these 
large ionisation potentials transitions between the lowest energy levels of the exotic atom 
gives rise to spectral lines lying in the X-ray region. This radiation is one of the few means 
of investigating the properties of such atoms.
Exotic particles are usually captured into highly excited quantum states and subse­
quently cascade down to the ground state, either by emitting radiation or by means of
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Auger transitions. Its passage to the ground state is highly dependent upon the popula­
tion of the atomic electrons. Since most exotic particles are unstable with a finite lifetime 
they either decay in the ground state or are absorbed by the nucleus from a low level state.
Table 1.1 Some exotic particle and exotic atom properties.
Particle Mass
(m e)
Lifetime
(B)
Spin System Bohr radius  ^
(«o )
n* •exotic e \
(KeV)
ft" 206.77 2.197 x 10“6 12 Pft" 5.447 X  10"a 14 2.530
7T“ 273.13 2.603 x 10~8 0 pir~ 4.206 x 10"3 17 3.237
K ~ 966.15 1.237 x 10"8 0 p K ~ 1.580 x 10"3 31 8.622
P 1836.09 stable lJL _ ... pp 1.089 x IQ"3 43 12.485
j Note that the classical Bohr model of an atom is used to calculate these values, and 
that nexotic refers to the exotic principal quantum number at which the radius of the 
exotic orbit is approximately equal to that of the electronic Bohr radius.
\ Note that Ep is the ionisation potential of the ground state.
1.2 D e-ex c ita tio n  p rocesses o f  an ex o tic  p artic le
An exotic particle is emitted from a high energy interaction or from the decay of heavier 
unstable particles with a high energy (MeV). The subsequent energy loss of the fast exotics 
is chiefly due to interactions with electrons in the stopping medium (collisions with nuclei 
do occur but lead to small energy losses). This energy loss can be calculated using the Born 
approximation and is given accurately by the Bethe-Bloch formula. [18] when the particles 
energy Eexotic >  Em =  13.6mexoi{c eV, where m.exotic is the mass of the exotic particle in 
electron masses. For energies of order Ebb this formula is no longer applicable as the plane 
wave Born approximation breaks down. In condensed matter the time needed to slow an 
exotic from relativistic energies to Ebb is approximately 10"9 to 10~10 (s) or about 103 
times as long in gases at atmospheric pressure.
The further de-excitation of an exotic particle below Ebb-, in addition to ionisation 
collisions, also takes place through the processes of exotic capture. This de-excitation 
provides a difficult theoretical problem because it occurs at low energies and involves many 
exotic particle-atom collisions. To understand what goes on when a negatively charged 
particle in matter has a small kinetic energy requires a model for the energy loss of the 
particle including ionisation, atomic excitation and atomic (and molecular) capture effects.
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The time needed to slow the exotic from Ebb to a captured state typically takes less than 
lO"13 (s) in condensed matter and less than 10~10 (s) in gases.
A further requirement is a model for the de-excitation phase after capture, to the 
ground state of the exotic atom, and to an interaction with the nucleus. The time for 
this de-excitation phase depends upon the capture atom and the characteristics of the 
stopping medium that determines the rate at which electrons refill the atom. Typical 
values of less than 10“ 12 (s) for condensed matter and less than 10"9 (s) for gases ( Z  < 20) 
are predicted by computer simulation of the exotics cascade to the ground state. If the 
stopping medium also contains hydrogen atoms the additional process of exotic particle 
transfer from hydrogen to another atom must be considered.
Experimental evidence for the existence of muonic atoms was first obtained in 1947 by 
Conversi et al. [1] through the absence of p~ decays in heavy elements, where the absorp­
tion of p~ from its lowest bound orbit into the nucleus competes with its natural decay. 
This discovery was followed by theoretical work by Wheeler [2] and Fermi and Teller [19] 
on the stopping of exotic particles. The phenomenon of p~- catalysed fusion, which was 
first observed in 1957 by Alvarez et al. [3] when studying p~ stopping in a hydrogen bubble 
chamber, provides further affirmation of exotic capture. Many measurements have since 
been made on the X-ray intensities, yields and energies, produced in the atomic cascade 
of the exotics following capture on a wide variety of targets [30]-[33]. Alternative methods 
of detecting exotic capture through the atomic (or molecular) electrons that are invariably 
ejected in the capture process prove very difficult to achieve. This is because of the high 
stopping densities needed and the ionisation effects of the electrons subsequently emitted, 
and very little information has been obtained in this way [4].
Due to the lack of direct experimental results concerning the Coulomb capture of exotics 
there are only indirect ways of testing any capture theory. Two methods of about equal 
importance are mostly applied:
1. Comparison of calculated and measured exotic X-ray intensity patterns for transition 
within one element. The intensity pattern requires interpretation with the help of an 
X-ray cascade program which may introduce serious distortions in the predictions.
2. Comparison of calculated and measured capture ratios in systems such as compounds, 
alloys, solutions or mixtures composed of at least two elements.
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This thesis is concerned mainly with atomic capture, and so necessarily deals closely 
with the first method, but it would be unwise to neglect the latter approach from which 
many clues are forthcoming, and occasional recourse to such models will be made when fit 
to do so.
1.3 A im s o f  th e  work
Several classical mechanics approaches to the low energy phenomena of ‘exotic physics’ 
have been applied to all the stages of de-excitation in an effort to overcome the inherent 
difficulties in dealing with a many particle collision at low collision energies [39]- [41]. A 
quantum mechanical treatment is however necessary to gain a full appreciation of capture 
phenomenon in light atoms and is the preferred method presented here.
In approaching the investigation of the stages of de-excitation of an. exotic particle this 
work allocates chapters to relevant details of individual processes and to the combination 
of several processes when required. In order of increasing difficulty, Chapters 2 and 5 
investigate the atomic capture of in a variety of atoms. Chapter 2 sets out to illustrate 
the main characteristics of atomic Coloumb capture in the simplest case of the hydrogen 
atom and proceeds to describe the capture in terms of one state approximations to the 
total two-particle wavefunction. Comparing the results of the capture rates summed over 
the fJT principal quantum number n and taking previous work into account, identifies the 
distorted Coulomb continuum wavefunction as the best of the approximations presented. 
This wavefunction is calculated in the presence of the nuclear charge and a fixed potential 
due to the bound state of the electron or .
Chapter 5 makes use of the best one state approximation by applying it to a wider set 
of initial electron bound states. The ejection of electrons from electronic states other than 
=  (1,0), has not been examined in any previous work. The one state approximation 
to the Auger capture rate is applied systematically to the atoms He, Be, C, 0 and Ne, and 
the differences between the Anger capture behaviour for each electron state is investigated. 
To a more limited extent the atoms Si and Ar are also studied. In these calculations 
the p~ continuum wavefunction is defined in the fixed potential of the Hartree-Fock-Slater 
atom, and the ejected continuum electron defined in terms of the potential of the positively 
charge ion and the partial self-consistent field bound muonic state. The wavefunction for
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the muonic state is found by solving the appropriate Sclirodinger equation, namely that for 
a bound muonic state with quantum numbers (?/, ?), and the potential due to the positive 
ion. Large differences are shown between the capture effectiveness of the Is, 2s, 2p, 3s 
and 3p states within an atom. The capture probabilities dependence upon the //“ incident 
energy is determined for several optimum final transition states.
In order to achieve a balanced view of the capture process it is necessary to know 
from what energy the exotics are predominantly captured. This requires an analysis of 
the remaining inelastic scattering cross-sections of ionisation and discrete excitation, and 
of the elastic scattering rates. Chapter 3 provides such a view and concentrates on p~- 
H scattering, with examples of the approximations employed in combining the scattering 
phenomena together in a consistent manner. Two leading ionisation cross-sections obtained 
from literature are applied to this problem.
An attempt is made in Chapter 4 to introduce the formalism used in Chapter 2 to the 
capture of 7r“  in pionic molecular orbitals. However only a limited success is evident since 
the original bound state pionic molecules investigated are at fault.
Chapters 6 and 7 are concerned with the de-excitation of exotics in a bound isolated 
exotic atom. This is the last stage of motion for the exotic and one of the most established 
and studied parts of ‘exotic physics’ . Chapter 6 makes use of a recent cascade program 
EXCAS developed at the University of Surrey [89] which predicts X-ray intensities emitted 
from the exotic atom. The original purpose of this work was to investigate the presence 
of a truncation in the ‘initial distribution’ (i.e. at some high principal quantum number 
n the population distribution Pn( l )  among the orbital angular momentum states /) input 
to a cascade code. In order to achieve this a range of target data was chosen to be 
analysed: noble gas systems in which external effects are minimised and simple molecules 
to discern a molecular effect on capture. Several important points are made about the use 
and efficacy of cascade calculations, including the ad hoc manner of introducing electron 
refilling and the lack of including additional Auger processes that occur within an exotic 
atom. It is concluded that at the stage at which ordinary cascade calculations are started 
no truncation exists and that previous investigations failed to deal with refilling correctly. 
A need to resolve the mismatch in the results predicted in Chapters 5 and 6 then exists, 
which it is postulated can only be done if a complete cascade simulation of a. muonic atom
5
with p~input for every exotic quantum state is performed.
Chapter 7 tackles the problem of extending the cascade code EXCAS to a starting 
maximum of n — 50 with an input of //“ for each exotic state, and applys it to the case 
of capture in isolated Ne atoms. Several initial input distributions are then tried in order 
to examine the redistribution of the in such an atom. These distributions indicate that 
f i~ m  large n circular states can essentially be assumed to be in metastable states according 
to this model since the only feasible transition mechanisms are via slow radiative means. 
Non-circular states with large n > 25 are more likely to deexcite via Auger transitions of 
large A n  moving the fi~ towards larger values of I. The conclusions of this Chapter are 
that captured according to the capture formula of Chapter 5 with Pn(/) distributions 
possessing maxima at / =  8 ~  22 even for large n, can produce qualitatively similar X-ray 
patterns to that of cascade codes configured to start at low n & 14.
6
Negative Muon Capture in 
Hydrogen Atoms.
I understood that, when he didn’t have an answer, William proposed many 
to himself, all very different from another. I remained puzzled.
“But then ...” I ventured to remark, “you are still far from the solution — ”
“I am very close to one,” William said, “but I don’t know which.”
“Therefore you don’t have a single answer to your questions?”
“Adso, if I did I would teach theology in Paris.”
Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose.
2.1 In trod u ction
The capture of p~ leading to the formation of a muonic hydrogen atom was first studied 
theoretically in 1950 [5]. Since this work a number of attempts to improve the knowledge of 
tills particular reaction have been made [5]—[IT]. A  short discussion of these achievements 
is presented.
In several papers the cross-section of the dominant Auger capture is calculated using 
the Born-approximation with plane or distorted continuum waves and with hydrogen-like 
wavefunctions for the discrete states. Baker [6], Korenman and Rogovaya [7, 8, 9], have 
all employed the plane wave Born-approximation. though Baker has neglected the effect 
of the proton-//-  electromagnetic potential, and Korenman et al. have approximated 
the full potential with the dipole operator shown in equation 2.45. The Coulomb Born- 
approximation has been employed by Haff and Tombrello [10]. The results of these single
Chapter 2
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state calculations are qualitatively similar, but the cross-sections can differ by more than 
an order of magnitude.
An alternative method of calculation has elucidated the role of ‘adiabatic ionisation’ 
in hydrogen atoms. This approach was first discussed by Wightman [5], who performed 
a quantum-mechanical perturbed-stationary-state PSS calculation, however the approxi­
mation of free-particle continuum wavefunctions was employed. These calculations were 
subsequently improved by Morgan [11], and by Baird [12], with a Born-Oppenheimer de­
scription of the y~ motion, and a two state treatment of the y~ scattering.
Improving the adiabatic method led Cohen et al. [13, 14], to a nonadiabatic or dia- 
batic description of the collision system. The ionisation rates found in this case are then 
combined with a semi-classical calculation of the energy loss of the p~ . This description is 
particularly cogent and the basic framework will be outlined here as an aid to consideration 
of an improved one state approximation.
The concept of adiabatic ionisation states that when the y~ approaches the hydrogen 
nucleus closer than a critical distance (0.64ao), the system can be interpreted as a ‘quasi- 
molecule’ in an autoionisation state with a certain probability that the e~ will be ejected. 
Describing the collision system in terms of the adiabatic states, which are eigenstates of 
the electronic Hamiltonian neglecting the nuclear and /*“  kinetic energy terms, is lacking 
in certain respects. In a real collision the electronic wavefunction does not have unlimited 
time to relax, this may be especially important for yT scattering because the relatively 
light y~ is accelerated in the later stages of the interaction by the oppositely charged 
nucleus. Incorporating diabatic states into the calculations is an attempt to compensate 
for this discrepancy. The extreme choice of a diabatic state is simply a ‘frozen’ orbital 
wavefunction, which is not allowed to adjust at all to the presence of the perturbing charge. 
More accurately the wavefunction should show the effect of polarization which can be 
introduced by considering the perturbation of the isolated H atom by a weak moving 
uniform electric field. Using this second type of wavefunction in a Born-Oppenheimer 
description Cohen et al. calculate the probability of autoionisation, and incorporates these 
widths in the definition of an optical potential describing the ionisation cross-section, all as 
a function of R , the proton-/*-  distance. The scattering of the y~ is subsequently treated 
by the impact-parameter method with quasiclassical trajectories.
Although obviously not as accurate as a polarized orbital, the ‘frozen’ orbital wave- 
function will be studied here with only a one state approximation. In order to improve the 
single state approximation the continuum wavefunctions are to be modified to take into 
account the shielding effects of the e“ on the //“ continuum wavefunction, and vice versa 
for the outgoing e“ . It is usually the poor determination of the continuum wavefunctions 
which gives rise to large errors, and it is hoped that with better continuum wavefunctions 
and reliable bound states, a one step approximation can give the necessary qualitative 
and quantitative results. The use of this type of approximation is perhaps inevitable in 
//“ collisions with more complex systems.
The most reliable and consistent results on the inelastic (ionisation and atomic capture) 
/z“ -H cross-sections to date [15], have been obtained through the classical trajectory Monte 
Carlo method CTMC [16], and by the method of coupled channel adiabatic states [17]. 
However similar results are also obtained in the diabatic state approximation.
2.2 D erivation  o f th e  tra n sitio n  rate
Figure 2.1: The coordinates used in the capture reaction.
The collision we consider has the form,
/ / “  +  H  = >  ( p p ) n ,i +  e “ ,  ( 2 . 1 )
where (pp)n,i denotes the muonic hydrogen atom in the state (n , l ) and the coordinate 
system employed is shown in Figure 2.1.
In order to calculate the probability of ‘exchange1 scattering we choose the wavefunction 
representation in which the electron has the asymptotic form of an outgoing spherical wave.
9
¥ « ,  f , )  = Y2 Gn,,(rl)i>n j(^ ) +  /  < * “ (2-2)
n,l J
where A+ is the initial wavevector of the continuum muon and the functions V w (r7*) are 
the proper functions for the hydrogen muonic atom, satisfying
The wavefunction Fe) describing the collision is then expanded as
ti2 e2
+  -  +  En
with
__ (m e +  mp)m fl 
Tne +  Trip -f- m p
m2 — - —   . (2.4)
The conditions of this problem are that the function Gn,l(r*e) has the asymptotic form
(2-5)
re
and the functions ^n,((^ e) are bound solutions of equation 2.3 with the correct m\ defined 
later. These criteria ensure that we are dealing with the capture process mentioned above.
The differential cross-section for capture of a p r  into the muonic state (n ,l) with 
ejection of the e~ into the solid angle dco is then
< ?n ,i =  19 n , i ( 0 , 4 > ) \ 2  d u > ,  ( 2 . 6 )
where and u® t are the velocities of the incident //.“  and ejected e~ in the centre-of-mass 
COM system of the three particles. The calculation of the matrix element gnj will now 
follow.
Consider the reduced two-body COM Schrodinger equation,
h2 - Ti2 - e2 e2 c2
•V i -  -— V i -------------+2mi r<\  2 m2 r#* re rp |r
re) =  Ecom^ (i%  re), (2.7)
where
=  memP m (2.8)
me +  mp
and Ecom is the sum of the incident p~ COM energy, and the bound state energy of the H 
atom. Substituting equation 2.2 into equation 2.7. making use of equation 2.3, and then
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multiplying both sides of the resultant by the bound state and integrating over
the coordinate space we obtain
For large values of rl the right-hand side vanishes, and Gnj ( i re) satisfies the wave 
equation
which is the Schrodinger equation for a free particle of energy ECOm — E%. The associ­
ated wavelength is 2ir/k ,^ where (k j f  — 2mi (E com — E%)/Ti2. The asymptotic form for
outgoing spherical wave, describing the ejected e~ at large re.
Equation 2.9 is exact, but to solve it an approximation for ^(r^n^) must be assumed, 
and a solution obtained of the form given in equation 2.5. In choosing this approximation 
the following orthogonality relation between the total wavefunction and the bound and 
scattered wavefunctions needs to be satisfied. If this condition is not met certain terms 
will arise in the calculation of the right-hand side of equation 2.9 which would vanish if 
this relation holds, i.e.
The differential equation 2.9, may be transformed into an integral equation in a. form 
that automatically ensures the correct prescribed asymptotic conditions. From this integral 
equation it is often simpler to obtain an expression for the required scattering amplitude. 
In [18], the solution of the following equation,
(2.9)
v l  +  ( k l f  Gnj ( f Q  =  0, (2.10)
Gnj  ( r j ,  given in 2.5 obviously satisfies the free particle wave equation and represents an
(2 .12)
subject to the boundary condition equation 2.5 is given as
(2.13)
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The asymptotic form of this solution is
G„,,(rV ~  - L exp{^ re} J  exp { - . * « . i&JP(rl), (2.14)
where is a vector in the direction of f*e. Comparing with equation 2.5, we obtain the 
result
Sn,/(M) = J djV*Iexp{-j&j.r]}V>;>,(r') - j )  9 (r~ ,T e),
(2.15)
This is an exact result. The solution of equation 2.15 may now proceed by making various 
approximations for the total wavefunction.
2.3 A p p rox im ation s for
2.3.1 Born-approximation
The simplest approximation is to take for the right-hand side of equation 2.15 the wavefunc­
tion corresponding to the initial asymptotic conditions prior to the scattering process, i.e.
re) =  exp (2.16)
This undistorted plane wave represents the motion of an incident y~ in the direction of 
kv, when there is no interaction with the atom. The function 4>o(r*e) is a proper function 
of the hydrogen wave equation,
h2 e
+  -  +  £ 0e M T e )  = o, (2.17)_2mi ' re 
with Eq the H atom ground state energy.
The validity of the Born-approximation relies upon the perturbation of the incident 
wave by its interaction with the atom to be small. In direct reactions and in ionisation 
collisions of heavy charged particles with atoms, this condition is usually satisfied for 
high velocity collisions. In rearrangement scattering the approximation is less valid as 
the perturbation in the final state is considerably greater. The process under discussion 
here was mentioned in the original work of Fermi and Teller [19], and should be adequately 
described by the Born-approximation when the y~ incident energy is above 2KeV. However 
due to the large number of possible final states in equation 2.2 and the difficulties involved
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in the capture calculations this approximation has been widely used. It is also to be 
noted that the form of equation 2.16 does not satisfy the orthogonality condition given by 
equation 2.1 1 , this will lead to uncertainties in the correctness of the results, which are 
difficult to judge.
2.3.2 Coulomb Born-approximation
Instead of approximating directly to in equation 2.15, we can start from an equally
exact equation obtained by taking the l/re term in equation 2.12 to the left-hand side, so 
obtaining
{ V?. +  ( k l f  +  Gn,,(<■-) =  J d r i r nf(r7) ( j = j )  » W . « ) ,
=  H r"')- ( 2-18)
The asymptotic solution of this equation is then
/-t .. €xp{*fc*re -  rj\n2k^re}__ fn , 0 1ftN
G n , l (  1 e )  fS-' “ g n , l ( v ,  <p), (2.19)
r e
where 77 is the Sommerfeld parameter, in this case with Z\ — 1 ,Z 2 — —1,
e2mi
V = :~ W ? '
The solution of 2.18 is best put in the form of a definite integral so following [18], we 
express the solution as
Gn, ; ( r l )=  j  drlK.(rt ,?c)(2.20)
where we write for /C,
- S  E “=o(2£' +  1 )L,,(re)H,,(r'e )P,,(cos0 ) >•; >  re ,
- | E ? = o ( 2 ' '+  l )H, .(re)L,ir't )P,,(cos@) re >  r' , 
and cos0  =  cos #e cos#' +  sin #e sin#' cos(</>e — 4>'e), where 0  is the angle between the 
vectors r*e and For any U ( i j , let Li> and Hy be the solutions of the equation
.2 rr, * / '( / '+ ! )
/C =
■ 1 d ( r 2 d \
7* dr \ d r )
L v(r )  =  0. (2.21)
with L[i the bounded solution at the origin, and having the asymptotic form
T/;(r ) ~  ~  sin ( kr -  ~  +  #;/), ( 2.22)
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and H\i the irregular solution, with asymptotic form
Hl‘V )  ~  exP i k r ~ - ^  +  8i>}, (2/23)
tip is the usual aymptotic phase difference between the solutions of equation 2.21 with and 
without U(r).
The asymptotic form for /C(r^ , r'e) for large re and fixed r'e are the polar angles
of r'e with k*1 as the polar axis), is
r |) -  -  1 “ P W W  y '(2 J ' +  1 )(- .) ''  exp {i6,,}L,,(r'e)P,,(cos 0 ), 
4;7r iTYq
(2.24)
defining the function K (r, 9) as,
OO
K (r, 9) — ^ (2 /  +  !)(*)* exp {?<5/}Z/(r)P/(cos 9), (2/25)
1=0
then
y C C ^ )  I f S e i & d K  ( r i . x - 6 ). (2.26)
47T re
The solution Gnti ( f l ), equation 2.20, therefore has the asymptotic form
G „M )~ lexpjtfrJ r dp ^ _  (2-27)
47T re J
When U (re) ~  — 2mje2/h2re, equation 2.21 is the radial wave equation for a negatively 
charged particle in the field of a point charge. The full wavefunction that describes the
scattering process was shown by Gordan [20] to have the form given in equation 2.25. The
ejected e~ is then represented by
<4 * V e )  =  *  ~  = FL{r'e, ir -  0 ) (2.28)
In this particular case the asymptotic solutions for Lv and Hv are not given by equa­
tions 2.22 and 2.23, but by the following
L l ' ( re) ~  7 7 — sin(kenre -  —  -f- ov -  r)\n2kenre), (2/29)
*nre A
and
1 V IT
Hv(re) ~  exp {*(A£re -  —  +  a// -  7] In 2kenre)}. (2.30)
Knre i
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f o  i  +  1 +  I T ] )exp{2iCT,} =  -f ( ;1 - r _ — .
The equations for JC and Gnj  are changed by the In term in the exponential, so that
£ ( f et, i )  ~  - ± - { < r e  ~ v M 2 k ir ‘ 1K ( K , x - e ) t (2.31)
47T re
and
1 -  7yln2fcenr e} [  j l r „  , , 0 ooX
~  ------------- ----------------j  dr'eK ( r e,7C — 0 )^ (r ') .  (2.32)
The alternative exact expression for the scattering amplitude gnj  is then
gn,l(0,<t>) = -^ 2  J  d f * d7i < f> k z ( r e ’ 7r -  (]^j) (2*33)
with a Coulomb asymptotic behaviour for the scattered wave.
It is now possible to make an approximation for ^(r^, 7^ ), and because of the use of 
Coulomb waves the incident pT will be described by a Coulomb continuum function. The 
p~ is initially in the k  ^ direction and its wavefunction is a solution of equation 2.3. The 
Coulomb approximation is therefore
* ( r * . 7-1) =  \rp(2-34)
where has the form of K(r,,, 0).
This approximation also does not satisfy the orthogonality condition equation 2.11, 
because </>o(rt>) is a solution of equation 2.17 and not as required of equation 2.18.
The advantage in using this derivation of gnj  is that the computational calculations are 
substantially simplified, and this is especially so for more complicated atoms. The method 
is further convenient in allowing the bound states to partially determine the continuum 
wavefunction in an ad hoc fashion. An unfavourable comment on these calculations is that 
the boundary conditions of the original problem are also violated.
2.3.3 Distorted Born-approximations.
Various forms for the potential defining the continuum wavefunctions can be applied to 
this problem. Essentially these are attempts to introduce the shielding effect of the atomic 
e~ on the charge of the nucleus. This further sophistication can be applied in two forms:
The quantity 07 is the Coulomb phase shift
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The first is simply a. generalisation of the Coulomb Born-a.pproxima.tion in which for 
instance the p~ continuum wavefunction is calculated as an r dependent Coulomb wave. 
This dependency arises from the e~ shielding and is also a. function of the final //.“  bound 
state. However in the case of hydrogen scattering this can not be applied, but in Chapter 
5 it will be considered for atoms with more than one e~.
The second method uses the potential due to the atomic e~ as an additional component 
of U(r). The incoming p~ is then calculated in the frozen potential of the atom, and vice 
versa for the e~ continuum wavefunction. Asymptotically these wavefunctions will have 
the form of equations 2.22 and 2.23, with the appropriate phase shift due to the potential. 
This type of method has been applied by Cherepkov and Chernysheva [21] for capture in 
Helium atoms and agrees well with the diabatic seiniclassical calculations of Cohen [16].
2.4 M eth o d  o f ca lcu lation .
The transition probability is found by squaring gnj  and summing over the unobservable 
magnetic quantum numbers of the p~ and e~ bound states, and integrating over the angles 
of the outgoing e~ . For capture into the bound state (n J )  assuming box normalization 
(side C) the transition rate is [22],
7,e ft rZ r
iO„J =  / dk'n£  . (2.35)
ml J ,
where the density of the final electron states is given by p f (E j )  — C3m.ik l^/Ji2{'2'K)3, the 
capture rate is in (sec)-1, and the capture cross-section is related to the transition rate by 
<7rt,/ = C3ojnj/vfl, where vf‘ is the velocity of the p~ .
The scattering amplitudes of concern here, will be of the Coulomb type equation 2.18. 
In the following discussion the potential U (r )  is yet to be defined, it is this choice which
determines the interaction between the p~ and the atom. Taking the p~ wave vector k^
to lie along the 2-axis we have
00 Wi (kPr )
f o ( rT ) =  £~3/2 £ (2 / ,, +  l ) (0 //‘ exp { i d i j — " -  PiflcosOJ, (2.36)
l ii=0 ^
in which L i J r J  =  lVit,(kl,rll)/kl‘rfJ, in equation 2.21, and 9it is the angle between k» and
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Similarly the final continuum e has the form
■ M ^ )  =  £ ' 3/24lr£  £  (O'* exp J Wf / N i:m<!(H )Y Um3rt ). (2.37)
n ; _ n ™  _  / b 'n 'e* e — U  . — t g
The angle fc® lies between A+ and the e~ wave vector A;® which has a magnitude given by
( K ?  = -  ££)■ (2.38)
The bound states are purely hydrogenic for this collision, and are considered to be 
static wavefunctions. The final bound p~ in the state (n, /, m) is represented as
tfnlmto) =  O ,  ,)Y,,m(& ) ,  (2.39)
and the initial bound e“  is denoted by
<?h'i 'm '(re) =  i2 ^ ( r e)yp,m,(re). (2.40)
Expanding the Coulomb operator in multipoles as
"I n, M A q j-  O'* L
'  S £  5 r T T i # y “ ( f - )y “ K >- < !-41>
We substitute these wavefunctions and the electromagnetic operator into equation 2.18, 
and in turn into equation 2.35. Then summing and averaging over final and initial magnetic 
quantum numbers, and integrating over the final e~ directions, gives for the transition rate 
to the muonic hydrogen state (n , l )
r
2 \ 2 ^
.  .  . \hcj hk
oo k+L|
< * + « £  £  ( 2 z V ~ ,w
. L=0iM=|/-L| V ^  '
°0 0 0
- /*oo rra
/ drer ; LR lfl( r e)Wi(k*nre) / d r ^ R ^ r ^ W ^ k ^ )  
.JO Jo
r°° f rh/ d v y R ^ irJ W m ^ ) / dnr^RloirQWKk^) 
Jo '  ^ Jo
•oo
+ (2.42)
This expression is for ejection of s-type electrons only, and C is taken to be lA  in the 
ensuing calculations.
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The approximations to ^ ( 7^ , 7^ ) employed in the form of the scattering amplitude gni/, 
can now be compared with each other and with the Coulomb calculations of Haff and 
Tombrello [10]. These are then to be compared with the calculations of Korenman and 
Rogovaya [8], who have considered the matrix element
9n,l =  9n,i +  dt,h (2.43)
corresponding to the two terms in the potential
=  +  (2.44)
<  |r> -  r 'e|
The first matrix element is relatively simple to evaluate, but the exchange type element is 
more troublesome to deal with. Due to their lack of sufficient computer power, V(r'e, r u) 
was approximated by the dipole operator
=  (2.45)
T 1 e
With this in mind the capture rates at a laboratory COM energy of lOOeV will be 
compared.
The following calculations will be studied:
1. Born approximation in the calculation of gUii according to the work of [8].
2. Born approximation in the calculation of gnj  according to equation 2.33.
3. Coulomb approximation in the calculation of gnj according to the work of [10], with 
an effective Z* = 1 for the e~and bound and continuum wavefunctions.
4. Coulomb approximation in the calculation of gnj according to equation 2.33, with 
an effective Z* =  1 for the e_ and wavefunctions.
5. Distorted wave approximation in the calculation of gnj with the y~ and e~ contin­
uum waves described in the ‘frozen’ potential of the H atom and the (py)n,l atom 
respectively.
2.4.1 Selection o f the approxim ation.
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2.5 C om p u tation a l and n u m erica l tech n iq u es.
2.5.1 Calculation of the wavefunctions.
The calculation of the transition rate equation 2.42, firstly requires obtaining of the correct 
bound and continuum radial functions.
The hydrogenic bound states are calculated through the Laguerre polynomial repre­
sentation [23], and are normalized to unity. Examples of the R f 0, R ^ q, and R%8i0 radial 
functions are shown in Figure 2.2. As the quantum numbers (n ,l ) change, the number of 
oscillations of the function varies as (n — I — 1).
When considering the continuum Coulomb and Born-approximations the radial func­
tion WJfcr) is calculated by the CPC program RCWFN [24], which provides the regular 
and irregular Coulomb wavefunctions Fi(rpkr) and Gi(rj; kr) and their radial derivatives 
for real, positive energy. Setting 77 — 0 the regular function becomes krji(kr), where ji 
is a spherical Bessel function. Figure 2.3 compares the functions jig, a regular Coulomb 
function Fq, and a function FDq defined later, for the e~ ejected in p~ capture into the 
state n,l =  14,0. Figure 2.4 shows the corresponding initial p~ functions j’q , F f  and FDq, 
for a lOOeV COM energy.
Returning to the radial equation for a point charge potential equation 2.21, making 
the substitution Wi(kr) =  krL i(r ) gives the differential equation
d2Wi(kr) 
dr2
k2
1(1 +  1) 2i]k
Wi(kr) =  0. (2.46)
r r
Including a finite radial charge distribution, with charge density ( r ' )2D (r ' ) ,  the potential 
experienced by the p~ (or e~) at a distance r from the nucleus of charge Z  is [25],
/ \ . 2 f ° °  \ // /X2 D (r ' )  Ze2V ( r ) =  4?re / dr (r  ) .— 1—— -------- .
Jo |r -  r j  r
A~r-p2 f r  r 00 7„2
=  ------  / dr'(r ' )2D (r ' )  +  47re2 / d r ' ( r ' )D ( r ' ) --------, (2.47)
• r  JO J r  r
* * *  f  dr\'W)( l - l ) +  4 « 2
r
and the differential equation to be solved becomes
d2W[(kr) 
dr2 '
1(1 +  1) 2r]k 
^  7 7 Z - 4 w £ d r ' ( r ' ) 2D ( r ' ) ( l -  £ ) } W,(kr)
0, (2.48)
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A =  r  d r '(r ' )D (r ' ) .  (2-49)
Jo
This equation is particularly easy to solve numerically. Numerov’s method [26] of 
solving the general second order differential equation
y(x) =  f (x )y (x ) ,  (2.50)
was used. The formula is accurate to h6 per step, and is
w(x +  h) =  ~ ^ ™ ^ p iy (a ; )  -  w(x -  h), (2.51)
where
t(x) =  y j/ M  and w(x) -  [1 -  t(x)]y (x ). (2.52)
To start the integration two initial points are required. The first point is taken at r =  0
when Wi =  0 by definition, and the second is found by applying a Frobenius series solution
to equation 2.48, i.e.
Wi(kr) =  ap( r )p+c. (2.53)
v
Since the second point is close to the origin, we may expand the charge density integrals as a 
Maclaurin series giving dr'(r ')2D (r ' )  ~  ( r ) 4t ) ( 0)/12 and /Qr dr/(r/)Z?(r/) ~  ( r )3D(0)/6. 
Then carrying out the series solution the second point is found from
Wi(kr) =  a0{ r l+1 +  ai pl+2 +  o,2r l+2>}, (2.54)
where
ai =  2 r)k/l2,
a2 -  ajlrfk/l3 +  (A  -  k2)//3, (2.55)
and lp - [ ( l  +  p -  1 )(/ +  p) -  1(1 +  1 )].
The second boundary condition comes from the asymptotic region, where we demand 
that the radial function has the form
7 2 
Wdkr) ~  sin (kr — +  07 +  61 +  -  f  In 2kr). (2.56)
2 Tizk
where A  is the constant infinite range integral,
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with ai the Coulomb phase shift and 6( the shift due to the extra potential, and q is the 
core charge (for a neutral atom q =  0). The function Wi is normalized according to this 
condition. Outside of the finite e~ (or p~ ) distribution the solution is
Wi(kr) =  cos 6iFi(r)] kr) +  sin SiGi(m kr). (2.57)
Since we can also write,
W{(kr!) =  AiFi(rj; k r j  +  BiGi(rj; fcrj,
and
W/(fer2) =  A iFfij;  kr2) +  £ ^ ( 77; *r2), (2.58)
then the constants A/ and J5; can be determined by matching twice with Fi and Gi, at 
large r. The normalization of Wi(kr) then proceeds through conventional means
yyunnorm alized    A[Fi -f- B\G\   CV\/normalized.
— C (  cos 6iFi +  sin 6{Gi), (2.59)
so obtaining
tan£j =  BifAi, and C 2 =  Af +  Bf. (2.60)
The matching radii are dependent upon the distribution of the potential, and are gen­
erally taken to be a function of the charge density integral.
As a check for this method the Coulomb functions Fi, were duplicated by the above 
procedure, with the correct asymptotic behaviour (Si — 0). Figures 2.3, and 2.4, also show 
the continuum waves F D  (I — 0) calculated by this method.
2.5.2 Calculation of the integrals.
The double integral in equation 2.42 is complicated and extremely oscillatory. For instance, 
if considering capture of a lOOeV p~ into the (?i, I =  14, 0) state, there will be approximately 
50 sharply peaked oscillations, and for the (n,/ =  28,0) state there are approximately 100 
oscillations (Figure 2.5 shows a typical integrand). To ensure that the correct values are 
returned a minimum of 4,000 integration points were used with a maximum of 6,000 due to 
memory constraints. Simpsons 3/8*/l method [27], is deemed suitable for these calculations.
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Figure 2.5: Example of an Integrand.
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As a check on the validity of the double integral routine it was compared with the 
results of the following integrals.
Firstly the integral [28],
/ 'Jo
followed by
/.i+i
dxxl+1ji (a x ) -  ^ (0  > (2.61)
\
, Hr ( V a2 +  P2 ~ a>)
Lte_l/2exp
m  > 0, > \$s/3\, (2.62)
is tested, and then as a rigorous check the second integral is replaced by [29],
^phsyh2~6—h—^ct-^—h—h—l
I  - ' J- * v' r (;2 + |)
oo
dxxx exp { - a x } j h (P x ) jh ( j x )
T(A +  h + l2 +  1 + 2m) / ~/?2 \ m 3 7 +X m!r ( il +  m +  | ) ( 4« 2 j  i 2( m ’ i m
» (A  +  <! +  /2) > 0, S (a  ±  i/3 ±  !7 ) > 0. (2.63)
The effect of changing the number of integration points used in the calculations was 
also investigated. It is concluded that 20 points per oscillation should be the minimum 
allowable, above this number the integral converges with 3-4 figure accuracy even for large 
values of a, (3 and 7 .
I11 evaluating equation 2.42 the outer limits of the integration were set to a multiple 
(usually 4) of the largest of the y~ expectation value < rM > nj  for the capture state, and 
the e~ Bohr radius. For capture in (rc > 30) states the integrand range was split into two 
or three equal parts and then evaluated, because the integration step becomes too large 
and the oscillations too many. The maximum integration limit was set at 20A for these 
numerical reasons. .
The constant integral A is performed using Simpsons method before each differential 
equation is started, with each step in increasing r stored in an array so that duplication of 
the same integral over finite r is not necessary. Consider now the integrals of the charge 
density D (r ') which involve an upper limit r. These are also situated within the radial 
differential equation. Using the Numerov method and its three step process enables the 
incorporation of a three step integration technique to be made quite easily. Simpsons
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method fits quite well into this scheme. The differential equation is arranged in the form of 
equation 2.48 so that the Simpson and Numerov techniques can proceed concurrently. A 
simple test of the effectiveness of the integration procedure is to check if the first integral 
in equation 2.47 converges to unity, for the charge density must integrate to the number of 
bound e~ and //" in the system at any one time. Such a test showed a greater then 99.9% 
reliance in the technique. The radius at which the distribution approximately integrates to 
unity is then multiplied by 6/5 and used as the matching radius provided that it is larger 
than the outer integration limit, otherwise the integration limit is set to the matching 
radius.
The calculations were carried out on a PRIME 9650 super-minicomputer, at the Uni­
versity of Surrey. Fortunately almost unlimited running time was available, with up to 
50A  CPU seconds possible in one day. The CPU usage for n =  1.. .30 capture is approx­
imately 5K  seconds for the Coulomb type calculations and 12Ii seconds for the distorted 
wave approximation. Over 12I( double integrals of the form of equation 2.42, with greater 
than 4K  integration points per integral were performed. This large number arises from 
the summation variable L  which is allowed to increase (usually up to L =  4) until the 
contribution from the next value of L decreases to < 10~3 of the total transition rate 
for each principal quantum number n. It is possible to use the range L — 0 ... 2 and still 
achieve very good agreement. For n =  31. ..60 the calculations took approximately 8K 
and 20K  seconds respectively, with the calculation of 20K  integrals, as the large //"angular 
momentum states give practically no contribution (<  10"6) to the capture rates 
for each n, and so were not calculated.
2.6 R esu lts
2.6.1 C o m p a r is o n  o f  th e  c a p tu re  a p p ro x im a t io n s
The //“ capture rates shown in Figure 2.6 are all qualitatively similar but possess 
distinctly different magnitudes. It is a feature of the Born plane-wave approximations, 
curves (1) and (2), that they produce larger capture rates ithan the Coulomb and distorted 
approximations. The use of a plane-wave may artificially give rise to increased rates due to 
the increase in the wavefunction near the nucleus, when compared with a charged particle 
continuum wavefunction. Comparing the Coulomb approximation, curve (4), and the dis-
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of several Auger capture 
rates and the radiative capture rate in H, as a 
function of n. The COM muon energy is 100eV.
P r in c ip a l qu a n tu m  num ber (n )
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torted approximation, curve (5), shows a larger capture rate for the distorted wave, which 
tends to give evidence for this proposal since the effective charge of the nucleus is reduced 
in the distorted case leading to a better approximation of a plane-wave. On closer reflection 
it is likely that changes in the electron continuum approximation may be the dominant 
factor between the plane and Coulomb type capture ra.tes. However the Coulombic ap­
proximations are also affected by changes in the //"continuum wavefunction.
Korenman and Rogovaya’s capture rate peaks at n — 9, whereas the curves in this 
work peak in the range n & 11... 13 even for the plane-wave approximation, curve (2). 
This discrepancy may be due to the use of the dipole operator equation 2.45, which strictly 
only applies when the //" lies within the electrons orbit, resulting in an overestimate of 
this region of capture. The capture rate of Ha.ff and Tombrello [10] is unfortunately only 
calculated for the first. 5 principal quantum values, but comparisons of curves (3) and (4) 
is encouraging, with the agreement improving to within 3% at n =  5.
Asymptotically only curves (4), and (5), appear to converge to some common value 
at large n. The remaining capture rates are distinct throughout their entire span (at 
least up to n =  100), indicating that the continuum wavefunctions still determine their 
fundamental differences, since the bound //" states tend to become similar in character 
at large n. As n increases, the expectation value of the bound //"state moves outward, 
•with the net effect that the //"charge density is spread over a. greater spatial region. The 
escaping electron then experiences less //" charge near to the nucleus and in this important 
region of the overlap integral equation 2.15, the distorted wavefunction gradually emulates 
the Coulomb function. However the incoming //" is still represented differently in the two 
approximations and may eventually cause deviation from a. supposed common value. The 
capture ra.tes although decreasing slowly near the peak, tend to exhibit an approximate 
?i"3 behaviour in the asymptotic region.
2.6.2 Results of the Auger distorted wave approximation
Based on the results of the previous section it was decided that the distorted wave ap­
proximation is the most appropriate one-state capture approximation. Most simply this is 
because the effects of the finite charge distribution resident in the atom can be introduced 
into the calculations. This introduction does not seem to cause any discrepancies in the 
capture results. We will deal with this approximation exclusively in the remainder of this
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In Figure 2.7, the contribution of every angular momentum state I is summed for each 
n, to produce the n dependence of the Auger capture rate, at several incident //“ energies. 
The n dependence predicts that the capture probability is maximal at n re 12 ... 18, which 
corresponds to a good mutual overlap experienced by the //“ and the electron. This maxi­
mum increases with decreasing incident //“ energy, and for a given value of n the transition 
rate similarly increases as the //“ energy decreases. This is to be expected as the transition 
rate in expression 2.42 is inversely dependent upon k to some power at small r. The tran­
sition rate does not decrease in a symmetric fashion about the maximum value, because 
the states of large n have more angular momentum capture states available than states of 
smaller n, and the overlap with the electron wavefunction for equi-distant 71-states from the 
maximum is worse before the maximum. The abrupt truncation for the 5eV COM collision 
is explained by the //“ initial energy being less than the atomic ionisation potential, and 
capture is then only possible to states with n < n0 where n0 is calculated from equation 
2.38.
This approximation gives the same features at fixed n for the I dependence of the 
capture rates as other types of one-state calculations [6, 10]. In Figure 2.8 this dependence 
is shown at several fixed values of n and at two COM collision energies. The capture cross- 
section rises then begins to fall with increasing angular momentum for / > 15 and for all 
n values. This feature is due to the effect of the centrifugal potential. Because of this 
effect the wavefunction for I > 20 is extremely small at distances comparable to the atomic 
radius, where the largest contribution to the matrix element occurs. It follows from Figure 
2.8 that the capture cross-section is not very well described by the statistical distribution 
a ~ 21 +  1.
The two modes of //“ capture are compared in Figure 2.9, where the total capture rates 
in H by either mode as a function of incident //“ energy is shown. It is evident that Auger 
transitions are dominant over the whole range of energy and into each ti, except possibly 
the most tightly bound state into which a larger radiative rate results from the emission 
of a high energy photon.
Chapter.
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F ig u r e  2 .7 :  A u g e r  c a p t u r e  r a t e s  i n  H  f o r  s e v e r a l  
m u 01% COM e n e r g ie s  v e r s u s  f i n a l  p r i n c i p a l  q u a n t u m  
n u m b e r  n .
P r in c ip a l quan tum  num ber (n )
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F i g u r e  2 .8 :  T h e  d e p e n d e n c e  o n  o r b i t a l  a n g u l a r  
m o m e n t u m  I o f  t h e  m u o n  c a p t u r e  r a t e , f o r  s e v e r a l  
v a l u e s  o f  n  a t  tw o  COM c o l l i s io iz  e n e r q i e s .
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The slowing down o f Negative
T l  j • T T  j • 1Exotic Particles
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter is written mainly in terms of stopping //“ , but the formulations apply to all 
types of negative exotic particles as the characteristics of the energy-losses are qualitatively 
similar. The manner in which //“ are moderated and shared among the constituent atoms, 
ions or molecules of mixtures and compounds, has been under investigation since the 
pioneering theoretical work of Fermi and Teller [19]. According to their model the atomic 
capture probability ratio for a particular pair of atoms in a mixture of species or compounds 
is determined to be simply proportional to the nuclear charge Z of the atom (the ‘Z-law’). 
The observed capture behaviour (which followed some 20 years later) however disagreed 
considerably with this predicted result [30]—[33], with chemical and molecular structure 
having an important influence on the capture of //“ and 7r", [34].
In order to reliably describe the capture process it is necessary to combine both capture 
and stopping cross-sections in a consistent way. This conclusion is evident from the strong 
dependence of the capture cross-sections on the energy of the collision. The additional 
de-excitational processes of ionisation and atom excitation continually alter the number of 
//“ in a particular energy region, resulting in the regulation of the atomic capture distribu­
tion by the slowing down phase. The question of from what energies the //“ are likely to 
be captured is therefore important, and one which can only be answered by considering a 
more complete description of the //"-target interactions.
Inelastic collisions in which the //“ excites the electron into higher energy bound states
Chapter 3
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is generally not included in calculations of the total inelastic cross-sections and will be 
excluded in this work. This omission is considered valid because the contribution of discrete 
electron states to the total inelastic scattering should be small for low energy collisions. 
Calculation of the generalised oscillator strength in //“ -He scattering [35] has shown that 
the discrete states give a maximal contribution at zero momentum transfer, when the 
contribution is 20%. As the momentum transfer q increases the contribution of discrete 
states decreases, and for a large momentum transfer a marked decrease is evident. The 
momentum transfer to the target atom in the scattering of slow //“ is always large, and so 
it is justified that this type of inelastic collision may be neglected.
In order to estimate the //“ energy at which capture is most probable, several authors 
have calculated exotic particle inelastic cross-sections for hydrogen atom collisions. Wight- 
man [5] applied the Born-approximation to the ionisation cross-section. Rosenberg [36] 
carried out a PSS calculation using a Born-Oppenheimer description of the exotic motion, 
but used free-particle continuum wave functions and neglected the contribution of impact 
parameters between 0 and ciq. This cross-section has been employed in the energy loss 
calculations of Haff and Tombrello [10], and Korenman and Rogovaya [8]. The accuracy of 
these ionisation rates was improved by Baird’s PSS calculations [12]. A reformulation of 
the moderation and capture of exotics in hydrogen or helium in terms of a local complex 
potential was carried out by Cohen et al. [13, 14]. The real part of such a potential is given 
by a diabatic interaction potential and the imaginary part by the ionisation width of the 
diabatic states embedded in the electron continuum. Cohen [16] also employed a CTMC 
method to determine capture and ionisation cross-sections, including a quasiclassical analy­
sis for the inelastic processes leading to excitation of the hydrogen atom. Finally Cherepkov 
and Chernysheva [21] calculated cross-sections for Auger capture and elastic and inelastic 
scattering of //“ by helium atoms, using Hartree-Fock wavefunctions to describe the atom 
and the ejected electron. The initial and final states of the //“ being determined from the 
frozen potential of the atom and ion respectively. Introducing an imaginary phase shift 
in the Born-approximation to the optical potential the inelastic-scattering cross-section is 
found. Cherepkov and Chernysheva’s results are quantitatively and qualitatively similar 
to those of Cohen [14].
It is now known that the stopping power of the hydrogen atom for //“ scattering calcu­
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lated by Rosenberg is too small by at least an order of magnitude, and leads to predictions 
of //“ capture predominantly from energies 50 ~  150eV. The most reliable and consistent 
results on the inelastic //“ -H cross-sections to date have been obtained in terms of the 
classical three-body dynamics [16], and in terms of the diabatic state model [13, 14]. For 
this reason the ionisation cross-sections o f [14, 16], will be employed in this work.
In constructing a detailed model of the slowing down of //“ , the stopping medium must 
be simply represented otherwise the model becomes overly complex e.g.alloys or mixtures of 
atoms can be readily described but not compounds or molecular targets. The reason for this 
m ay be accredited to the great difficulty in m odelling the //“ - molecular system adequately. 
However when considering atom ic system s, we can with a m oderate amount of difficulty 
develop a model predicting capture ratios from the basic //“ - atom interactions [37, 38]. 
This Chapter is concerned with the description o f //“ interactions in such systems and a 
model capable o f differentiating a concentration dependence o f the atom ic capture ratio in 
an alloy or gas m ixture is described and discussed in the following sections.
The aim of this Chapter then is to explore the possible approximations which can be 
made to the transport of energy equations in this model and in particular to //“ incident on 
H atoms. The energy distribution o f the //“ just before capture is to be considered using the 
capture cross-sections of Chapter 2  and the ionisation cross-sections o f reference [14, 16].
3.2 Capture energy spectrum and concentration depen­
dence on the capture fractions, in a mixture of atoms
The transport of //“ energy in a gas m ixture is conveniently formulated in terms o f the 
arrival probability density function Farr(TLab)-, which is defined such that the probability 
of a //“ arriving (sometime during its history before capture) in an energy interval dTLab 
in the laboratory frame is Farr(TLai>) dTLab. The arrival function satisfies an integral equa­
tion [39], which describes the equality between the number o f particles entering an energy 
bin TLabi TLab +dTLab by inelastic scattering from higher energies, and the number leaving 
that bin via inelastic scattering and direct atom ic capture. This integral equation is given
by
ft C O
Farr(TLab) =  / B ^ ( T Lai +  e', +  (f')df', (3.1)
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where the branching ratio density for free - free collisions is,
B fr" ( T Lab,c') = (3.2)
3
and
B j ree(TLabH,) =  Q
(1 + j )  ^ . dcjiTijab, e )
(1 + Tj)2 ah \ de' /£  ajaflTLab) . (3.3)j
Here aj is the fraction of species j  in the mixture and 7j  is the ratio of the p to the
0 (a?) is the unit step function, where Q(x) =  1 for x > 0 and 0 otherwise.
The differential energy loss cross-section is in fact the sum of the cross-sections
The total differential energy-loss cross-section defined in the laboratory frame can be
frame, by using the muon kinetic energy relationship, equation A.4, and energy loss rela­
tionships, equations A. 14 and A .22 between each frame.
Capture occurs when the energy lost in the C M  frame e > T,/( 1 +  7 ) =  TLab/if + l ) 2-> 
where Tt- is the kinetic energy available in the C M  frame. Using the equivalent expression 
for e', equation A.14, we have that e' > (1 +  2q)TLab/Q + l ) 2- In any capture collision the 
minimum energy lost in the C M  frame by the p~ is equal to u>ae/ (l +  7 ), where ujae is the 
target ionisation potential.
In ionisation collisions the minimum C M  energy lost is e > uae/{ 1 +  l ) i  while the 
maximum energy available is e < T,*/(l +  7 ). The boundary between free-free and free- 
bound collisions occurs at e =  Tt/(1 T 7 ), with the equivalent expression in the laboratory 
frame, equation A.22, of e' =  [1 + 7 +  7 2/(l +  7 )]£La&/(l +  7 )2. This expression does
target mass of species j .  T lq6 is the initial kinetic energy of the p in the laboratory frame 
with the target assumed at rest (See Appendix A for the dynamics of these collisions).
ddjTjjab, e! )   dors/ou,(TJ[/a^ , e ) d<7capi(Ti,ab, e )
de' de' de'
(3.4)
where the subscripts indicate an ionisation or capture collision. All cross-sections and e' 
the energy loss of the p~in the collision are defined in the laboratory frame. The total 
inelastic cross-section a j (T iab) for the species j  is then given by
(3.5)
obtained simply from the energy-loss cross-section calculated in the centre of mass (C M )
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not match with the corresponding result for capture collision at the boundary. To allow 
for a smooth transition in the mapping of e' —> e between the two regimes, the alternate 
relationship
1/3
j _  (1 +  27j)
(1 +  7j )2 Lab.
+
rnZ
L a b e' > L  + ?NrT(1 + 7j )2
(3.6)
(1 +  7 j)3
is used. Such a formula is valid since the energy loss e' in the laboratory frame is rather 
arbitrarily defined (Appendix A), and does not account for the kinetic energy taken up 
in the collision by the //“ in the muonic atom. This connection along with equation A.22 
for e' < (1 + 27j)TLab/(l +  7j ) 2, allows the convenience of not having to bother with any 
frame transformations in solving equation 3.1. The binding energy of the captured //“ is 
also given by
iLab
(1 +  7)
(3.7)
The normalised probability density for capture at an energy T/,a&, and for species j  is 
found from,
ro o
F -apt(TLab) =  J  B ^ i T L ^ F ^ T L a b ) ^ ' ,  
where the branching ratio density for capture on species j  is
(3.8)
(1 +  27,)
lLab(1 + 7 j)2
Finally the total probability of //“ capture by species j  is given by
poo
W j  =  /  F ‘apt(TLab)dTLab, and V  W) =  1.
Jo
(3.10)
The transport properties of //“ in matter can also be described in terms of the steady- 
state energy spectrum P (T l«&)5 which is related to the probability function Parr(PLa6)? by 
the expression Farr(TLab) =  i(Jj{Ti,ab)P{Tijab)i where t is an arbitrarily chosen time. The 
use of the arrival probability function is more advisable because the probability of capture, 
equation 3.10, has an irrelevant dependence on the energy (entering through ofiTLab)) 
when the alternative description is employed.
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3.3 Approximations to the transport equations
To determine the energy spectrum of stopped //"requires the differential energy-loss cross- 
sections dcrsi0W(TLabj)j/de at low collision energies. These cross-sections are difficult to 
obtain for multi-electron atoms but have been calculated for the basic /z"-H collision, under 
a number of approximations.
Models discussed in terms of the classical equations of motion [16, 39, 40, 41], are 
capable of calculating the full inelastic cross-sections dcr(TLab j ) j /de, and show that the 
shape of the distribution of energy losses e is approximately independent of the incident 
energy Tiab-, in the energy region dominated by ionisation. If this is true it is possible to 
write
doslow(,TLaby ^  aiTLaOfjie), (3.11)
de
so that the kernel of equation 3.1 is independent of T^ ab^  implying a white spectrum for 
Farr(PLab) ? LG*
FaTr{TLab) ~  const. (3.12)
However this does not imply that P (T ia*,) is constant, since P(TLab) acquires an energy 
dependence from that of the total inelastic cross-section. The arrival probability of //"at 
collision energies dominated by capture events decreases with decreasing collision energy 
since //"are redistributed after capture into bound states with negative energies.
Quantum mechanically the full differential cross-sections involving individual energy 
losses e are not usually calculated. Instead the approximation of
f e . i « ( I W ) , -  ^  <rslow(TLab) 6- - 5 2 ^ ) ,  (3.13)
is employed, with the calculation of osiow(TLab) by various means [14, 21, 9]. With this 
approximation equation 3.1 becomes
O slowifPLab)
F«rr(TLab -  ( r + T )  = Farr(TLab)
.O s lo w {T ]_ ,a b ) + O cap t ( T l , a b )  ,
and the //“ capture energy distribution is obtained from the expression
OcaptifPLab)F ‘apl(TLab) = Fa„ (T Lab)
&slowiFLab) 4~ &capt(FLab)
(3.14)
(3.15)
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3.4 Energy distribution of capture events
The capture and inelastic transition rates used in this work are shown in Figure 3.1. The 
diabatic transition rate [14] is approximately an order of magnitude larger than the CTMC 
transition rate [16]. To determine the energy corresponding to maximal capture probability 
it is necessary to consider the competition between the Auger capture and slowing down 
by inelastic scattering, in particular ionisation effects. Radiative processes, elastic and 
discrete inelastic scattering are small and are neglected.
Using the approximation that the //"energy loss in an ionisation collision is always 
equal to the ionisation potential of the atom, then equations 3.14 and 3.15, may be used 
to determine the energy distributions of //“ capture.
To solve equation 3.14 numerically we start with a normalised uniform distribution for 
Farr(TLab) at some high initial energy (T)aJ s. This starting condition depends upon the 
capture cross-section being sufficiently small relative to the free-free cross-section so that 
any dependence of Farr(Tiab) on the initial conditions is eliminated.
Figure 3/2 shows the results for the two ionisation transition rates. The diabatic tran­
sition rate produces an energy distribution which peaks around the ionisation potential, 
falling off at energies immediately below this. This falloff is probably due to the approx­
imation method used to determine the arrival function rather than the actual transition 
rates. Energy losses greater than uae are allowed in the case of capture but. not. in the 
case of slowing down. This causes a decrease in Fcapt{TLab) starting immediately below 
u>ae. The CTMC transition rate does not peak as high as the diabatic result, but instead 
is widened at its base indicating that capture takes place from higher energies than the 
diabatic case.
The dominant energy region from which capture is thought to take place is situated 
just, above the ionisation potential of the atom and very little capture occurs at energies 
in excess of 50eV. It is also to be noted that elastic and nonionising inelastic scattering, 
which is ignored, can only reduce the energy at which capture occurs.
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Negative Pion Capture in Simple 
Molecules.
God does not care about our mathematical difficulties. He integrates empiri­
cally.
Albert Einstein.
4.1 Introduction.
The stopping of 7r“  (and fir) in molecular systems, has been widely investigated in the 
last 30 years. Several theoretical models [42]- [47], have been proposed to explain the role 
of the molecular system on the exotic atomic capture process. However a general difficulty 
with these models is that the basic understanding of the initial tt “ -molecular interaction 
remains on a phenomenological level.
The accepted scheme for exotic de-excitation in matter gives a fundamental importance 
to the capture of exotics into exotic molecular orbitals, (in Appendix B a detailed exposition 
of a particular capture model which explicitly includes this mechanism is given). From 
these quantum states the exotic will eventually deexcite into an exotic atom orbital centred 
around one of the atoms involved in the exotic molecular bond. This redistribution process 
is calculated approximately for radiative transitions [44], and the rates are incorporated 
in most capture models. The initial molecular capture process has, by contrast, suffered 
from a marked lack of theoretical calculations and is poorly treated by assuming that the 
capture probability is only proportional to the number of valence electrons involved in the 
bond. The lack of calculation for the molecular capture of exotics, is quite clearly due to
Chapter 4
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the arduous nature of the problem.
One of the most difficult components of molecular capture calculations is the determi­
nation of an accurate wavefunction for an exotic molecular orbital. C. Tranquille’s work 
at Surrey [48] has identified the existence of a stable Z\iiZ2 system, consisting of nu­
clei, an electron shell and a tt~ ‘smeared out’ over a relatively huge area ~  500^, where 
ax ~ 2 x 10-3A , the pionic atom unit of length. It should be noted however that at present 
his work only proves that homonuclear systems are stable. Tranquille’s work provides the 
necessary ir~ molecular wavefunctions for any attempt at calculating the capture of tc~ 
from the continuum into a molecular orbital.
The aim of this work is then to formulate a simple theory for the probability of pionic 
molecular systems being formed, through the transfer of energy to a valence electron. The 
theory will apply to the diatomic system Z\Z2, where Zx denotes both the element and its 
atomic number.
Because of the large amount of work involved in these calculations an attempt at calcu­
lating the probability of 7r~ capture in the isotopic molecules H 2 and D 2 is made. However 
a new problem arises when discussing these pionic molecules. The (H 2tt~) results of Tran- 
quille were initially thought to be incorrect, and so a new method of deriving the (pp7ce) 
and (dd'Ke) molecular wavefunctions was used in this work. This method although not at 
fault will be seen to be only appropriate for the lowest bound states of these molecules. The 
initial confusion over Tranquille’s work arises from his reliance on the Born-Oppenlieimer 
approximation for the (ppir)+ system. This approximation is assumed to be valid for rel­
atively great internuclear separations, R  = 300 — OOOa,,.. To deduce a bound state, it is 
usual to see evidence of a minimum in the tt~ potential energy curve EflR )  as a function 
of R. Tranquille has shown that at certain values of R and for certain quantum states 
(n,/,ra, - united atom quantum numbers) although a minimum in EX(R )  does not exist, a 
substantial internuclear 7r~ distribution is evident. With the inclusion of a fixed molecu­
lar e“ distribution such a system becomes comfortably stable. Energetically the previous 
continuum states of the (ppirfl system then appear to be bonding states with energies less 
than the (pe) threshold of — 13.606eV. At the time of these calculations this was not fully 
appreciated, and so an alternative method which also happened to be readily available was 
made use of.
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1 An additional approximation was considered because of the limited computational and
‘research time available. It was decided that capture on the molecular ions {ppc)+ and
; ■ i
(dde)f would be dealt with. However, in hindsight and with careful examination, it be­
comes clear that such an investigation has little value in explaining or elucidating the role 
of molecular capture. This point was not. realised at all, and the work was pursued because 
■ it was originally believed that a 3-body treatment alone, for the {ppn)+ and (ddr)+ ions, 
would possess similar characteristics to the large 4-particle systems (ppire) and (ddire) ac­
tually required. In fact this is an invalid assumption for the large pionic molecular orbitals, 
Tut is! approximately true for the lowest energy bound states. In Appendix C it is shown 
that the lowest bound states of the pionic hydrogen molecule (ppire) can be approximated 
;as a function consisting of a component describing the 3-body pionic hydrogen molecular 
ion, and a. component representing an approximate hydrogen electron. This is due to the 
relatively small size of the pionic ion (ppir)+ compared to a. hydrogen atom.
Due to the large 7r" mass, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and most other adia­
batic. methods should not be applied to the determination of the low energy ir~ hydrogen 
molecular ion states. However, a very successful variational method developed by Dr. 
Kamimura [49], is available for general 3-body systems. This method will be used in this 
work,: and is described later in the text.
Originally, the impetus for studying ir~ capture in II2 and D 2 stemmed from a recent, 
experiment, performed at TR.IUMF [50], in which the transfer of ir~ from pionic hydrogen 
to deuterium was investigated in gas mixtures of II2 and D 2, as a. function of the D 2 con- 
, cent-ration. These processes necessarily involve capture in pionic molecular orbitals. It has 
been assumed in the analysis of this experiment, that the atomic capture of pious is negligi­
ble compared to molecular capture. The purpose of this work was also to make meaningful 
comparisons of the two processes, and to comment on the validity of this assumption.
I
The jplan for this Chapter is then as follows:
The probability of ir~ capture in a. hydrogen molecular ion is formulated. The required
wavefunctions are then described, calculated, and used to determine the transition rate.ii
Certain extensions to the case of II2 capture are mentioned whenever possible. A gener-
j
alisation of the theory to more complex molecules will become apparent, and finally the 
more'traditional methods of calculation discussed.
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4.2 Formulation of the 7r - molecular hydrogen ion capture 
scattering amplitude.
Figure 4.1: The coordinates used in the capture reaction.
The collisions we consider are of the form,
7r“ + H f  =» (ppn)* + e~, (4.1)
in which the hydrogen molecular ion may be replaced by its isotopic equivalent D2 ■ The 
coordinate system chosen to represent these collisions is shown in Figure 4.1, and in which 
the vector R n lies between the two nuclei (for both ions), and Ee is the position vector 
of the e~ with origin at the COM of the two nuclear particles. The origin of the tt- 
position vector ?v is the COM of the hydrogen molecular ion, which may reasonably be 
approximated to the origin of vector ?y.
The full wavefunction describing the collision is expanded as
$( 1%. ?y, R *) = G n ( Ee) Ipni 7V, R v ) ■+ J  dk* G kAfety friCr iRv)* (4-2)
tl
where the functions i'n{i5riR - )  are the proper functions for the hydrogen pionic ion, and 
the subscript n denotes all quantum labels of that ion (i.e. J,V, etc.). The summation over 
n and the integration over dk“, represents all bound and continuum states respectively, of 
the following Sclnodinger equation,
Hxfn{FK,R n) = E *$ n{r~K,Rjr). (4.3)
where
and E f  is the internal energy of the system. The masses are given by
i
' I m f 1 ~  +  m~) and =  (mpl +  . (4.5)
I
Since we are only interested in the capture process exemplified in equation 4.1, the 
continuum states Gn are to have the asymptotic form of
t ■
s~i /,7*\ exp{i.kenre -i ]h\2k*re} _ tn A , ,,
G n \l e j rv'' r e ) ' \4*0)
I re
where if is the Sommerfeld parameter with Z\ — 1, Z2 — — 1,
.! e2m.2
1 'n " W
To calculate G n we must; of course consider the total internal Hamiltonian, whose
solution is given by equation 4.2. Hence we desire to solve
H ^ (r e, ?v, R k) =  E '£ (ire,i\ , Rk)> (4.7)
where
H =  I Ik +  IE +  — V. (4.S)
r«,
and
■ • r, 2 c2 2
He = - r —  . (4.9)
; 2  77? 2 e 7'e l  7'e2
The energy £  is the total internal energy of the 4-bodv system, and the mass m2 is given 
by
= ( ?npi + mp2 + m - U 1 + mfl . (4.10)
Substituting the full wavefunction equation 4.2, into equation 4.7, and then multiplying 
the resultant by tr*. and integrating over the two coordinates of this molecular ion, we 
obtain after using equation 4.3,
{V »; +  (fc;)2)G „ (r ;) =
^  J  d rZdR xrj W R . )  (l+I - +  - £ ) (4-11)
where (A+ )2 = 2 m2(E  — E*)/fi2, is the wave vector for the outgoing continuum c~. The 
asymptotic solution for G n can be recognised from equation 4.11 to have the form of 
equation 4.6.
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The last two terms on the R.IIS of equation 4 .11 are both functions of 1% and R n and 
so cannot be simply taken out of the integral sign and placed conveniantly on the LHS 
of the equation. This difficulty causes the method of calculation for capture in large pi- 
onic molecular orbitals to differ from that of Section 2/2.2 where capture in a H atom  
was studied (the outgoing continuum wavefunction is defined in the fixed field of the 
muonic atom). However for the specific 7r- capture reaction under consideration here, the 
spatial extent of the bound pionic molecular states are found to be (see section 4.3.2) ap­
proximately l/100*ft the size of the corresponding electron molecular orbitals. This fact 
simplifies the expression for the m atrix element since in the integration region of signif­
icant overlap between the pionic and electronic molecular orbitals, R K < <  re «  lOOi?.*-. 
Hence we have the approximate relations l/?Vi =  (r| -f (R K/2)2 — reR n c.os( Ue.RK) P 1/ 2 ~  
l / re ( l  ~ \ (Rn/'/i'e )2 + \ ( R k cos(re.^ r)/re^  ~  l / r e, and also l / r e2 ~  1 /re. The last 
two terms o f equation 4.11 can then be modified so that the function G n can be seperated 
out as
~  J dr' dR^ fi.R,) (-£■ - f.) (-20 GAK). ( + 1 2 )
which may then be placed on the LHS of the equation.
Since the eventual aim o f this analysis is to ascertain the total capture rate for a 
7r~ incident on hydrogen molecular ions, then integrals over the incoming and outgoing 
wavevector angles must be performed. The degree of effort, required for a full calculation 
of the angular dependent cross-section is prohibitive, and so some form of approximation 
preferably angular independent, is required. Such an approximation is possible for capture 
in the small pionic molecular orbitals, since we have an effective central force potential due 
to the protons for the outgoing elect ron of —2e2/ re. W hereas for the incoming 7r"a  central 
force potential analgous to those used in describing the interactions of molecules [51, 52]
can be defined. For a two proton molecule the potential experienced at ?v is given by
J _  +  J _  =  _L ((.4  _ b  cos Ox )" 1/2  +  ( A +  B cos ^  )~1/2  )  , (4.13)
7*(t1 Lt2 7V I J
where .4 =  1 4-(J?-/2/v)2 and B — R K/rK. The two protons are assumed to be distributed 
randomly on the surface o f a. sphere of radius Rq/2, with vectors —R n/2 and Rz/2. Con­
sequently the spatially averaged potential due to the protons is
L l , P2('V) = -  — . ( +  14)7 V
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in which equation 4.13 has been integrated over all angles (0K, At) about the COM of the 
two nuclei, and the resultant divided by 4tt, This '2-body potential gives the correct value 
for large rK in the held of the protons but not at the origin.
In Chapter ‘2 it was determined that, the most appropriate outgoing continuum wave- 
function was one in which the finite distribution of the final bound state was taken into 
account. This is complicated in this particular reaction by the sheer difference in size of 
the initial and final bound states and hence the problem of how to account for the bound 
7T~distribution arises and this point is elaborated upon later. The incoming continuum 
wavefunction should also be calculated in the angle averaged field of the fixed electron 
bound state and this point is discussed later. In the case of capture in large molecular 
orbitals the electron potential terms have an additional dependence upon I2jT resulting in
a. more complicated transition matrix calculation to the one derived here.
Having determined the angular independent effective potential, equation 4.11 is solv­
able in a similar manner to that presented in Section 2.3.2. The solution is required so 
that asymptotically it behaves as equation 4.6, and on carrying out. the same procedure 
we achieve the scattering amplitude,
gr!(/9e.0e) = J  df*edf‘trdRrXk*) ( O f n i U .  R k) 'kUy. /fy).
(4.15)
where x [ f  is the e~ continuum wavefunction described later. It is noted that for this 
particular reaction it is a function of ?y only.
To complete the specification of the scattering amplitude calculated in this work, the 
approximation used for the total wavefunction equation 4.2 must be defined. Again due 
to the enormous amount of computation involved it is only feasible to make use of a Born 
type approximation. The experience gained in atomic capture leads to the use of
$ (?y, RK) = (j)0{?y. . / ? o (G.Rq).  (4.16)
Here the function </o( ?y. f?o) represents the ground state {ppc)+ ion and is described in 
Section 4.3.3. The *r~ continuum wavefunction R0) will be described in Section
4.3.4.
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4.3 Specification of the wavefunctions.
Included in the definition of the scattering amplitude, given by equations 4.15 and 4.16, 
are two 3-body bound wavefunctions, and two continuum wavefunctions. These will now 
be described in detail.
4.3.1 3 -body wavefunctions — K am im u ra ’s m ethod.
The general problem of a system composed of three dissimilar mass particles, has been 
studied in recent years, with great success [53]-[61]. One of the driving forces behind these 
investigations is the reactivated interest in muon-catalysed hydrogen fusion [58]-[60], which 
requires the calculation of accurate wavefunctions and energies [62].
There are two main approaches to this three-body problem, these are the adiabatic 
and the variational methods. Although the adiabatic method [53, 54] is probably the 
best established approximation of all three body approximations this work will involve the 
alternative.
The variational method [63] is extensively used in quantum mechanics, and is based 
on the minimisation of the expectation value of the energy of the system. For any trial 
function J), the expectation value of the energy is
E = < * m >  (4 .17)
< y}\w >
where H is the Hamilton operator for the system. The forms of the admissible trial functions 
are dictated by the boundary conditions, the symmetry of the system, and the set of 
observables commuting with the Hamiltonian. The choice of the trial functions is restricted 
by these criteria, and the self-evident postulate that the choice should be a judicious one.
Returning to the three-body problem, the Hamiltonian for the system is given by 
equation 4.3, in which R and r are the internal coordinates of such a system, and is depicted 
in Figure 4.1. This arrangement of coordinates is not unique, there are in fact three ways 
of choosing the two internal coordinates, and so three equivalent ways of expressing the 
Hamiltonian, i.e.
h2 Ji2 c2 e2
Hi = -  r r r V j - -------------- . (4.18)
2 pi Ri 2 M i  ' rei re2
where
p j 1 =  m j f  + m jj2 and M " 1 =  (m ,*+1 + mi+2)~l +  (4.19)
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and the labels are cyclic. These possible choices are known as the Jacobi coordinates of the 
three-body problem. For a general three-body system the various vectors are illustrated 
in Figure 4.2. Kamimura’s novel method of determining the bound states (and continuum 
states [57]) is to incorporate the three sets of coordinates in his calculations.
Channel 1 
m3
Channel 2 
m3
Channel 3 
m3
m\ R3 m2
Figure 4.2: The Jacobi coordinates used in the three body calculations.
Using all three re-arrangement coordinates explicitly is desirable for a number of rea­
sons. Firstly in the expansion of the trial function, the individual series terms - the basis 
functions - are rarely orthogonal. This situation may lead to near-linear dependence among 
the basis functions if many of them are used to achieve a solution in the same channel. 
This in turn causes subsequent difficulties in the diagonalisation of the matrix equation 
arising from the use of a linear series of basis functions,
N
(4.20)
k=i
Despite the fact that any one of these coordinate choices can be used alone to pursue 
the solution, the channels are also not equally adapted to a particular problem. If only one 
channel is to be used in the calculations, then the physical situation should be considered 
before this choice is made. The following example clarifies this statement.
Suppose that one of the three particles moves faster or more slowly than the other two, or is 
much farther or closer on average to the COM of the system. The two vectors that describe 
each channel, is defined in an asymmetric way, so that only one choice of coordinates can 
naturally express this inherent asymmetry. If the odd particle is the one labelled m3, then 
the Jacobi channel 3 is Figure 4.2 is the natural choice. This set of coordinates more 
uniquely describes the displacement and motion of the odd particle than any of the other 
two.
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The situation just described results in the wavefunction being composed of a strong 
contribution from a trial function described in channel 3. Combining this channel, and 
the two remaining re-arrangement channels, results in a shorter series expansion for the 
trial function, when compared to calculations using only one set of coordinates. This is 
demonstrably more evident for situations in which the masses are not disparate, as then 
the wavefunction is a sum of almost comparable components from each channel, (some 
channels will be favoured due to the physical shape of the molecule).
To complete the specification of the trial function the basis functions have to be de­
fined. The Gaussian-expansion method of Kamimura [49] makes use of all three sets of 
re-arrangement coordinates and is distinguished by a clever choice for the radial depen­
dence of the wavefunction. The radial part is such that all matrix elements which appear in 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method are given in closed form for potentials in power, inverse-power, 
Gaussian or product forms of these three. Each basis function is defined by,
= NuLara Raa exp { -Vair l }  exp { - K j R l )  [Yta( fa) <g> YLa(R a)  ^ , (4.21)
where is a normalisation constant and Uf. is identified by one index k — k (i, j , la, La), 
which runs from 1... N,  where N  is the total number of basis functions. The variational 
coefficient Ak, is similarly dependent upon k.
In any several-body system one of the most important conserved quantities, is the total 
momentum J, which is used to identify the different molecular states. Its component mj  in 
the direction of an externally applied magnitude field is an auxiliary label. In three-body 
theory there is a third label V, called the vibrational quantum number, (which is analogous 
to the principal quantum number n occurring in two-bodv theory) which is assigned to the 
resultant molecular energy solution by looking at the magnitudes.
Since there are two vectors involved in the coordinate system, J is composed by vector 
addition of the angular momenta associated with each coordinate. The angular momenta 
are respectively la and La for the coordinators ry and Ra (in the channel a =  1 ...3), so 
that
J =  fa +  La (4.22)
The interactions among the three particles are central and so for the channel a, the
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angular part of tlie basis-functions (and so total wavefunction i p v J M j  is given by
Yj m A ^ R L )  = k , (r v )  0 YLa(R a) , (4.23)
l  J M j
where [... 0 ...] denotes the tensor product [64].
Summations over la and La are included in equation 4.21 by simply selecting combi­
nations of the magnitudes ( la,La) which satisfy the roles of angular-momentum algebra. 
These combinations are selected for one channel at a time. For a given value of J, the 
angular momenta conditions are
IU +  La\<J< iC -  £*.| and ( - I )4 =  (-1 )'»+1*. (4.24)
The radial part of the basis functions gives added flexibility in the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method, this is most clearly seen by explicitly writing the trial function as a summation 
over its parameters, i.e.
3 Imai Jm ax
*  = A (i, j , ia,£ 0)w (i,j,;.,£„). (4.25)
a=l i=1 1 laLa
The i and j  summations improve the extent to which the radial part of the actual solu­
tion is approximated, by associating to each value of la and La several Gaussian functions. 
As mentioned previously, incorporating Gaussians in the calculations enables the matrix 
elements to be given in closed form, and this proved to be the superior factor in the choice 
between using Gaussian or exponential dependencies.
The parameters V{ and A j in equation 4.21 change as i and j  run over their ranges. 
Their choice is better appreciated when they are written as
— 1/rf and A j =  1 /Rj. (4/26)
For a given combination of la and La, the radii rt- and R{ are chosen from minimum
values (for which i — I f  = 1) to maximum values (for which i =  imax j  — jmax) in such
a way that they form a geometric progression. The limits and the number of terms in the
progression are taken as input parameters of the calculation.
The generalised matrix eigenvalue equation which yields the eigenvalue and the varia­
tional coefficients is fairly involved and lengthy and will not be given here. The detailed cal­
culation of the matrix elements, are obtainable from the Ph.D thesis of H.V. Mweene [65].
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It is perhaps appropriate at the conclusion of the description of the three-body wave­
function to mention how in principle the four-body system (ppire) or (ddwe) can be ap­
proximated.
We will see later that the (ppir)+ and (ddir)+ ions are spatially small compared to 
their electronic counterparts. In such systems the addition of an electron is unlikely to 
change the wavefunction or energy of the original three-body system by an appreciable 
amount. In Appendix C, equation C.6 gives an approximate differential equation for the 
three-body wavefunction ifpp^  in the field of the electron. The e~ — (pp7r)+ potential A V  
does not change the energy of the system by more than a few eV [58], which is relatively 
unimportant for all but the (ddir)+ J ,V  =  1,1 state. It is not unfeasible therefore to 
approximate the four-body (ppne) or (ddire) systems as,
fppne(re,r3,R 2)  — (f>eCe)'iPpp/!T(r3, R j ,  (4.27)
in which A V  =  0 , and to take the origin of the electron coordinate Ke, at the COM of 
the R3 coordinate. <f>e is then taken as the ground state electron wavefunction for a point 
charge Z = 1 potential.
The hydrogen pionic molecule wavefunction may then be used along with a suitable 
hydrogen wavefunction, to calculate the probability of 7r" capture into a molecular 
state. No modification of the coordinate system is required, but the scattering amplitude 
mentioned in Section 4.2 will be altered by the e~ continuum wave now being calculated 
in an averaged potential due to the protons and the extra bound e~.
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The computer program written by Dr. Kamimura, using his Gaussian expansion method 
for the three-body system, is ideally suited for processing on vector or parallel computers. 
The labour invested in calculating the energies of such systems is substantial; requiring a 
minimum of 300 basis functions to obtain a reasonable wavefunction, with a diagonalisation 
of a 300 X 300 matrix required to be calculated. All computations were therefore carried 
out on the CRAY X-MP/48 at the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory.
In a practical calculation, the configurations are introduced systematically. Firstly, only 
one channel is employed, and the angular momentum components la, L a, consistent with 
the state J, V  under investigation, are chosen. The variables (the number of terms in the 
summutations and the limits of the radial parameters) are then adjusted until the energy 
is as low as possible for this configuration. Adding in extra configurations and repeating 
this procedure until the energy converges to some limit completes the analysis.
In choosing the angular momenta combinations one should always start from the small­
est values consistent with the triangle inequalities, since the importance of higher values 
rapidly diminishes.
The number of basis functions used is easily chosen by appreciating that although 
in theory the problem is completely solvable by using a very large number of functions, 
in reality, numerical difficulties arise (which fortunately reveal themselves by the sudden 
appearance of negative numbers of very large magnitude) when more than 15 X15 functions 
are used per channel. Therefore in most calculations we have used 10 x 10 per channel, 
with a reduction to 7 X 7 when over 3-400 functions are used, for the program is restricted 
by memory resources (7 Mwords) to a maximum of 600 basis functions.
Since we are essentially dealing with a minimisation of a function, the basic code of 
Kamimura was incorporated as a defined function in the NAG routine (E04JAF), which 
determined the minimisation of the energy by varying the limits of the radial parameters, 
according to its own algorithmic method. However, this, (and other NAG routines) was 
not able to consistently deal with more than one changing limit at a time. The procedure is 
then to allow only one of the limits to vary, fix this limit and then in turn to vary another, 
until a dependable minimum has been achieved. Applying this technique to the calculation 
of the energies is perhaps the most natural method consistent with the variational principle
4.3.2 C om putational results for th e  th ree-bod y system s.
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on which the calculation is based. Previously [49], the determination of the energies of the 
(dtp)+ ion had relied upon a large set of functions with approximately appropriate limits. 
The use of over 2,500 basis functions, and of many combinations of the angular momenta 
resulted in very accurate (errors of ~  10- 4eV) predictions.
The results of calculating the energies of the three-body systems (ppe)+ , (ppir)+ and 
(ddir)+ are shown in Tables 4.1 - 4.3 respectively. The energies given are however not 
the true binding energies but are relative to the threshold value of the ground state (pe), 
(pir) and (dir) atoms. These ground state energies are -13.606, -3235.147 and -3459.169 eV 
respectively.
The results of calculating the ground state J, V  =  0,0 of the (ppe)+ system are shown in 
Table 4.1. The energy should be compared with the Born-Oppenheimer dissociation energy 
of 2.65 eV, and the equilibrium internuclear distance 1.06A should be compared with the 
outer limits of the radial parameters, especially those of channel 3. Such a comparison 
shows very good agreement between the two methods, and with even more basis functions 
Kamimura’s energy should converge more closely to the experimental value of 2.79 eV. It 
is also worth noting that using channel 1 (and the symmetric channel 2), and channel 3 
independently to prosecute the solution would require a large number of basis functions 
(~ 1000). Combining all channels leads to a quicker solution with fewer basis functions 
required to determine an adequate energy state.
The ground state and the first excited state of the (pp7r)+ ion are defined by the 
parameters in Table 4.2. The first, obvious deduction we may make is that the approximate 
sizes of these states are respectively 1/ 130th, and l/90th, the size of the ground state (ppe)+ 
ion. The small size of the pionic hydrogen ions is also emphasized by the (ddir)+ ion 
parameters shown in Table 4.3. ( Unfortunately the (ddir)+ , (J ,V )  — (1,1) state does not 
appear to be bound, but this may prove to be incorrect with the incorporation of more 
channels in the calculations.)
The details of the wavefunctions can be explained by examining the geometric progres­
sion of Gaussian-tail functions employed as the radial part of the three body wavefunction. 
These are
Ui,l (R )  =  RL exp { -  ( R / R i f ) ,  R{ = R minaJ~l , (* =  1.. • W r ),  (4.28)
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Results for (J ,F ) = (0,0) state: Threshold energy =  — 13.606eV.
Table 4.1: Wavefunction details for the (ppe)+ ion.
c L,l N r Rmin(A) Rmax(A) N r rmin(A) l'max(A) N r f E(eV)
1* 0,0 10 0.10 1.40 15 0.02 0.88 300t -2.3102
1* 0,0 15 0.12 1.48 15 0.02 0.92 450t -2.4001
3 0,0 15 0.006 1.21 10 0.08 0.96 150t -0.4097
3 0,0 20 0.04 1.32 20 0.10 0.99 400t -1.6238
1* 0,0 10 0.10 1.40 15 0.02 0.88
3 0,0 15 0.01 1.22 10 0.08 0.98 450 -2.6363
* Note that because mi =  m2, channels 1 and 2 are symmetric, and require only 
one set of defining parameters.
f These calculations are carried out for one channel combination only.
Table 4.2: Wavefunction details for the (ppn)+ ion.
Results for ( J ,V )  =  (0,0) state: Threshold energy = —3235.147eV.
C X,/ N r Rmin(f TTl) Rmax(fm) N r r min( f  Til) Tmaxifm) N r f E(eV)
1 0,0 10 20 1080 10 65 1070 200 -234.059
3 0,0 10 85 1040 10 55 1050 300 -292.971
1 1,1 7 15 1020 7 45 1020 398 -294.717
3 1,1 7 90 1010 7 30 1030 447 -294.728
The channel 1, and 3 configurations (L ,l ) =  (2,2) contribute less than 10 2eV 
to the energy.
Results for (J, V) = (1,0) state.
C L,l N r Rminifm) Rmax(fTTl) N r l min(fTTl) Tmaxifm) N b f E(eV)
1 0,1 10 120 1580 10 20 1250 200 -65.123
1 1,0 10 60 1340 10 50 1570 400 -104.057
3 1,0 7 90 1300 7 75 1600 449 -109.286
1 1,2 5 100 1190 5 110 1400 499 -109.442
The channel 1 configurations (L, l ) = (1,1), (1,2). and the channel 3 
configurations (L,l ) = (1,1), (2,1) contribute less than 10~2eV to the energy.
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Table 4.3: Wavefunction details for the (ddftff ion.
Results for (J, V ) = (0,0) state: Thresho! d energy == —3459.169eV.
c L,l N r Rtnax(fTn) N r rmin(fm) rmax(fm) N Bf E(eV)
1 0,0 10 30 860 10 55 880 200 -321.288
3 0,0 •10 40 800 10 90 830 300 -390.351
3 1,1 10 25 800 10 40 810 400 -392.160
1 1,1 7 15 805 7 35 815 498 -392.183
The configurations not mentioned contribute less than 10“ 2eV to the energy
Results for (J, V )  — (1,0) state.
C L J N r Rmax(fm) N r rm.in(frri) l'max(fttl) N b f E(eV)
1 0,1 10 120 1070 10 50 940 200 -170.794
3 1,0 10 40 990 10 80 1140 300 -245.098
1 1,0 7 90 1020 7 60 1190 398 -245.732
The configurations not mentioned contribute less than 10“ 2eV to the energy.
Results for (J, V )  =  (2,0) state.
C L J N r Rmin(fm) Rmax(fttl) N r 7min( f'Tft ) 7jnax(flXl) N b f E(eV)
1 0,2 10 40 1660 10 40 1290 200 -32.19
1 2,0 10 85 1350 10 90 1690 400 -51.21
3 2,0 7 80 1280 7 100 1430 449 -61.45
1 1,1 7 45 1200 7 30 1250 547 -63.41
The configurations not mentioned contribute less than 10 1eV to the energy. 
Results for (J, V )  — (0, 1) state.
C L,l N r Rmin(f'rT) Rmax(f m) N r rmin(f ril) rmax(,fm ) N bf E(eV)
1 0,0 10 100 1360 10 120 2750 200 -1.78
3 0,0 10 140 2620 10 80 1690 300 -20.64
1 1,1 8 no 1360 8 130 2645 428 -33.90
3 1,1 8 80 2470 8 90 '1570 492 -39.15
1 2,2 7 70 1200 7 100 2130 590 -40.61
The configurations not mentioned contribute less than 10_1eV to the energy.
C L,l N r Rmax(fm) N r l'max(fTYl) N bf E(eV)
1 0,1 10 100 1650 10 120 2810 200 11.65
1 1,0 10 90 1480 10 145 2990 400 2.91
3 1,0 8 110 2530 8 100 1S60 464 1.41
1 1,2 7 80 1370 7 110 2540 562 0.85
3 2,1 6 75 2320 6 70 1550 598 0.44
The configurations not mentioned contribute less than 10 *eV to the energy.
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Vji(r) =  rl exp { -  (r/rj)2}, rj =  ( j  = 1.. . j w ) ,  (4/29)
Therefore, for a wavefunction of fixed spatial range, the channels with low angular 
momentum values should have the largest radial extent, identified by R max and rmax 
values. This trend is shown in all the results of Tables 4.2 - 4.3, but is most evident in the 
(J ,V ) =  (2,0), (ddir)+ ion parameters, where the L or / = 0 radial maxima significantly 
exceed the L or I = 2 extrema.
The fact that not all of the configurations are used to define the total wavefunction, 
indicates that there are preferred combinations of channel and angular momenta L , /. For 
example, in any J =  1 calculation the configuration of channel 3 and (L, I) =  (0,1), 
is not used. This is because the unit of angular momentum involved is more naturally 
associated with the two nuclei, and this in turn is more naturally represented by a channel 
3, (L, /) = (1,0) configuration. In terms of energy results, this latter configuration produces 
a much deeper bound state energy, than the previous combination. The effect of the first 
combination was tested after the final calculation for each J = 1 state had been performed. 
Then with an additional 10 X10 basis functions a change of less than 10-2 eV was registered, 
proving that the configurations has little effect on the final result. The configurations that 
are not explicitly shown in the Tables are similarly tested, and appropriate errors given.
An interesting point in these calculations is raised, when we compare the results of 
V = 0 and V  =  1 states. It becomes evident that the V  — 1 states are more spatially 
extended along one of the coordinates. This in fact has been shown for the (dtp)+ ion, 
[66], to be due to a well developed clustering character, which in our case comes from a 
(dir)is + d cluster. The V  =  0 states alternatively show a compact bound structure.
Table 4.4 presents the bound state energies of the family of muonic and pionic hydrogens 
molecular ions. The two systems under investigation here follow the pattern of their closest 
muonic neighbours, (pppfl, and (ddlp)*. By analysing the pionic molecule spectrum, one 
discovers that the rotational and vibrational quantum units of energy are, not surprisingly, 
larger than their respective muonic molecular equivalents. The ground state energies of 
(ppir)+ and (ddir)+ are lower than their muonic equivalents, and is probably due to their 
smaller spatial sizes and so increased p+ — potentials, (etc. for d+ — 7r“).
and
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Table 4.4: Three body energies for the muonic and pionic hydrogen molecular 
ions. All energies relative to the threshold value.
( T V ) (0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (3,0) (0,1) (1,1)
Threshold 
Energy (eV)
ppp -253.05 -107.08 - - - - -2528.52
PPTT -294.73 -109.44 - - - - -3235.15
pdp -221.50 -97.40 - - - - -2663.23
ptp -214.00 -99.00 - - - - -2771.27
ddp -325.06 -226.64 -86.30 - -35.82 -1.93 -2663/23
ddn -392.18 -245.73 -63.41 - -40.61 +0.44 -3459.17
dtp -319.14 -232.42 -102.64 - -34.83 -0.65 -2711/27
ttp -362.95 -289.15 -172.65 -48.70 -83.88 -45.24 -2711/27
The muonic energies are taken from references [53] and [54], except for dtp 
which is taken from [55] and [56].
4.3.3 3 -body  wavefunctions - B orn -O ppen h e im er m ethod.
The solution of the Schrodinger equation for molecular systems is immensely simplified 
by the Born-Oppenheimer approach [23]. In the study of ordinary molecules the approx­
imation is justified because the nuclear velocities are small in comparison with electronic 
velocities. This in turn is due to the large disparity between the masses of nuclei and 
the mass of the electron. The essence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is then to 
decompose the problem into separate nuclear and electronic motions.
The solution for the electronic wavefunction in the field of fixed nuclei can be approx­
imated in several ways. A widely used approach is the variational method, which can be 
used in its simple Rayleigh-Ritz form, or in the more elaborate guise of the Hartree-Fock or 
self-consistent field approximation, [67]. When discussing molecules in terms of the latter 
it is usually only practical to postulate that the molecular orbitals are expressed as linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO). This approximation then converts the original 
Hartree-Fock partial differential equations into algebraic equations known as Roothaan 
equations [68], or the LCAO - SCF - MO equations.
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In the Roothaan method it is necessary to specify a set of atomic orbitals (the basis 
set), as an initial step in the iterative process. The ensuing calculations will give a starting
set of LCAO coefficients, which are then used to compute the total electronic energy, 
and eventually a second set of coefficients, followed by a new energy, etc. This iteration 
continues until the total energy remains constant to the required accuracy.
A suite of programs developed at Cambridge University, (CADPAC) [69], enables these 
type of calculations for the electronic wavefunctions and energies to be carried out. Each 
orbital is described by a set o f ‘contracted’ Gaussians, centred on the nucleus. The only in­
put parameters needed in tliese calculations are the electron populations, the bond lengths 
and orientation, and the type of orbital and its defining basis set.
The wavefunction for the ith orbital for a centre p may be written as,
Rp — (Xp,Y,p2, Z 2) and the normalization factor is included in the calculation of pB{j,  and 
such that f  dRp( 2 — 1.
For a two nuclei system we may take the COM of the molecule to be the origin, and 
allowing the internuclear vector to lie along the z axis, the simplification X p — x,Yp = y 
and Zp — x — zp results.
Utilising this method of calculating the molecular electron wavefunction is convenient, 
for the coordinate transformation to channel 3 (the integration channel) of the Jacobi 
coordinates is relatively easy for S and P type orbitals. The transformed function involves 
only exponential factors and spherical harmonics of order 0 or 1. This consequently helps to 
facilitate the calculation of the transition matrix elements. It is this method that should be 
incorporate in capture calculations for more complex molecules. If the CADPAC program 
is not available the reference [70] may be consulted as a starting point in searching for the 
appropriate orbitals and parameters needed to described a given molecule. Alternatively, 
one may consult the many bibliographies available for molecular wavefunctions.
3
where the function / is defined as
(1 for S type orbitals,X p for Px  type orbitals,
Yp for Py  type orbitals,
Zp for Pz  type orbitals.
X p = x — xp etc., and (xp,yp,zp) are the cartesian coordinates of the pth centre, with
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To describe the electronic wavefunction for the H f  ion it was decided to use the calcu­
lations of reference [71], which used a basis of floating Is Gaussian type orbitals GTO. This 
choice was made to improve the electron wavefunction around the COM of the molecule. 
The electron wavefunction is then
N
</>e =  £ s pCp, (4 .3 1 )
P = 1
where
CP = exp { - a p( f  +  ip)2}  +  exp { - a p( r -  z*p) 2}  (4.32)
Here the GTO has exponent a and location zp and — zp along the 2 axis from the 
molecular midpoint. The variable position parameter Zp need not place the basis functions 
at the nuclei. The internuclear distance Ro is fixed at 1.06A, and Table 4.5 gives the 
parameters for a nine term wavefunction, which is depicted in a contour plot in Figure 4.3.
It will be assumed in this work that the electronic wavefunctions for the ground state 
(ppe)+ and (dde)+ ions are similar enough so as to be regarded as identical.
The total molecular wavefunction must of course include a component to describe the 
nuclear motion. Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation it is assumed that the total 
wavefunction is
r) = F,{R)4> ,P). (4.33)
where q denotes the quantum state. Making the usual Born-Oppenheimer analysis the 
wavefunction Fq can be written as
F„{R) = A l M 1 YjMj (R ) ,  (4.34)
and since we are concerned with the ground state (q,V,J = 0), the normalised nuclear
wavefunction is taken to be
Fo{R)  = ( j f l f )  1/8 1  exP ~ Ro)2}Yoo(R)- (4-35)
Values for K  and E v=0 can be found in reference [23], and are given in Table 4.6, for both
sets of ions. The electronic wavefunction defined in equation 4.31 is used to describe both 
ions, with the same equilibrium distance Rq = 1.06A applied in each case. This assumption 
is justified by the independence of the electronic Schrodinger equation with regard to the 
reduced mass p of the various nuclei.
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p ap(A~2) zp(A ) BP(°A)
1 5.6578 0.53000 0.09063
2 500.616 0.53000 0.02026
3 4921.787 0.53000 0.00941
4 92.6027 0.52868 0.03935
5 21.1776 0.52197 0.06984
6 1.7259 0.42188 0.11992
7 7.13845 0.38458 0.01540
8 0.61615 0.37668 0.03681
9 3.91869 0.20951 0.01361
Table 4.5: Nine term optimized GTO wavefunction. Parameters for the ground 
state 2S+, Hg ion at Rq = 1-06A. Total energy = 16.398eV.
Ion. y (me) K (eV l“ 2) Ev=0(eV)
(ppe)+
(dde)+
918
1836
4.8582
4.8582
0.142
0.1004
Table 4.6: Parameters for the nuclear wavefunction.
4.3.4 T h e  continuum wavefunctions.
We consider first the wavefunction for the incoming 7T“ . As mentioned in Section 4.2 a 
distorted-Born type approximation is to be used to describe the initial wave. In order 
to obtain a reasonable description of the tt~ for low energy scattering it is necessary to 
include the charge distribution of the molecule in the determination of the continuum 
wavefunction.
The problem then is to calculate an incoming continuum wave, in the static field of 
a hydrogen molecular ion. In this method, to reduce the amount of computation, the 
7T“ potential is approximated by an angular independent function. This is achieved by 
averaging the potential of the (ppe)+ ion, Vppe(f*e, R0), about the COM, and over all angles, 
so that the’ function V ppe(re, Rq) remains.
The radial Schrodinger equation, equation 2.48, is then solved with this potential, and 
has the asymptotic form
Wl ( k KrK)  ~  sin { k " r x — —  +  07 +  5/ +  (4 .3 6 )
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with 01 the Coulomb phase shift and 6[ the shift due to the extra potential, and q is the 
core charge. Outside of the finite e~ distribution the solution will be a superposition of 
the partial waves kr) and Gi(r)\ kr) and the normalisation of the 7r~ radial function 
is carried out by the usual procedure of matching at large radii. The numerical techniques 
used to solve the differential equation is almost identical with that presented in Section 
2.5, and will not be duplicated here.
The molecular potential V ppe(re, Rq) experienced by the 7r~ is approximated by the spa­
tially averaged potential Vpip2(re) for fixed distance protons, equation 4.14, and by V e(re), 
the static potential due to the electronic wavefunction averaged over the re coordinate.
A convenient description of the e”  wavefunction is presented in Section 4.3.3. The 
spatially averaged electron density for this two-centre system is represented by 
(re)20*(re)^(re) where,
4>*{re)<t>{re) -  ~  J dre4>*(f*e)<t>(f*e), (4.37)
and re is the coordinate with respect to the COM of the molecule. Consequently the 
averaged potential experienced by the 7r“  due to the e~ wavefunction is
T 7  (  \  a  2  j  (  \ 2 0 * ( r W ( r )V e{re) = 47re / dr(r) — ----— ,
JO \r e ~  U
4tTP2 T f00
=   / dr{r)24>*(r)f(r)( 1 ----- ) + 47re / dr(r)<j>*(r)(p(r).
re Jo r Jo
(4.38)
Using the previous notation equation 4.37 is determined to be,
z*/ w/  ^ V -r , n r -,exp{-(Qp + a j)r2}<f> (r)<p{r) = 2 ^ BpBj exp { - a pzp -  a jZ j }---------- ------------
p j
{  ( eXP{2ftr} fteXP { - 2/?1,'} )  +  Similar terms for ft ,  ft, f t  }  . (4.39)
with
P i  =  O p Z p  O L jZ j ,
P 2 = OLpZp +  ajZj,
p 3  —  OtpZp - j -  O L j Z j ,
Pa — otpZp ctjZj• (4.40)
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In equation 4.38, the integral over dr must be solved numerically. Essentially we have 
to acquire the solutions to integrals of the form
f Te/ dr(r)exp { —j r 2 +  2/?r}, (4.41)
Jo
j  dr exp { —qr2 +  2/3r}, (4.42)
Jo
p  OO
/ dr exp { —qr2 +  2/?r}. (4.43)
Jo
Using an appropriate change of variable, the first integral can be rewritten as 
exP { P 2 / l }  f - /-ir\ -1/2
27 exp { - « ? } -  exp { - a \ }  +/? ($(a2) -  $ (a i)) 1, (4.44)
where ai = ( —/5/71/2) and a2 =  (rq1/2 — /3/7 1/2), with $($) the probability integral [29], 
which is determined by the series formula
9 00 o/:-.2/c+l
$W  =  ^ ^ p { - ^ } £ ( 2FTTjn- ' (4'45)
The second integral is found similarly to be
exp {/?2M  [$ (02) -  $ ( « i ) ] » (4-46)
and the last integral is tabulated in [29], as
- p {AA1)
Numerically this type of integration method works very well. The method was tested with 
the known integrals
dx(x)exp { -2 (Jx }  = -  exp {-2u/?} ^  j  , (4.48)
and
fOO  1
/ dx(x) exp { —7 .r2}  = — , (4.49)
do 27
by setting the necessary constants in equation 4.41 to a small number, and taking the
limit r to a large number in the second integral. The accuracy of the integration is 4 — 5
significant figures by this method.
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Figure 4.4 shows the spatially averaged radial function, equation 4.37 according to the 
above techniques and as a comparison the same function calculated with the one centre 
wavefunction of reference [72], Figure 4.5 shows the potentials V e and V ( r )  =  e2 jr  as a 
function of re.
The full 7r“  continuum wavefunction is represented by a function of the form of equation
2.2.15, and taking the wave vector k* to lie along the 2-axis we have
Ro) = /T3/W  ^2 L ( i ) ln exp { i6i„} Wln^  
hr=0
(4.50)
with Win the solution of a radial equation similar to equation 2.4.3. The radial part is 
depicted in Figure 4.6 for an incident energy of 50eV in the COM frame, a Coulomb wave 
is shown for comparison.
Dealing now with the outgoing e~ continuum wavefunction. It is obvious that this 
function will more closely resemble a plane wave that the 7r~ wavefunction does, because
of its relatively high energy, which is in excess of 3332eV and 3490eV for capture on the
(ppe)+ and (dde)+ ions. This will be the approximation made for the e~ wavefunction, 
with the full description of,
oo U
x i: ) « )  = £ -3/24 7 Y2  «  Uju(4.51)
/e=0 Wig——/c
Figure 4.6 also contains the continuum e~ wavefunction for capture in the ( J , V )  = (0,1), 
(dd-ir)+ state. The energy is 3536eV.
The simple approximation made for the e~ wavefunction, arises not only from its large 
energy. There is a degree of ambiguity in the choice for the potential the outgoing e~ 
experiences. In Chapter 2 it was concluded that the ejected e~ should be calculated in the 
field of the nucleus and the newly formed bound tt~ state. This scheme is deemed to be 
inappropriate in tills particular case for two reasons:
The small (pptt) + ion will obviously not form instantaneously, the protons are relatively 
heavy and so will require a finite time to resume participation in a bound state. During 
this period the (classical) e~ will have moved some distance away. In fact it would be more 
correct to use the potential due to the protons at a fixed distance R  = 1.06A, however 
there is then the problem of how to include the 7r-  contribution to the potential.
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Figure 4.3: Contour plot of the H f  Ion.
z (Angstrom.).
Figure 4.4: Spacially Averaged Hydrogen Ion.
r (Angstrom ).
Figure 4.5: P ion -E lectron  Potential fo r  the above distribution.
r  (Angstrom ).
Figure 4.6: Continuum Radial Wavefunctions.
r  (Angstrom ).
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Capture into large pionic molecular orbitals, such as those that exist for the (ppire) 
system would not suffer from these difficulties. The final continuum e~ should be calculated 
in the averaged potential of this established system.
4.4 Calculation of the transition rate.
I  lie capture rate into the tt“  molecular ion. bound stale J, T is
ke h f 3 /' —
M/.r = j  £  |g./.r(0. Ro)\'\ (4.52)
Mr
where box normalisation is assumed, and the matrix element gjv is given by equation
4.15. The calculation of this matrix element will now proceed by expanding all terms in 
the integrand in partial waves.
4.4.1 D erivation  o f the m atrix  elem ent.
The matrix element to be calculated is
Z J V  =  J  d T e d r J r d R 1r x ^ \ r l ) ' < l ) } v ( r l r ,  R n )  R o ) x [ t ) ( n ,  R 0 ) .
(4.53)
The coordinates used are depicted in Figure 4.1. It should be noted that the three 
body wavefunction for the (ppirff ion, equations 4.21 and 4.25, must be described only 
in channel 3 of the Jacobi coordinate system so that the integrals may be evaluated. The 
transformation of a basis function Wfc(a) to one in channel 3, wk(c), is presented in Appendix 
D. Using this transformation the full three-body wavefunction becomes,
’iP p p i r ( ' l ' 7 r ,  R J  —
3  t jnaxjmax
£  £  £  A(i , j , la,L a )N jLa < L J aJ/ LJcTaJ > Ra-,RC
a = l  i , j=0 l a L a l c L c T a
( R J L a + l a ~ T a { r 7 T ) T a  exp { -rjaijRl -  paiffl) £  l\(2£aijrnRn)
A
X j )  ® yAmA(iv )] ,
(4.54)
with < / > the Raynal transformation coefficient [73], and the limits on /c, Lc and Ta as 
mentioned in Appendix D.
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= E  E  (+55)
|7V ?ei L = 0  M=—L t U  7 >  
we m ay proceed with the calculation.
To facilitate the derivation of the m atrix element it is necessary to express the electron 
bound state wavefunction, equations 4.31 and 4.32, in terms of a Rayleigh expansion. The 
last term of this equation is expanded as
exp { 2apre.Zp} ~  ^  ] 47TiS'Xg(2 Q!p7'eZp) YsmsO'e) 0  Ysms(-^ -n-)] , (4.56)
s
where z — R  =  R v. W ith the property of the modified Spherical Bessel function T s (—x ) =  
( —l ) s T s(x ), the m atrix element becomes
2(4r)5/2m2 ( »K\1/S 1 
g J V  —  r3 (1 )\2  [ _*2 I UK 2 s  2 s  2 s  2 s  2 s  2 - /  2 s
 ^ a=l i,j= 0 P=0 laLalcLcTa AS£A Umel„ LM
A (i, j-, lat L J aJ j L clcTaJ  V jg" tjc^  Bp exp { o.p2p}
( - N IJf f  AS( - tp ( 4 ’  exp + (-1 )5}
( i y
C o k XC ^ W ( ( L M c ;  ^J)Y i.m, (k ‘ ) I radI ang, (4.57)
Expanding the Coulomb operator in multipoles as
where
Lad =  [  dredr7rdB7r-^ ^ (E ,r)La+/Q Ta+2(rJr)ra+1(re)2(jR) 1 
J r>
)1//2
exp { -T ja ijR l  -  Pa iff l )  exp { ------ ~ — (R  -  B o)2} exp { - a P*2}
Is (^ ‘aprezp)J'\(fioaij7\Rx))Yin(kx7'x)jie(knre), (4.58)
and
I a n S  =  J  d r e d f r d R „ Y l l m c ( f e ) Y £ M ( r e ) Y L M ( i : ' n ) Y i r o ( i \ ) Y o a ( R n )
Y(m((K)^Y„mJrn)Y f+Sms(re) ® 1'5OTS(F 7 ] . (4.59)
L J J M j  L J 00
Calculating the angular part of the integral first and converting to the Clebsh-Gordan 
notation, and including all summations over m, we have
r 1 ( L ) 2l J eS ^ oStriLlxhnLhS
J-ang2~ 2 s  U -w Y /2 000 000 000
/-iSSO r 0S£ / -iLLS  / « g n l
^’m^m.A m j K- ' m s m s 0 ^ ' 0 m s m f f J s\10m.\ M m ei n s '   ^ ’
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Using the orthogonality of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients, and their relationship with the 
Racah coefficients [64], we obtain after some rearranging
W  =  £  j f i y r i ' W ( J ( l . L ;  Al.) % ,  (4.61)
which expresses the conservation of angular momentum through the third Clebsh-Gordan 
coefficient.
A further approximation has to be made to facilitate the integration. The exponential 
factor which arises from the oscillations of the nuclei in the (ppe)+ ion, is a sharply peaked 
function of a (R  — Rq)2 around Ro. In these calculations we shall take R =  Rq effectively 
choosing the nuclei to be frozen, this is compatible with the greater velocity of the 7r~,v^ > 
Vnuc-
To complete the derivation of the cross-sections requires the matrix element squared, 
and the angular integration over the outgoing e~ directions. Then multiplying equation 
4.57 by its complex conjugate and using the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics and 
the remaining Clebsh-Gordan coefficient, we achieve after using equation 4.52 the following 
capture rate into the J, V  state (in sec-1).
,a, 2 c K  1wj.r=4(4>rf(m,<:2) q  —— I ) 1 (2-7 +  1 )
'V tic) fic(*„)1 U W
3 l max 3 max N
£ £ £ £ £
a=l i , j -0  v laLJcLcTa f AXL
3 imaxJmax N
£  £  £  £  £  £ 2{ i + ( - ! ) « ' }
a'=l t'J'ssO p> l'aL'aVcL'cTtI  i 'K 'X 'L ' U U
langzifci Lei £1 A, A, J, le, T)Iangz(} ci Rct £ , ^  , A , J, Ti T )
Ton(T jiPi Ti La, Ta, lCi Lc, J)Icon(i i j  tP 1T 1 Ta, lci Lc, J )
iRadiji jiPi Ti La, Ta, A, /e, T)lRad(i ■> j  i P 1T 1 Rai ^  ’ Ti Ti )i' (4.62)
where
Iangs =  U M j J ? C ^ C ^ xC ^ ( C ^ W ( ( L cAl.-, Ale),
(4.63)
and
Ton = A( i^, j , la, La)N f^SpQx  p { otpZp} < LalaJ / LclcTaJ > Ra—.RC' (4.64) 
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with
(4.65)
(4.66)
The calculation of equations 4.65 and 4.66 seems an enormous task. Bearing in mind 
the small size of the pionic ion and its expected small capture rate, the question 
of why this work should be done must surely arise. Consideration of this answer must be 
concerned with the unfortunate error in interpreting the size and structure of the excited 
states of these molecules, and the long period involved in determining these bound states 
of approximately 6 months. During this time the computer routines to calculate the inte­
grals and the necessary coefficients were set up and checked thoroughly. Much effort was 
expended on these calculations and since the final stage of development only required the 
computer commands to be processed it was decided that the work would continue. It is 
believed that the method of calculation can be applied to large scale pionic molecules, and 
so an example must also be offered, as a belief in the procedure.
J-rad —
J t 0 0' dri?rfa~L exp { -P a i j r l }W ln(kwrjr) f ( r J  
o
Jf r*' drerR+l exp { -cxprl } j ie(k^re) I^ (2apzpre) 
o
/■oo
+ / drer / L exp { —apr2} j ic(k^re)T^(2apzpre)
Jo
f drffrJ’a+L+1 exp { - p aijrl }WiK(knrn) f ( r J ,
Jo
where the function /(tv) should be written fully as
roo
f ( iJJa ,La ,Ta ,Lrn) =  / dR1, (R ir)L<x+la~Ta+2 exp { -rjaijRl jl^Caijr^Rn).
Jo
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To calculate equation 4.65 it is obvious that some attempt at reducing the number of 
integrals involved must be made. In determining the wavefunctions of the (ppir)+ and 
(dd-jr)+ ions up to 600 basis functions have been used. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3 the specification 
of these basis functions is given, and the energies associated with a certain number and 
type of function is shown. These basis functions will be artificially truncated, by neglecting 
certain sets or combinations which produce only a small change in the energy of the system 
e.g. for the (dd7c)+ ion the (J, V )  =  (0,0) state will only be described by the first 300 basis 
functions for the purpose of these calculations.
Consider first the dRn integral. This integral is a function of 7V, and so will be calculated 
at the values of rn, required in the remaining double integral. Through the relationship 
between the Spherical Bessel functions we have T\(/3x) = ( i)~^j\(ifix) and in this form 
comparisons can be made with the tabulated integrals in reference [29].
Unfortunately because of the behaviour of the modified spherical Bessel function 1\, 
convergence difficulties are experienced in calculating the integral. To prosecute the solu­
tion, it is necessary to use several formulas for the integrals with different powers of R K. 
The following integrals can be used without any modification,
/  dxxx+2 exp { - ^ x 2} l x( 2Prx) =  ^ 1 / ) ,
U(v)>0,K(A)> -1, (4.67)
and
dxxx+2m exp { —r)x2}l\(2/3rx) =
exp m + s (A + 1 / 2 )> _ 1,
(4.68)
where is the associated Legendre polynomial and is calculated in terms of its hy­
pergeometric representation:
A + l / 2
W M -= f(I7^A) (|£t) 2 ^(-m.m+l,l/2-A;Lp).
(4.69)
4.4.2 Num erical m ethods.
y/n((3r)xm\
4 ? y ^  4*3 / 2 + t o
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r oo
/ dxxm+l exp { —rfx2}T\(2(3rx) =
Jo
x/T T(A/2 + mf2 +1 ) m + 2 + A \-P2r2\
2A+27?|(A+m+2) r(A + 3/2) 1 U 2 ’ / ’ 77
^ (7/) > 0,SJ(m -+ A + 1) > - 1. (4-70)
However a problem occurs here due to the convergence behaviour of the liypergeometric
2
function. The series will converge if |~-| < 1, but even though |/?| < \r)\ (see Appendix 
C) this criteria is not always satisfied. To avoid this problem it is necessary to scale the 
di\ (and dre ) integrals so that the maximum value of rn used in the integrals satisfies the 
above condition. The whole integral is then multiplied by these scale factors at the finish.
To achieve an adequate result for the dRn integral often less than 5 terms in the series 
are required, with a maximum of 10 when the last integral is employed.
Consider now the continuum waves Ro): these are calculated beforehand, and
incorporated into the routines as external data sets. The values of this function at any rK 
is determined by a six point interpolation routine [74].
Due to the large difference in the size of the (pp7r)+ and (ppe)+ ions, it is not surprising 
that the inner and outer integrals separately experience their maxima at very different 
regions of r. This mismatching of the maxima causes additional complexities in the calcu­
lation of the integrals. Consider the following ranges of p and a determined from Tables 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.5 respectively.
p ~  10“ 7... 10-2 fermi - 1, a ~  6.10~n .. .5.10” ' fermi -1.
The smaller these values, the greater the range of the Gaussian terms. From this it can 
be seen that the largest contribution to the cross-section comes from those integrals with 
small Gaussian constants in both the inner and outer integrand.
The first integral in equation 4.65 is conveniently cut off in dr* by the Gaussian term. 
This limit is set at 4/ffp or approximately 0.13-4 for the longest Gaussian. Since the 
functions in the integrand are slowly varying (tt“  wavelength ~ 0.12A) the number of 
integration points can be reduced, and 400 points seemed an adequate number. The inner 
integral contains a modified spherical Bessel function, and a Gaussian term which enables 
the integral to converge. The presence of the Bessel function urges caution for at large r
The remaining integrals are calculated through the expression
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it behaves as e&r / fir, and although the integral does converge the integrand may become 
large between r = 0 and the convergence radial values. The existence of a large inner 
integrand can affect the outer integral cut off point. To avoid this problem the outer limit 
is compared to 2/y'a for ‘large’ a (>  10“ 9 fermi-1), and set to the greater. The number 
of integral points is increased accordingly.
The second integral is treated slightly differently with the inner integral only calculated 
to a certain radius (r^)max, again determined by the Gaussian factor. Above this limit the 
integral is considered constant. The grid of radial points is then increased in step size and 
the remainder of the outer integral calculated. Again the integrand is slowly varying (e~ 
wavelength ^  0.22A), with only 200 points used for the inner and 600 points for the outer 
integral.
It should be noted that because small argument values of the Bessels function are also 
required, the method of calculation used was that according to J. Miller [27], and involved 
a backward recurrence relation technique.
4.4.3 Com putational m ethods.
Using the techniques disclosed in Section 4.4.2, a triple integral routine was set up on the 
PRIME 9650 machine at Surrey. With the analytic integrals mentioned in Section 2.4.2 
the routine was tested and is considered to be accurate to 2-3 significant figures. This was 
considered to be acceptable, due to the large number of integrals involved.
The integral calculations were performed on the 9650 machine with a maximum of 10 
integrals completed per CPU second. The values of these integrals are stored in a data file 
and transferred to the RAL IBM. Following this the CRAY computes the calculations of the 
capture rates by multiplying the appropriate quantities in equation 4.4.11 together. This 
step is necessary for a large storage and memory space is required to hold and to process 
the data. It should also be mentioned that extensive use was made of the component 
routines in Kamimura’s program in completing the capture rates.
In total to calculate one capture rate we have used approximately 220,000 integrals of 
800 integration points. This work load was extended over two consecutive computing days, 
with periodic transfer of data to the IBM. Overall transfer of data exceeded 2Mbytes and 
so involved significant rearrangement of filespace.
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Consider first the calculation of the (J, V ) = (0,0), (pprr)+ ion capture rate, for an incident 
pion of energy 50eV.
The basis functions describing the ion will be truncated to only 300, and includes 
the channel 1...3 (L,l ) = (0,0) contributions. Using these set of functions the error in 
predicting the bound state energy is only 0.1%.
The important parameters to be summed over and the number of integrations resulting 
from these are shown in Table 4.7.
The parameter A ensures that the exponential expansion term (2eaijrvrjtn) is correct. 
For small values of the argument only a few terms are required. The Clebsh-Gordan 
coefficients fix £ and A. As indicated in Chapter 2 the main contribution to the cross- 
section comes from the L — (0,1) expansion terms and only these are retained. The values 
of le and ln are partly constrained by the angular momentum rules and partly by the need 
to reduce the computational load.
Table 4.8 presents the results of the calculation, for various values of L,le and (for 
channel 3, L — 2 values are also given for comparison). The values do indeed decrease with 
L, and for L — 2 (channel 3 only) are reduced by a factor of 103 although this may be due 
to the smaller number of integrals involved. The total capture rate of 110.59 sec-1 is very 
low, and indicates that few pions will be captured in these tightly bound quantum states.
Similar calculations were performed for the (J, V ) = (0,0), and ( J , V )  — (0,1), (ddir)+ 
states, with the approximation that only the (A, /) =  (0,0) configurations are used to define 
the three-body wavefunction. This should not produce significant errors. The remaining 
parameters used are as mentioned in Table 4.7. These results are also shown in Table 4.8.
It is gratifying to note that the numerical values of the capture rates axe as we would 
expect from their spatial sizes, with the order ( ddirff (J, V) = (0,0), (ppir)+ («/, V )  = (0,0) 
and (ddirff (J, V) = (0, 1) observed.
4.4 .4  R esults..
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Table 4.7: The possible combinations of the variables summed over in the triple 
integrations.
c La, T Lci Ti Ta N Bf A £ A L T T Ninteg.
1 0,0 0,0,0 200 0-2 0-2 0-2 0-1 0-2 0-2 194400
3 0,0 0,0,0 100 0 0 0 0-2 0-2 0-2 24300
Table 4.8: Partial capture rate results as a function of L , T J e. 
Results for (J, V )  =  (0,0), (ppir)+ state.
L — 0 (101) sec l L — 1 (101) sec r—
T\T 0 1 2 T\T 0 1 2
0 2.974 1.543 0.265 0 0.942 0.713 0.206
l 2.016 0.233 0.051 l 0.873 0.084 0.020
2 0.933 0.094 0.027 2 0.087 0.005 0.002
L = 2 ( 10-1) sec 1, C(I only.
T\T 0 1 2
0 0.410 0.116 0.050
1 0.179 0.018 0.011
2 0.0079 0.0003 0.0001
Total Capture rate = 110.59 sec 1.
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Results for (J, V) =  (0, 0), (ddwrf state.
L = 0 (101) sec i L =  1 (101) sec"-i
ie\L 0 1 2 le\L 0 1 2
0 2.551 1.497 0.314 0 0.768 0.699 0.205
i 1.813 0.196 0,042 1 0.651 0.092 0.015
2 0.457 0.087 0.029 2 0.113 0.009 0.0008
L = 2 ( 10-0 sec x, C3 only.
le\l-K 0 1 2
0 0.374 0.196 0.041
1 0.080 0.010 0.013
2 0.0056 0.0001 0.0001
Total Capture rate = 95.47 sec 0
Results for (J, V) =  (0,1), (ddirf state.
L — 0 (102) sec“ i L — 1 (102) sec"-l
L\L 0 1 2 le\l% 0 1 2
0 1.252 0.783 0.134 0 0.442 0/213 0.068
1 0.794 0.115 0.009 1 0.310 0.051 0.002
2 0.432 0.056 0.002 2 0.126 0.016 0.0007
L — 2(10°) sec 0 C3 only.
le\L 0 1 2
0 0.361 0.194 0.035
1 0.102 0.069 0.006
2 0.067 0.009 0.001
Total Capture rate = 470.10 sec 1.
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4.5 Discussion of ir molecular orbital formation in other 
systems.
The formulation and coordinate system presented here can be applied to more complex 
two-nuclei systems. For consistency with these calculations the large ir~ molecular orbitals 
need to be represented by a function of r* and as shown in Figure 4.1. At present 
only Tranquille’s work can provide wavefunctions which may be transformed to this form. 
It is through the averaged potential of the molecular system that the 7r“  (and exiting e~) 
wavefunctions are modified according to the molecular environment.
Several problems can be defined in this treatment which make it difficult to judge 
the accuracy and predictive powers of this work. The first approximation involved the 
assumption of a central field for the molecule, and its involvement in the integration over 
incoming and outgoing angles. Following this is the fundamental assumption that the 
full wavefunction is described by equation 4.16, with the representation of the continuum 
wavefunctions in the static molecular potential which is also approximated.
However, this is an extremely difficult problem, and one which has to be solved by 
approximate means to provide a starting point for future investigations. It is hoped that 
the results are of the correct order of magnitude.
To date, the only collisions involving exotic hydrogen molecular formation which have 
been calculated theoretically are of the form [75],
dp + H2 -*■ [ (pdp)+pe~]+ +  e~, (4-71)
and [76],
tp-\- D 2 [ (dtp)+d2e~]*, (4-72)
where any combination of the hydrogen isotopes can be used in these formula, and * in­
dicates an excited state of the exotic molecule. The method of calculation incorporates 
the perturbation of the H2 molecule in a two state adiabatic approximation approach. To 
be exact, the dipole approximation to the perturbing potential was used. These forma­
tion rates are calculated in the above references to be approximately 106 and 10s sec-1 
respectively, and emphasize the very small capture rates calculated in this Chapter.
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Negative Muon Capture in Light 
Atoms
“I have yet to see any problem, however complicated, which, when you looked 
at it in the right way, did not become still more complcated.”
Poul Anderson, New Scientist.
5.1 Introduction
Models of the slowing down and capture of negative exotic particles by a stopping medium 
composed of complex atoms have been developed predominantly using the classical equa­
tion of motion approach to scattering [19, 39, 40, 41, 77, 78, 79]. The Thomas-Fermi 
approximation is usually employed in these models to describe the electron potential of 
the atom and hence the corresponding exotic-electron potential during a collision. Since 
this central field approximation is based on statistical considerations it is valid only for 
situations with large numbers of electrons e.g. atoms with many electrons or to atoms in 
solids. Such models therefore have a wide range of applicability but are of limited use in 
describing exotic particle collisions with light atoms.
In a semi-classical model the dissipation of exotic, particle energy is introduced into 
the equations of motion through frictional forces. These retardation forces account for the 
energy transferred in Coulombic collisions and the radiative energy lost when a charged 
particle is accelerated. A continuous energy loss is a consequence of the classical description 
of motion, and so semi-classical models generally only account for capture and ionisation 
collisions. At any incident energy these models therefore predict capture and ionisation
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cross-sections with the distribution of exotics among the bound angular momentum and 
principal quantum number states being subsequently determined through the solution of 
the full transport equations given in Chapter 3.
It is difficult to identify the dependence of the cross-sections on the characteristics of 
each electron shell or their energies when a degenerate Fermi gas model is used to de­
scribe an exotic particle-atom collision. Quantum mechanics can however provide specific 
information on the collision cross-sections intimate dependence upon the atomic binding 
energies and quantum numbers of the electrons. It is then possible to ascertain whether 
Auger electron emission of the outer electrons is the main capture mechanism in atoms. 
This may help to explain the X-ray observations and hypothesis [32], that //“  are predomi­
nantly captured into orbits with large principal quantum number n > 20, where radiative 
and inner shell Auger emission capture rates are typically small.
Previous quantum-mechanical work on //“ capture in atoms other than H or He have 
concentrated on 5-type Auger ejections under the Coulomb Born-approximation. The study 
of y~ capture in C was examined by Mann et al. [80] who considered Is Auger transitions 
from the n = 1 state up to the n — 16 state, Haff and Tombrello [10] studied Is and 2s 
capture in Li up to the n =  50 state and in Zn and S atoms Au-Yang et al. [81] investigated 
n' s-electron capture up to the n =  30 state. These calculations used hydrogenic bound 
and continuum states with an effective atomic number for the muon wavefunctions Z^. In 
the case of Mann et al. and Au-Yang et al. Z,j. was equal to that of the nucleus, whereas 
Haff et al. incorporated a Z^ dependent upon n. Capture in the simple compounds ZnS, 
Agl, MgO, CaO and CdO via n' 5-electrons was also investigated by Au-Yang et al. using 
hydrogenic continuum wavefunctions, a Fermi-Thomas potential to describe the electron 
states and solving the resulting Schrodinger equation describing the bound //“ in the solid.
This Chapter will investigate //“ capture in atoms other than H in a systematic man­
ner. In a one step approximation to the total scattering wavefunction the //“ capture 
cross-sections for He, Be, C, O, Ne, Si and Ar atoms will be calculated. One step ap­
proximations should provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of such systems and is 
perhaps an inevitable approximation in //“ collisions with complex systems. The focus of 
this investigation will be on the dependence of the Auger capture rate on the 5 and p-type 
electrons. Although the capture rate obviously depends on the initial //“ capture energy it
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is impractical here to calculate the capture cross-section for all final capture states and a 
large number of capture energies. Following Schneuwly, Pokrovsky and Ponomarev [45] we 
assume that the interaction of slow //“ (<  lOOeV) with individual electrons is responsible 
for the capture. The energies chosen are certainly within the expected energy region from 
which the majority of the //“ are captured as determined from Chapter 3 and its references. 
Capture into several final //"states from different energies will also be investigated in order 
to determine the energy dependence of the Is, 2s, 2p, 3s and 3/; Auger transitions.
The method of calculating the Auger transition rates is an elaboration of the distorted 
wave approximation employed in Chapter 2. Here the //“ and electron continuum waves are 
calculated in the potential field of the atom and muonic atom respectively, and the discrete 
states are dealt with in a self consistent field manner. In comparison to capture in H, the 
presence of additional electrons into the system causes significant modifications to the 
bound and continuum orbitals. Non-hydrogenic wavefunctions are a natural consequence 
of the complex charge densities involved in these systems. A comparison of this method 
with the simpler scheme of approximating the bound and continuum wavefunctions by 
Coulomb functions with effective atomic numbers is also shown for capture on C atoms.
In an attempt to link the calculations carried out here with experimental results, re­
course has to be made to the various models predicting capture in atomic and molecu­
lar targets. The pioneering semi-classical model of Fermi and Teller [19], suggested that 
//“ atomic capture ratios A(Z, Z ') (Appendix B provides a definition) for atoms in metallic 
compounds are simply proportional to Z  the atomic number of the capturing atom for a 
fixed compound co-atom Z '. However experimentally the capture probabilities are found 
to vary periodically with Z [82, 47]. This periodicity is simulated only in the classically 
derived model of Daniel et ai [77] which produces an adequate fit to the atomic capture 
ratios measured in metal halides. To describe the oscillations observed in oxides fairly 
well [82], Daniel revised his model to include an atomic radii term R (Z )  [78]. However this 
term is somewhat arbitrarily defined due to the high systematic uncertainties in the radii 
of ions in molecular environments.
Schneuwly et al. [45], proposed an alternative semi-empirical approach by constructing 
a molecular based model with atomic characteristics, in which the capture probability of an 
atom is related to the number of not too strongly bound electrons and the valence electrons
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of the diatomic bonds associated with that atom (see Appendix B). This model gives the 
best agreement to-date with the database of atomic capture ratios for oxides, fluorides and 
chlorides collated by Horvath et al. [47]. As with the previous model of Daniel [78] the 
agreement with experimental results in some regions of the periodic table are good, but 
notable discrepancies are still evident for other regions.
Although capture ratios have been measured and shown to be periodical with the atomic 
number Z , this cannot be readily identified in this work unless a number of simplifying 
assumptions are made. The SPP model presents the molecular effects on capture as due 
to the valence electrons, the number of which may give rise to less than 20% of the total 
capture probability in some molecules: particularly molecules with individual atoms which 
have a significant number of direct capture electrons and only one or two molecular bonds. 
An approximation then to the capture ratios for these molecules is to neglect the molecular 
effects and to calculate it as the ratio of individual atomic capture probabilities.
To determine the //"atomic capture probability requires a consistent calculation of the 
cross-sections for the competing processes of //"inelastic scattering and capture effects. 
Choosing a single collision energy and comparing the total capture probabilities for each 
atom is the simplest approximation possible for determining the capture ratios. To be an 
adequate approximation this energy must be close to the most probable capture energy 
and the stopping powers for each atom should be similar. In an effort to determine atomic 
capture ratios for the elements under consideration, direct capture from the single energy 
of 25eV will be assumed. Comparison of the calculated capture ratios with the results of 
the SPP model will then be made in the final section of this Chapter.
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5.2 Derivation of the transition rate
Figure 5.1: The coordinates used in the capture reaction.
The collision considered has the form,
y +  A => ( A y )nj  +  e , (6-1)
where A denotes an atom with A nucleons and Z electrons and (A +y ~ )nj  denotes the 
neutral muonic atom in the state (n, /). re is the position vector of the Auger electron with 
origin at the COM of the neutral atom A and the position vector of the //“ with the 
same origin. The coordinate system employed is shown in Figure 5.1.
The derivation already encountered for H capture in Chapter 2 can be suitably modified 
to describe the probability of the exchange collision equation 5.1, via Auger ejection of 
any electron in a general atom. Explicitly including the possibility of capture via a (n\l ' )  
electron in the derivation of Section 2.4, the transition rate under a one step approximation 
can be formulated. The result of this derivation is given in the following expression for 
the capture rate from a continuum COM energy Ecom — ti2k^j'hnfil +  m^/m.4) to the 
muonic atom state («.,/).
/  2 \  ^
Wn,i = /T316x(??/3c2) fr/00 k« )2
f* '!f? (2/+l)(27/ + l) r
I s  2 s  2 s  (2L +  1) L 001 
L = 0 l p = \ l - L \ l e= \ l ' - L \  V ^  '
r l’Lh
Lj000
roo rre
j  dvtr - LRl,f,{T.)WfSkUr.)  j  d r r f +lRp/ r „ ) W p{k»r„)
r°° rrn ] 2
+  j  drur ; LR * j ( r s )W p(k“rs) j  , (5.2)
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in which the outgoing electron has a wave vector ( dependent upon (n, I) since each 
bound //“ state has a different energy. The magnitude of this wave vector is given by
( K ,,)2 = +  E*,',, -  ££,), (5.3)
where is the mass of the //“ and m3 = memA/(me +  mA) with me and tkia the masses 
of the electron and nucleus respectively. E and E ^ { are the bound state energies of the 
electron and //“ respectively. The bound functions R e,fl, and the continuum functions W e,M 
are described in the next Section.
5.3 Calculation of the fixed core Hartree-Fock bound and 
continuum orbitals
5.3.1 E lectron  bound wavefunctions
An accurate knowledge of bound atomic wavefunctions can be obtained through the use 
of the Hartree-Fock HF approximation [83], which assumes that atomic wavefunctions 
can be constructed from one-electron functions, or orbitals. Several programs have been 
developed which numerically solve the HF set of differential equations resulting from the 
application of such functions [84]-[87]. In this work the self-consistent field SCF program of 
Liberman et al. [84], obtainable from the Computer Physics Communications CPC library 
was employed in the determination of the wavefunctions.
In an isolated atom the full electron wavefunction is assumed to consist of a single 
Slater determinant of orbital functions having the general form
^n'Vmva(r,s) -  — 1 -I (ffyO ), (5-4)
where the radial function Ren, ft(r) denotes the major component (j3 denotes the minor 
component), is the angular momentum component and xfy) ls a sPin function.
These orbital functions satisfy the HF set of one-electron equations. In this case the Dirac 
equation is used with a local spherically symmetric potential:
[ca.p + bmc2 +  V(r)]ipi — Efipi, (5.5)
where a and b are vector operators independent of the space and time coordinates and p 
is a vector representing the components of the particles momentum. The eigenenergy of 
the ith state is denoted by Ef.
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Various options may be selected for the potential function V ( r )  which has contributions 
from the nucleus (defined as a point or finite radius nucleus), the Coulomb field of the
electron charge distribution, and from the exchange potential. The following choices were 
made:
( 1) Slater exchange potentials of the type,
and the exchange coefficient 7 =  2/3 was used. For radii r > ?'l Coulomb tail potentials 
were selected of the form
densities, and the eventual // -electron potential assume a Coulombic behaviour at large
detail in the next subsection.
(2) The SCF program allows for a finite uniform nuclear matter distribution, but since 
the low energy //“ states are not efficient capture states it was not expected that a finite 
nuclear size would significantly affect the required transitions rates. This facility was 
therefore ignored.
In Hartree-Fock theory the eigenvalues of the one-electron equations may be identified 
with the electron binding energies. This is however 110 longer true if local exchange po­
tentials are used, so the program provides for the calculation of electron binding energies 
by computing the total energy of an atom and then the total energies for ions with one 
electron less using the orbital functions of the atom. The binding energy is then the differ­
ence between these two. However inaccuracy in the potentials e.g.through the Latter tail 
correction and the incorrect value of 7 =  2/3 for all atoms, contribute to errors in these 
energies of ^  3%. Accurate binding energies are extensively tabulated in the literature [88] 
and these values are referred to rather than the calculated results.
V e z O )  =  —7 (9 e 2/27r (5.6)
where kp(r) — [3T2/>e(r)]E3 is the Fermi wave number, p j j )  is the electron cloud density
(5.7)
where Z  is the atomic number, N  the total number of electrons in the atom or ion and 
the radius 77, is chosen to make the two exchange potential functions continuous. This 
is known as the ‘Latter tail correction’ and ensures that the electron wavefunctions and
radial distances. This facilitates the inward radial integration of the Schrodinger equation 
for the //“ bound state solution from known asymptotic solutions which is dealt with in
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To calculate the //“ -electron potential, the electron cloud density is derived as
/+(r ) = iR^ ( r ) +  Rlp(r)\ > (5-8)
z
where i is the electron index and is summed over the number of electrons in the ion, 
Ri,a,p{r) the radial electron wavefunction and a, /3 denote the upper and lower spinors 
ie. components of the ith electron wavefunction. Since an isolated atom or ion is consid­
ered all potentials and densities are spherically symmetric and the wavefunctions may be
normalised such that
r oo
/ [[^ L W  + R %(r)] ^ 2dr = 1. (5.9)
Jo
The //“ -electron cloud potential is given by
V U r )  =
Att/1 rr f°°
= -----  / (r ')2 pe{r' )dr' -j- 47re2 / (r/)/>e(r/)dr/. (5.10)
r  JO J r
To obtain the bound //“ wavefunctions and binding energies the appropriate radial
Schrodinger equation, namely that for a bound //“ state with quantum number (n,l ) must
be solved. This equation is
5.3.2 M uon bound wavefunctions
d2 27/ 27/%e(r) l\V + 1)
— i  r
dp2 p Z*k^ie2 p2
where E pl is the //“ binding energy, kp l =  ^ m ^ E ’JJTi2 is the bound //“ wave number, and 
77/4 = tt//i77//i/(77/M + 77/^ ) with tt/^  and tra the masses of the //“ and nucleus respectively. 
The dimensionless parameter p = k^r, and 7/ and tj* are given by
7Tl\e2Z  * 17/1 e /c; 191
17 = ( }
where Z is the charge of the nucleus and Z* the charge in the electron cloud of the ion.
To determine the //“ wavefunction R^fip) and binding energy E£j a previously coded
program tailored for this problem was used [89], with the following prescription undertaken.
1. Calculate the electron wavefunctions and densities for the Z ion with one capture 
Auger electron missing using the SCF Hartree-Fock-Slater program.
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2. Calculate the // -electron cloud potential via equation 5.10.
3. Solve equation 5.11 for the //"bound state wavefunction and binding energy ill the 
potential due to the electron cloud and the nucleus.
The problem of solving the p~ Schrodinger equation is divided into two spatial regions. 
The first extending from the origin out to the classical turning point (defined as that radial 
point at which the sum of all the potentials in equation 5.11 is zero), and the second from 
the classical turning point to beyond the electron cloud density.
In region 1, a point charge Coulomb potential and a finite charge distribution is in­
corporated into the differential equation. The integration is started from the origin by
dR*1
assuming that -8^(0) = 0 and that R ^ /Q )  = [~df ‘~]p=o has some finite value. The initial 
guess for the binding energy is taken to be that of the corresponding hydrogenic orbital. 
Care is then taken in this region to ensure that the integration routines (standard Runge- 
Kutta-Milne fourth order iterative formula [27]) has sufficient steps to cover the nodal 
region of the bound states sufficiently accurately out to the classical turning point. The 
value of the wavefunction is stored at each point and the logarithmic derivative of the 
wavefunction R^flp) /  R ^ fp )  at the turning point.
In region 2, the same potentials as in 1 were calculated and an inward integration was 
started from a known asymptotic solution, namely [90]
Rn , M  exp {~ (p  +  ( v ~  v * ) lnp) } ,  and Rn , M  «  - ( !  + (n - v * ) /p ) r ( p ) i (5*13)
with the number of integration steps and step sizes chosen to ensure that the integration 
extends spatially beyond the electron cloud distribution and that the steps are small enough 
to obtain accurate results.
The correction for the next iteration to the binding energy, A E ^ t is then calculated 
from the logarithmic derivative at the classical turning point from the inward and outward 
integrations according to the method developed by Hartree [83], i.e.
' t T(K.,(p))2dp ,
+
) l
A E * , = [KlW]Tip
[ K A p )\ in K , M . out
(5.14)
where rx is the radius of the classical turning point and A E* ’j is the fractional correction. 
Care is taken to ensure that the number of nodes in the wavefunction is correct, with the 
number of nodes =  n — I — 1, so that convergence on the right eigenvalue is maintained.
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The solution of equation 5.11 is then repeated with the new binding energy and iter­
ations stopped when the binding energy changed by less than 0.01% between successive 
iterations, and the logarithmic derivative at the classical turning point matched to better 
than 0.01%. The convergence took between three and ten iterations, and involved typically 
25 CPU seconds on a PRIME 9650 computer and 10 CPU seconds on a SPARCSTATION 
330 workstation per converged wavefunction with 2,000 calculation points on a regular 
grid.
In checking this code attention is drawn to the previous results of Turner [89], who 
reproduced the expected hydrogenic muonic atom binding energies of atoms with only the 
//“ -nucleus potential remaining. Very good agreement is also achieved with Vogel’s work 
for the screening corrections to the //“  ( n , l )  = 8,5 binding energy in 138Ba [91]. The 
previous use of this code has been for //“ and 7r“ states with principal quantum number 
n < 20, whereas in this work the excited states with n < 50 are required. In the particular 
case of large quantum numbers the //“ bound states ( n >  50, / = 0) were verified by checking 
that the energy of the states approaches the H atom values as n increases. The large radii 
of these muonic Rydberg states causes only a small overlap with the electron wavefunction, 
and the ion then assumes a point charge behaviour with respect to the //“ .
5.3.3 Continuum  wavefunctions
The incoming //“ and outgoing electron continuum wavefunction are calculated by solving 
the Schrodinger equation for a negative particle in the potential of the nucleus and the 
frozen core field of the atomic electrons or muonic atom respectively. The wavefunctions 
of the discrete spectrum of the atom under consideration are determined through the SCF 
method already described, as are the electron wavefunctions for the corresponding ion. 
Combining the discrete //“ state with the ion electron states provides the finite charge 
distribution which defines the equation for the outgoing electron.
The radial equation for the total potential experienced by a y~(ov e” ) in a point charge 
and finite charge distribution field is given by equation 2.47. Essentially only the charge 
density (r ' )2D (r ' ) terms need to be changed for different atoms and ions and varying muon 
states. The differential equation to be solved then has the same form as equation 2.48,
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namely
k2 — A — K i + } )  _25* <z_  4?r r  -  - > } ]  W'j(fcr)
? Zr ( Jo r J J
= 0, (5.15)
where A is the constant infinite range integral,
A =  ^ f J / d r ' ( r ' ) D ( v ' ) ,  (5.16)
and the function Wi(kr) (for //“ or electron) is used in the determination of the transition 
rate.
This equation is solved numerically in the same manner as in Chapter 2 with asymptotic
matching performed at radii beyond the extent of the finite charge distribution. The
matching radii are dependent upon the distribution of the potential, and are taken to be 
a function of the neutral atom or muonic atom charge density integral. These calculations 
were computed on a PRIME 9650 and on a SPARCSTATION 330 machine and involved 
less than 12 and 6 CPU seconds respectively per continuum wave for 10,000 regular grid 
computation points.
5.3.4 Further approxim ations to  th e wavefunctions
In an attempt to simplify the calculation of the necessary bound and continuum wave­
functions, so reducing the complexity of the transition rate . calculations, the use
of hydrogenic-like functions with effective atomic numbers is proposed. Such Coulomb 
wavefunctions dramatically simplify the procedure but introduce errors into the transition 
rates. These errors are compensated for by the ease of calculation.
One means of determining the effective atomic numbers Z* for the bound and contin­
uum electron wavefunctions is through the use of Slaters screening constants sj so that 
Z* =  Z —Sj. These constants are described further in Chapter 6, here we quote the effective 
atomic numbers in a C atom as 5.70 and 3.25 for the K  and L shells respectively. These 
numbers do not give particularly accurate binding energies when used in the Bohr energy 
formula, but they are still very useful for establishing electron orbits of approximately the 
correct size.
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A basic dependence of Z* on the principal quantum number n can be estimated with­
out making a full analysis of a SCF muonic atom. Assuming complete shielding for the 
//“ bound states by the electron sub-shells once n is large enough so that
l ^ r  > < * . - > •  ^
where < r®, v > is the expectation value of the normalised hydrogenic wavefunction (found 
from the HF calculations of Fischer [87]), the approximation of the wavefunctions can pro­
ceed. In the case of C, Z* = 6 for //“ states located inside the electron A'-shell, whereas 
outside they are determined through an averaging procedure over a range of n. In calcu­
lating these effective numbers the electron hole that exists in state (n ' ,1' )  has also to be 
taken into account.
Consider the effective charges used for capture in a C atom in which a Is electron 
was initially ejected. Using equation 5.17 with Z* = 6 and the value of < rf 0 > from 
Fischer [87] then this effective number is valid for n < 14. Above this n complete screening 
of the nucleus by the remaining Is electron is assumed and Z* = 5 for 14 < n <  33 
with the upper limit found using the value of < r| 0 >. The //“ outside of the 2s sub­
shell is then described by Z* = 3, however in this case for the 2p sub-shell the outer 
limit is determined to be n =  26 which is lower than the previous limit for a smaller 
sub-shell. This problem is typical in the range of atoms from Be to Ar. Simple averaging 
over the effective numbers describing the //“ within the 2s and 2p sub-shells and using the 
outermost limit of n then gives Z* =  4 for 14 < n < 33. For larger values of n the //“ is 
assumed to be outside of the ion and to be described by Z* = 1. In a similar manner 
the effective atomic numbers for capture through the 2s and 2p electrons are estimated. 
The initial //“ continuum state and the outgoing electron continuum state have the same 
effective numbers as their respective bound states on the grounds of orthogonality of the 
wavefunctions. Effective atomic numbers for bound //“ wavefunctions in a C atom with 
ejection of particular electrons are then
Is electrons 2s electrons 2p electrons
Z* = 6 for n < 14, Z* = 6 for n < 14, Z* = 6 for n < 14, .
Z* = 4 for 14 < n < 33, Z* = 3.5 for 14 < n <  34, Z; =  3.5 for 14 < n <  34, 1 ’
Z* = 1 for 33 < n, Z* = 1 for 34 < ra, Z '  =  1 for 34 < n.
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5.4 Calculation of the transition rate
To efficiently evaluate tlie integrals involved in equation 5.2 a rewrite of the existing code 
which performed similar calculations for //“ capture in H atoms was necessary. The new 
prescription for calculating the transition rates is as follows:
1. Calculate the single-electron atomic wavefunctions for all n\ V on a regular grid of 
1,000 points using Liberman’s code and a four point interpolation routine. Combine 
them to produce the charge density of the atom
2. Calculate the single-electron wavefunctions for the ion with a n' , V electron vacancy 
on a regular grid of 1,000 points. Combine them to produce the ion charge densities.
3. Calculate the continuum radial wavefunctions for a 25eV //“ in the field of the atom 
to a radial limit of 10 times the maximum value of < Ren, v > on a 10,000 point 
regular point grid. All partial waves from =  0... 60 are calculated.
4. Start loops over the final //"quantum numbers (?/, I) starting from the n =  11 state, 
and over the electron subshells
5. Calculate the //"bound state wavefunction for a given Auger electron ie. for a given 
ion charge distribution. The same 10,000 point grid as for the //“ continuum wave­
function is calculated by interpolating on the original 2,000 point grid.
6. Loop over the multipole operator L.
7. Loop over the continuum electron angular momentum number with le = 0.. .6.
8. Calculate the electron continuum wavefunction in the field of the muonic atom at 
every 5th point in the //“ radial grid.
9. Calculate the transition rate equation 5.2 using the full 10,000 point grid, interpolat­
ing the electron functions to match this grid. The summation variable L is allowed 
to increase (usually up to L — 3) until the contribution from the next value of L de­
creases to < 10“ 3 of the total capture rate for each I state, //"states with large 
I > 25 contribute very little to the capture rates and so were not calculated.
10. End loops over (n' ,V) and (?/,/).
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As a check of this algorithm the continuum Coulomb functions Fi, were duplicated for 
both the //“ and electron by setting the finite charge densities of the atom or ion to zero, 
producing accurate wavefunctions to within 0.5% at any radial point.
The n < 10 //“ states are calculated in this work using hydrogenic //“ bound states with 
an effective number equal to that of the nucleus charge since they are considered to be 
sufficiently within the orbit of the Ii -shell so that the electron cloud influence is relatively 
unimportant. The corresponding electron bound states are calculated via the SCF program 
for a Z — 1 nucleus with the appropriate Auger electron missing, and the continuum states 
are determined as before. The capture states and the transition rates would be in error 
on the presently defined 10,000 point grid structure so the previous code developed for 
hydrogen capture (which possessed variable outer integration limits dependent upon the 
Bohr radius of the individual y~n capture state) was adapted to account for the additional 
electron shells of heavier atoms. This essentially amounted to exchanging subroutines 
defining the necessary bound and continuum wavefunctions.
The SCF calculations and the distorted wave approximation were carried out on a 
PRIME 9650 super-minicomputer, with the CPU usage for n — 10 .. .50 capture approxi­
mately 40A' seconds, and on a SUN SPARCSTATION 330 workstation with approximately 
25K  seconds CPU required.
5.5 Results
Using the one state approximation described in Sections 5.2 to 5.3.3, a systematic analysis 
of the ejection of Is, 2s and 2p Auger electrons is presented for //“ capture in the atoms 
He, Be, C, 0 and Ne. A limited enquiry into capture in the atoms Si and Ar via the L and 
M-shell s and p electrons is also made. This is the first examination of the capture of exotic 
particles through the ejection of electrons with angular momentum V > 0. A discussion 
of the dependence of the capture probability on the characteristics of the electron orbits 
and their energies is given and the relative capture effectiveness of each electron sub­
shell determined. The dependence of capture on the //“ final bound states and the initial 
//“ energy is also investigated for each sub-shell. Capture probabilities calculated using 
the distorted wave description are also compared with predictions using the hydrogenic 
prescription of the wavefunctions (described in Section 5.3.4) for capture in a C atom.
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Figures 5.2 to 5.6 show the Auger capture rates for all possible electron sub-shells in the 
atoms He, Be, C, 0 and Ne respectively, as a function of the principal quantum number 
n by summing over the contributions from all angular momentum states I for each n. The 
rates shown are per electron and the incident //“ has a COM energy of 25 eV.
In all of these Figures except for He, when considering capture through the Is sub­
shell, a terminal value at n =  nls exists, corresponding to the highest final principal 
quantum state available for capture and consistent with the ejection of an electron (which 
are only ejected if the kinetic plus binding energy of the //“ is larger than the electron 
binding energy). For those values of n immediately below nis a slight decrease in the 
transition rate is also evident which may be understood by considering that several of the 
larger I states do not contribute to the capture rate due to energy considerations. Similar 
behaviour is evident for capture through the 25 sub-shell for 0 and Ne with a terminal 
value at n =  n2s. A summary of the terminal values at which Auger capture is still feasible 
for the atoms studied is given in Table 5,1.
Table 5.1: Electron energies Ee and terminal n values for an atom- //“ collision 
of COM energy 25 eV.
5.5,1 Capture transition rates as a function  of n
Atom Eis
(eV)
Terminal
n u
e 2s
(eV)
Terminal
n 2s
E2p
(eV)
Terminal
p
H 13.61 00 - - -
He 24.59 00 - - - -
Be 128.82 19 9.32 oo - -
C 308.28 19 19,20 oo 11.26 oo
0 562.60 18 33.87 89t 13.62 oo
Ne 892.07 18 52.54 69t 21.56 oo
f These values have been estimated using an effective atomic number Z~ = Z — 3.0.
The electron energies are taken from reference [88].
The Auger transition rates have a characteristic ‘hump’ shape for each sub-shell elec­
tron ejected in the capture process. This shape can most conveniently be explained in 
terms of wavefunction overlap properties, e.g. at low values of n the transition rates are 
small due to a poor overlap of the wavefunctions and the contribution of only a few angular 
momentum states. For each sub-shell there generally exists a maximum in the capture rates 
in the vicinity of those values of n which roughly correspond to the bound //“ states with the
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F i g u r e  5 .2 :  M u o n  A u g e r  c a p t u r e  r a t e  i n  H e  f a r  
t h e  1s s u b —s h e l l  a n d  f o r  a  m u o n  COM e n e r g y  o f  
2 5  eV  v e r s u s  f i n a l  p r i n c i p a l  q u a n t u m  n u m b e r  n .  
T h e  r a d i a t i v e  c a p t u r e  r a t e  i s  a l s o  s h o w n .
P r i n c i p a l  q u a n t u m  n u m b e r  ( n )
The Auger rates are per electron.
9 2
F ig u re  5.3: M uon  A u ger ca p tu re  ra tes  in  Be f o r
each sub—sh e ll and f o r  a m u o n  COM energy  o f
25eV versus f in a l  p r in c ip a l q u a n tu m  n u m b e r n .
P r i n c i p a l  q u a n t u m  n u m b e r  ( n )  
The Auger rates are per electron.
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F ig u re  5.5: M uon  A u ger ca p tu re  ra tes  in  0 f o r
each su b—sh e ll and f o r  a m u o n  COM energy  o f
25 eV versus f in a l  p r in c ip a l  qu a n tu m  n u m b e r n .
P r in c ip a l quan tum  num ber (n )
The Auger rates are per e lectron .
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F ig u re  5.6: M uon  A u ger ca p tu re  ra tes  in  N e f o r
each sub—sh e ll and f o r  a m u o n  COM energy  o f
25 eV versus f in a l  p r in c ip a l q u a n tu m  n u m b e r n.
P r in c ip a l quan tum  num ber (n )
The Auger rates are per electron .
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greatest overlap with the bound electron wavefunction. A  large transition rate then results 
since the Auger operator (|re“ Ut|-1) is most effective when the particles are close together. 
It is evident from Figure 5.2 that for capture via a Is electron in He, a value of n =  14 
provides the best mutual overlap of the //“ and electron in that region. The remaining 
atoms have a terminal nis due to energy grounds, and generally do not follow the greatest 
overlap rule, possessing a maximum capture rate at n & 18. Figures 5.3 to 5.6 show that 
for capture via 2s electrons, broad maxima in the transition rates occur at values varying 
from n — 28 for Be, to n =  27 for Ne, whereas capture via 2p electrons have broad maxima 
between n — 34 for C, to n — 33 for Ne. It is interesting to note that at this //“ collision 
energy the n values at which the maxima occur for L-shell ejections changes only slightly 
with the atom, indicating that the best overlap of the //“ with these electron sub-shells 
occur at relatively constant n values as the atom is varied. This situation follows that of 
the K-shell where the best overlap occurs around the n — 14 value for all atoms with a 
corresponding maximum in the Auger rate (for a //“ collision COM energy greater than the 
electron binding energy. Capture via L-shell electrons also produces a broader maximum 
than the K-shell due to the energies and radii of the bound //“ states varying with / for a 
fixed n (see Chapter 7). At larger n values than that of the capture rate maximum for each 
sub-sliell, the transition rate decreases due to the poorer overlap of the wavefunctions.
From Figures 5.3 to 5.6 it can be seen that L-shell electrons have a greater capture 
effectiveness than K-shell electrons. This may be understood for capture into states with 
appreciable overlapping of the bound wavefunctions by the smaller //“ energy change re­
sulting for L-shell ejection as compared to a K-shell ejection. Since the Auger capture 
rate, equation 5.2, depends on 1/&® j, the capture rate may be predicted to increase as 
the transition energy decreases, however the electron continuum wavefunctions are also a. 
function of { leading to a more complicated energy dependence. The transition rates also 
depend on the overlap of the bound wavefunctions with the continuum wavefunctions and 
the larger volumes involved in the overlap for L-shell ejection enhances these capture rates 
over the K-shell capture rates. In addition, the terminal n values for a K-shell ejection 
at this collision energy increases the relative capture efficiency of the L-shell. It is also 
apparent that the 2p electrons are more effective in Auger capture than the 2s electrons 
since they have larger transition rate maxima than those of the 25 sub-shell, and a larger
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total transition rate overall. Capture via the 2s electrons also has two terminal n2s val­
ues at very large n for 0 and Ne which slightly reduces the capture efficiency of these 2s 
sub-shells.
Auger capture rates in Si and Ar were also calculated for a selection of final principal 
quantum number states in order to comment on the relative capture effectiveness of the s 
and p electrons of these atoms at the COM energy of 25 eV. In particular the outer 3s and 
3p electrons are compared with the inner 2s and 2p electrons. Only those final capture 
states at or near to the values of n which give the maxima in the Auger transition curves 
for each sub-shell were examined. Table 5.2 presents the Auger rates for these values of n 
and the L and M-sliell electrons involved.
Table 5.2: Si and Ar electron binding energies Ee and Auger capture rates (10n s 0  
calculated for each sub-shell and for several final muonic states n by summing over /.
Atom e 2s n -  27 E2p 3 II CO e 3s n =  41 E3p 72 =  41
(eV) 2s Auger (eV ) 2p Auger (eV ) 3s Auger (eV ) 3p Auger
Si 167.58 12.6 115.85 19.9 14.69 201.0 8.15 331.2
Ar 335.40 6.2 260.53 8.6 34.77 110.3 15.76 211.4
The electron energies are taken from reference [88].
The capture rates shown in Table 5.2 for Si and Ar are similar in character to those 
calculated for the atoms C and Ne in that the p sub-shells are more capture effective than 
the s sub-shells. It is also clear that the outer 35 and 3p electrons are the most efficient 
capture sub-shells for these atoms with maximum transition rates an order of magnitude 
higher than the corresponding 2s and 2p sub-shells. This difference in rates between the 
L and M-shells exemplifies the dependence of the Auger rate on the //“ transition energy 
since a good overlap exists for all the wavefunctions concerned.
According to Figures 5.2 to 5.6 and the results of Table 5.2 the initial populations of 
the quantum states (n, /) of a muonic atom depend greatly upon the sub-shells available 
for the capture process. The outermost electrons are seen to provide the most populated 
initial states which lie in the vicinity n «  30 for L-shell capture and n «  40 for capture 
via the M-shell s and p electrons. Thus //“ are deposited according to these calculations 
mainly outside of the K-shell and near to the atomic ‘surface1. In order to deexcite to the 
n = 14 level or the level at which cascade calculations are usually started (see Chapter 6) 
many radiative and Auger transitions are therefore required within a muonic atom.
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A  further approximation to the wavefunctions needed in the Auger calculations has been 
applied to capture in a C atom using the effective atomic numbers described in Section 
5.3.4, and the results of these calculations are shown in Figure 5.4. Using hydrogenic 
wavefunctions the overall shape of the Auger curves are similar to that produced with 
the finite charge distribution wavefunctions described in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3, but with a 
number of differences. Principal among these is the sharp discontinuities which exist for the 
hydrogenic (or Coulomb) approximation curves due to the change in Z* at n =  14 and 34, 
with an abrupt drop in the transition rates evident when a lower effective atomic number 
is introduced. The s and p sub-shell rates between these discontinuities and the maxima 
n values of these curves are lower than those predicted by the finite charge distribution 
method. In this region the hydrogenic wavefunction approximation is expected to be at 
fault. At small values of n <  14 and large values of n >  34 the Coulomb and finite 
charge distribution curves converge due to the better agreement between the bound and 
continuum //“ wavefunctions of the two methods. It is clear from the results in Figure 5.4 
that using the hydrogenic wavefunctions described in Section 5.3.4 only provides a rough 
estimate of the capture rates for each sub-sliell when compared to the predictions obtained 
using the wavefunctions described in the field o f a finite charge distribution.
5.5.2 Capture transition rates as a function o f /
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the Auger rate for several values of n as a function of angular 
momentum I for the atoms Ne and Ar respectively. The capture rates are for a //“ COM col­
lision energy of 25 eV. Only results for these atoms are presented as they are representative 
of capture in the equivalent sub-shells of all the atoms studied.
At the values of n shown there is certainly no statistical distribution i.e.the //“ are not 
distributed among the angular momentum states like (2/ +  1) for capture in any of the 
sub-shells. Instead, these curves increase more slowly than the statistical distribution to a 
maximium generally around I «  2n/3 or / < 18 for large n, followed by a rapid drop in the 
capture rates at larger 1. This general behaviour for all sub-shells may be partly explained 
by considering the number of states contributing to the Auger rate at each value of /. For 
very low values of I few //“ bound states are available leading to low transition rates. At 
large values of I the muonic atom is populated by large / components in the partial wave 
expansion of the incoming //“ which may be excluded from part or all of the atomic volume
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F ig u re  5.7: M uon A uger ca p tu re  r a te s  in  N e  fo r  each  s u b —sh e ll 
a n d  fo r  severa l v a lu e s  o f the  p r in c ip a l  q u a n tu m  n u m b e r  n  
v e r su s  f i n a l  a n g u la r  m o m e n tu m  I. The m u o n  COM en erg y  is  
25 eV a n d  the  cu rves  are labe lled  w i th  th e  A uger e lec tron .
A ngular m om en tu m  ( I )
The Auger rates are per electron.
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F ig u re  5.8: M uon A uger ca p tu re  r a te s  in  Ar fo r  each  s u b —sh e ll  
a n d  fo r  se v e ra l v a lu e s  o f th e  p r in c ip a l  q u a n tu m  n u m b e r  n  
v e r su s  f i n a l  a n g u la r  m o m e n tu m  I. The m u o n  COM en erg y  is  
25 eV a n d  the  c u rves  are labe lled  w i th  the  A uger e lec tron .
A n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m  ( I )
The Auger rates are per electron.
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by the centrifugal barrier at this low collision energy. Hence the overlap with both the 
initial electron and final //“ wavefunctions worsens as I becomes large.
It is evident from these Figures that for the values of n shown, the maximum capture 
rates occur at larger values of I for the 2p and 3p sub-shells than for the 2 s and 35 sub­
shells and that the p sub-shell rates are generally larger than the s sub-shell rates. The 
Auger curves for the s electrons also increase to there maxima more quickly than the 
corresponding p electrons. A  significant //“ population out to I ~  22 is therefore predicted 
for capture in the large n states via the outer L or M shell s and p electrons of an atom, 
with //“ most likely to be captured in the angular momentum states 5 <  / <  20.
5.5.3 Capture transition rates as a function o f collision energy j
■i
The capture rates for the K and L shells of C and for the K, L and M shells of Ar are shown 
in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively, as functions of incident //“ COM energy. These Auger 
rates are calculated for capture into particular n states (after summing over /) which are 
near to or at the maxima of the Auger curves for each sub-shell electron ejected. Thus 
for 15, 2s, 2p, 3s or 3p electron ejection, capture into the states n =  14, 26, 34, 41 and
41 respectively has been examined. These choices of capture states enables the general 
trend of the Auger rate for each sub-shell to be distinguished as a function of energy for 
good overlapping bound wavefunctions. This limited selection of atoms also shows the 
characteristics of all the atoms studied.
It is evident from these Figures that the Auger rates for all sub-shells increases mono- 
tonically as the collision energy decreases to the minimum energy studied of 5 eV. Although 
the Auger rates are large at very small collision energies //“  are unlikely to be captured from 
this energy region since most are stopped and captured at energies of magnitude around
that of the first ionisation potential of the atom.
The Auger rates calculated for each electron shell differ by at least an order of magni­
tude when going from the M to the L shell or from the L to the K shell for the chosen n 
states. The difference in magnitude of the Auger rates produced by electrons with different 
V but in the same shell are small, usually varying by at most a factor of two. Since the 
capture curves do not cross the outermost sub-shell electron is more likely to be ejected 
than the inner sub-shell electrons at all collision energies up to the maximum energy in­
vestigated of 250 eV.
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F ig u r e  5 .9: M uon  A u g e r  c a p tu r e  r a te s  in  C f o r  ea ch  s u b —sh e ll  
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The simplist approximation for calculating the relative atomic capture ratios (A C R ) of 
the atoms He, Be, C, 0 , and Ne is applied here. It is assumed that //“ are predominantly 
captured from the COM energy of 25 eV and that each atoms total Auger rate, obtained 
by summing over I and n with 1 < n < 50 and over each sub-shell electron, provides the 
total capture rate for that atom. It is further assumed that in mixtures of these atoms, 
molecular effects on the capture ratios are small. The capture energy which is chosen is 
certainly in the region at which capture is most likely for these atoms, according to the 
simple idea that the //“ loses kinetic energy near the end of its range in steps of ~  10 — 25 
eV by exciting or ionising atoms. On average, the collision energy at the formation stage 
(or the last encounter) will be distributed up to about these values. The collision energy 
chosen makes comparisons with current empirical capture models possible.
Table 5.3 shows the calculated total capture effectiveness of each sub-shell for the atoms 
H, He, Be, C, O and Ne by summing over the final //“ states and the number of electrons in 
each sub-shell for a 25 eV COM collision. Also presented are the predicted ACR  neglecting 
molecular effects, SPP model ratios and experimental values according to reference [47], 
with all probabilities relative to that o f the total capture rate in an oxygen atom, which is 
given a numerical value equal to the number of electrons in the L-shell.
Table 5.3: Predicted capture effectiveness for the sub-shells of various 
atoms and the SPP model predictions compared with experimental A C R ’s.
5.5.4 Comparison with atomic capture ratios
Atom Is 2s 2 p Predicted
ACR
SPP
AC R
Expt.
ACR
H 0.93 - - 0.93 - -
He 2.45 . - 2.45 1.97 0.97a ±  0.17
Be 0.21 1.33 - 1.54 0.84 1.026 ±  0.28
C 0.10 1.48 2.23 3.81 2.41 3.586 ±  0.18
0 0.05 1.42 4.53 6.00 6.00 6.00a ±  0.38
Ne 0.03 1.38 6.67 8.08 7.60 5.29a ±  0.32
All rates are relative to the total capture rate for oxygen, a: binary
mixtures of gas with He3 and b: binary oxides.
These probabilities indicate that at this collision energy the capture effectiveness of the 
Is electrons in He is ~  40% greater than that of the H Is electrons. The Be 2s electrons
are approximately 6 times as efficient as the Is electrons, whereas in the atoms C, O and
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Ne the 2s electrons are ~  15 — 45 times more efficient than the corresponding Is electrons. 
This sharp decrease in the capture rates when going from the L to the K-shell s electrons 
is due in part to the drop in the Auger rates as the transition energy gap increases and 
in part to the small spatial extension of the K-shell wavefunctions. The C, O and Ne 2p 
electrons are between 50% and 60% more effective than a 2s electron in the Auger capture 
of //“ due to the lower transition energy gap for the 2p electrons.
Comparison of the direct capture ACR  with the SPP model and the experimental 
results indicates that the two methods of predicting the ratios are only moderately good. 
Neglecting molecular effects is a poor approximation for these atoms and so it is not 
surprising that the direct capture method is in error.
By predicting the relative effectiveness o f each sub-shell in the capture process for this 
selection of atoms an examination of the SPP model for the Coulomb capture of negative 
exotic particles (Appendix B) can be made. This model assumes that when considering 
direct capture into an atom, the efficiency of an electron in atomic capture is given by 
a function p(Ee), where Ee is the electron binding energy. This function is most simply 
represented by a step function such that only those electrons contribute to the capture 
which have binding energies less than a given limit ~  60 eV, however smoother functions 
with larger upper limits ~  85 eV have been employed (see equations B.19 and B.20). By 
this means the core electrons of the atom are neglected and only the valence or outer shell 
electrons are considered to take part in the capture process.
The results presented in Table 5.3 agree with the general characteristics of the direct 
capture component of the SPP model. This is shown by the total capture rates calculated 
for each atom being approximately proportional to the number of electrons in the outer 
shell with all the electron binding energies of these atoms being less than 60 eV. The 
inner shell electrons for the atoms Be to Ne with binding energies varying from 128 to 
891 eV have a much smaller capture effectiveness than the outer shell electrons in each 
atom (except for Be where only a factor of 6 difference is predicted) and so can usually 
be neglected. The results of Table 5.2 also agree in general with the SPP model since the 
L-shell Auger rates are at least an order of magnitude lower than the M-shell Auger rates 
for Si and Ar atoms with the L-shell binding energies above the upper efficiency limits and 
varying from 116 to 335 eV.
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Cascade Calculations
Chapter 6
6.1 In trod u ction
The initial stages of formation of any exotic-atom system are characterised in the case of a 
molecular target by either capture into a molecular orbit with a subsequent de-excitation 
into a high energy Bohr orbit, or by direct capture into a very high Bohr orbit (see Appendix 
B for a discussion of molecular capture). In the case of metallic or ionic compounds, or 
of mixtures of gases, direct capture is the only mechanism possible. The exotic particle, 
following capture, progresses down through the exotic bound states of the atom. This 
Chapter will be concerned with the atomic stage of de-excitation, i.e. the interactions of 
a bound exotic particle within the atom, and the description of such a system through a 
cascade code developed at Surrey University.
The de-excitation processes that drive the exotic towards the ground state are well 
known. Electromagnetic transitions, either Auger or radiative, play the important role in 
determining the time evolution of the system. Due to the Auger transition dependency 
upon the availability and type of electrons present, the rearrangement o f the exotic in 
the atom will be seen to be extremely dependent on the varying electron population. 
Particles that interact only weakly with nucleons, e.g. //", will almost all progress to the 
ground state of the exotic atom before nuclear capture or natural decay occurs. Strongly 
interacting particles, like 7r“ or K ~ , will probably undergo nuclear capture before the exotic 
atom deexcites to its ground state (only in light atoms Z < 9, are Lyman X-rays observed).
The basic transitions of an exotic cascade were first studied by Burbridge and de 
Borde [92, 93], who concentrated on exotic Auger transitions for exotics passing through 
the circular states n, I =  n — 1, where n is the exotic principal quantum number and / the
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angular momentum of the exotic. The assumption is that the exotic is most likely to be 
captured in such states, because of their greater statistical weight. Auger transitions for 
An, Al = — 1, and An > 1, Al =  0 were calculated using hydrogenic bound and continuum 
states with effective atomic numbers employed. Higher values of An  and Al were estimated 
to give appreciably smaller rates. For radiative transitions in the dipole approximation the 
selection rule Al = ±1 applies.
Subsequent calculations, involving a complete cascade calculation of the exotic tran­
sitions for all states, have been conducted. Each computation was designed to improve 
on previous work, and stemmed from the early attempts by Eisenberg and Kessler [94], 
and Hufner [95]. These models incorporate simple formulae derived by West [96] for the 
nuclear absorption rates, and treat the Auger transition rates only in the dipole approxi­
mation, as in Burbridge et al. The electron refilling of the atom was also assumed to be 
instantaneous.
A  more recent //“ cascade code, written by Arkylas [97], treats the Auger rates in a 
more complete manner by including higher multipole rates than dipole, while assuming 
constant rates for electron refilling, and introducing a varying A-shell description of the 
atom. Nuclear absorption and electron screening effects were also neglected.
The most sophisticated cascade program written to date, EXCAS, Turner’s model [89], 
was used in this Chapter. This recalculation of the cascade process includes corrected 
nuclear absorption information, improved Auger transition rates, sliding transitions (A n  =  
0), finite size nuclear effects and both static and dynamic electron screening effects in the 
atomic cascade process. The //-shell electron population is dynamically considered for the 
three possible initial populations. Changes in the probability of the //-shell population 
affect the exotic branching ratios, and these probabilities are calculated along with the 
corresponding transition rates for a constant //-shell refilling rate. The L-shell is also 
assigned a constant refilling rate.
The dynamics of the exotic particle may be analysed using such cascade codes. It 
becomes apparent that in the early stages of the cascade, the exotic atom deexcites pre­
dominantly by Auger transitions, with radiative transitions increasing in importance as the 
exotic moves to the lower bound states and eventually dominating in these latter stages. 
The transition region between the two rates appearing around the n — 7 and n = 9 levels
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for //“ and ^“ respectively. In low Z  atoms, Auger transitions can play an important role 
in a muonic/pionic atom up to the n — 4/6 states if sufficient electrons are available [98], 
Dipole transition rates as expected are dominant, although other multipole Auger and 
radiative rates are not negligible. Matrix elements for dipole transitions are easily calcu­
lated and are given by
A A r1''3 , . 2
^  ^exotic  1Texotic|"^exotic > ( 6 * 1 )
4e2(A  E fcjrad =   — —
3 rric3
and
2ir
(V Auger — ~j~ ^  exotic^ e I I'&e:votic&e ^
'  e —exotic
(6.2)
with A E, the transition energy, and the initial/final exotic wavefunction, and the 
initial/final electron wavefunction.
The Auger rate is greatest when there is a, large overlap between the exotic and electron 
wavefunctions, which occurs at large n and for small changes in exotic energy, hence An 
as small, as possible (consistent with the transition energy large enough to affect a bound 
electron) is favoured. It is to be noted that sliding transitions, are only important for the 
low 2s —> 2p transitions in muonic atoms.
X-ray transition rates are large when A E , the transition energy is considerable (typi­
cally IveV, so requiring large An), and the exotic wavefunctions overlap substantially, this 
occurs predominantly at low n. The X-ray transition rates may also be sizeable at high n 
when the wavefunctions significantly overlap.
The bound exotic wavefunction is taken in a first approximation to be hydrogenic with 
an effective atomic number equal to the charge o f the nucleus Z. To take into account 
the screening of the Auger electron from the nucleus by the exotic, and the other atomic 
electrons, an effective atomic number Z * is used to define the electron wavefunction. The 
same Z* is used for both the bound and continuum state electron wavefunctions. This 
ensures that the wavefunctions for states o f the same angular momentum are orthogonal 
(as they should be theoretically). Turner uses
Z* = Z  -  1 -  sj. (6.3)
where sj is the Slater screening constant for the j th electron shell, and can be found in 
any chemistry text book [99]. Denoting the electron population of the K, L, M  shells by 
Pop(K ) etc., then these constants are given by
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sK =  0.3 M A X [Pop (Iij — 1 ,0 ],
sL =  0.35 M AX[Pop(L ) -  1, 0] +  0.85Pop(AT),
sm =  0.425 M A X [P o p (M ) — 1,0] +  0.925Pop(A) +  P o p (K ), (6-4)
where sr and sl are exact expressions but sm is more approximate.
It should be stated that the specific choice of the effective Z ’s does affect the overall 
cascade but the quality of the resultant X-ray intensity fits to the experimental data can 
be just as good with a different set of initial parameters. Turner’s thesis also shows clearly 
that an improved approximation accounting for a static electron screening correction to 
the exotic wavefunction and a dynamic screening correction to the transition rates, results 
in only small changes in the radiative or Auger transition rates of concern in a cascade 
calculation starting from around the A^-shell radius of the atom. The atomic electron 
energies are also input for the Z — 1 atom, assuming complete shielding by the exotic, 
with only one value of the binding energy used for each shell, the weighted mean from all 
sub-shells.
The schematics of a typical cascade can now be presented:
The dominant mode of Auger de-excitation of the exotic in the cascade is through 
dipole transitions, with An =  —1 at large n, and Al — —1 favoured over the Al =  0. +1 
transitions. An exotic starting from very high n proceeds initially by ejecting the outermost 
electrons, gradually de-exciting down through each electron shell in turn. Every shell has 
a region of dominance over the Auger cascade. Transitions with An >  -1  are important 
in the first instances, but as n decreases the An =  — 1 transitions become energetically 
possible for M-shell, A-shell and A'-shell emission. Competition between the electron shells 
is then evident e.g., between A-shell transitions with An =  —1 and A'-shell Auger with 
larger An when K  dipole rates are not possible. The division between A and A'-shell 
dominance has been experimentally observed for p captured in Ne and Ar gases [+20]. 
It is usually quoted that the initial distribution of exotics among the capture states is 
preserved in this stage of de-excitation provided that the Auger process is dominant [94]. 
However it is probably more correct to state that the distribution is preserved when An, 
Al =  — 1 electron emission is the dominant mechanism. Deviation from the original capture
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distribution is to be expected, with a greater proportion of exotics moving to higher / states 
due to the An >  1 transitions that also take place. This deviation would be compounded 
if radiative transitions played a significant role in the initial de-excitation of an exotic at 
very large n, where Auger transitions with small An are energetically forbidden.
At intermediate n the Auger and radiative processes compete for supremacy. Cascade 
calculations are usually started at the upper limits of this region where Auger transitions 
are still dominant, and the initial angular momentum capture distribution Pn(Z) specified 
at nint, representing an approximation for this mid-term exotic stage. Conclusions relating 
to the capture of exotics are then drawn from this distribution, which is the result of all 
prior transitions and processes to this level.
In the lower n region the exotic undergoes dipole radiative transitions with large An, 
and Al =  — 1 favoured. The capture distribution is dramatically changed by radiative tran­
sitions, which force exotics into the circular states and increase the Lyman (for muons) 
and Baimer (for pions) X-ray series intensities later on in the cascade. The obvious ex­
ception is for those pions in high 5-states which make transitions mainly to the 2p state, 
and so do not contribute to the measured Baimer X-ray yields. The strong interaction 
between the pion and the nucleus causes the pion bound state energy level to be shifted 
in energy and broadened. Pion absorption occurs predominantly from the Is, 2s and 2p 
bound states, but higher level (i.e. n =  3,4,5), s and p states are also affected by nuclear 
absorption [100]. Since pions are removed the yield for radiative transitions to lower bound 
states is decreased, and for good comparisons with the experimental X-ray intensities the 
absorption rates must be accurately known. Muonic cascades are not affected by nuclear 
absorption to any great degree and these type of transitions are usually ignored.
An important factor in the calculation of the Auger process, not yet mentioned, is the 
population of the electron shells. As the exotic cascades through the bound states, exotic 
Auger transitions gradually empty the electron shells. I i  or L-shell vacancies will then 
result in further losses of electrons through additional electron Auger processes. If refilling 
is absent or small, these shells would soon empty, causing Auger transitions to play no 
further role in the cascade process. The exotic Auger transitions is thus dependent upon 
the electron depleting and refilling rates of the atom.
//-shell vacancies are replenished mainly through L shell electrons, with higher shells
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and/or band electrons also contributing directly. In general the exotic Auger transitions 
depleting the K  shell are faster than the refilling rate [98], which is characterised by 
the //-electron refilling width In computer cascade programs this width is used as 
a parameter, and restricted to the interval between zero, for an isolated bare nucleus, 
and its value Y™utral i n the Z  — 1 neutral atom. Yffutral can be deduced for a state in 
thermodynamic equilibrium through the calculated radiative emission width Trad ( eV/h) 
and the measured fluorescence yield u r ,
p  neutral =  £ 'rad ( e y / h y  ( 6 - 5 )
OJR
Bambynek et al. [101], have calculated //-level widths for a wide range of elements, 
and as expected these increase with increasing Z , e.g. the widths for the noble gases rise 
gradually from 0.27eV/h for Ne to 11.12eV/fc for Xe (1 eV/h =  1.519 x lO15^ 1). The 
normal refilling rate for one K  hole in the element Z  can be found in reference [102].
Turner’s cascade code possesses the additional facility of specifying the origin o f the 
electrons filling the //-shell. This may take the form of parameters stipulating which 
fraction of electrons originated from the L-shell, the M-shell or from outside the atom. 
To describe the L- electron refilling, the parameter is chosen, and again the origin of 
these electrons is specified, and so on for the M-shell. This facility is intended only as an 
accounting procedure for the atomic electrons, and does not affect the Auger transition 
rates.
This choice of parameterisation of the electron refilling effect is partly based on practical 
considerations, that is the reduction of the number of free parameters and the convenience 
of the lengthy computer calculations which would result if a complete statistical description 
of the exotic atom-electron processes were to be included. It is not completely satisfactory, 
but a better treatment is hindered by the difficulty in calculating the additional electron 
Auger effect and the continuum-electron refilling rates. The present computer calculations 
also consider the electron 2 s and 2p shells as indistinguishable for the purposes of refilling.
Due to the rather fast L-shell Auger transitions that occur early on in the cascade 
when //-shell Auger is not possible, the effective population of the L-shell may be reduced, 
especially for low Z  atoms. This manifests itself in the Tr  rate being smaller than Y^utral. 
In a cascade code the L-shell population may be artificially assigned a typical value in an 
attempt to further simulate the refilling processes, and hence used as an extra parameter.
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The higher electron shells, such as the M-shell, are usually assumed to be full (for a suitably 
high Z  atom), as the refilling rates are quite large, and the exotic M-shell Auger rates are 
quite small in the region of n modelled by a cascade code.
In using Turner’s cascade program, the refilling processes were dealt with by ignoring 
depletion of the M-shell (M-shell Auger is comparatively small and set to zero). The 
A-shell was treated as having a Pop(L)=100%, a refilling rate characterised by IT , and 
the refilling electrons to originate from outside the atom. The A'-sliell in Turner’s code 
is considered statistically, with finite refilling rates IV ,  leading to A'-shell vacancies and 
reduced A'-shell Auger rates. These refilling electrons were considered to come only from 
the A-shell as this is the main source of electrons. The refilling rate is assumed constant 
although this is unlikely to be correct, as the existence of any A-shell vacancies will reduce 
the refilling rate, however such an assumption is necessary as no other option is immediately 
apparent.
6.2 T h e in itia l d istr ib u tion
The starting point of any quantum cascade is that energy level below which only relatively 
few exotics are captured into the exotic bound states. This is customarily taken as the
orbital with radius roughly equivalent to that o f the K-shell electrons. Using the Bohr
model of the atom, this occurs at the principal quantum number
” in< ~ ( m j  ’ ( }
where me is the electron mass and M  the exotic mass. Corresponding values for a //“ , 7r~, 
and A '- are 14, 17 and 31 respectively. Variations of this initial value are used in order 
to improve the predicted/observed X-ray intensity fits e.g. muonic cascades beginning at 
n — 20 [103, 104], have been analysed and discussed in detail. Changing 72tn* is believed to 
cause the other parameters to vary only slowly [98]. The practice of choosing n =  14 and 
7/ =  17 starting points is also a result of the insensitivity of the transition rates at these 
levels and below to the static electron screening o f the nucleus [89], and the subsequent 
suitability of using hydrogenic bound states in the calculations.
An initial angular momentum distribution Pn(l) for the captured exotics at this high 
lying principal quantum number must then be assumed. Most investigators start with the
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where I is the orbital angular momentum quantum number, or with a modified statistical 
distribution [94],
Pn(l ) oc (21 +  1) exp { al} ,  ( 6.8)
where a is treated as a free parameter.
Other distributions which achieve good fits include the linear distribution first used by 
Vogel [98],
Pn( l ) oc a +  bl, (6.9)
or the three parameter formula
Pn(l) oc a +  bl -f cl2. ( 6.10)
To highlight the importance of individual I states the distribution
statistical distribution first proposed by Bohr [105],
£>„(/) oc (2/+1), (6.7)
Pn(Q o c (2/ + l ) i +  £ c a - (6 .11)
with Ci =  —1 for selected values of i , has been applied by O’Leary and Jackson [106], to 
7 r “  capture in organic molecules.
Any of these Pn(l) distributions may be coupled with a cut off in I such that if I > lmaxi 
then Pn(l) =  0. This effectively increases the populations of the middle I states, relative to 
a full statistical distribution. Such truncations have been used in an effort to predict the 
striking atomic structure effects in negative exotic capture e.g. the variation of selected 
kaonic X-ray intensities with the atomic number Z  o f the element [107,108, 109], or selected 
muonic oxygen X-ray intensities with Z of the combining element [77]. The argument 
for a cutoff is usually based on bond length considerations, with exotic particles in an 
atom having an angular momentum limit constrained by a classical concept of orbitals. 
The maximum / an exotic may have is lmax — tikr, where Tik is the average momentum 
just before atomic capture and r is half the distance to the next atom. Orbitals with a 
radius greater than approximately half the bond length are considered to belong to the
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molecule. One of the key problems in this argument is in defining the average momentum 
of the exotic. The theory also only gives a qualitative resemblance to the lmax required in 
calculations [109], and is probably only a simple insight into the more complicated processes 
of capture and transfer in a molecular system.
The Pn(l ) distribution over a small range of n?nt(± 2 ) is believed to vary only slowly 
for states with sufficiently large n [98]. If  little capture occurs below the n — 20 level, 
then for atoms with sufficient electrons and Auger Al =  — 1 as the dominant transition, it 
may be assumed that the entire exotic initial population is approximately concentrated in 
states with a single n value, n <  20. The Pn(l)  distribution is therefore normalised to one
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6.3 C ascade ca lcu la tion s for th e  m uonic n ob le gases
The original purpose of this study of y~and 7r~interactions with matter was to examine 
the presence of a possible cut off in I in the initial angular momentum distribution Pn( l ) 
needed in some investigations to fit the X-ray data [106, 108]. This problem has been 
much discussed [82], [106]- [109], [111]- [113], but the matter remains unresolved. One 
of the aims of this Section is to examine the necessity of a maximum I =  lmax hi the initial 
distribution input to a cascade code.
Most analysis of exotic cascades concentrate on muons, for the interactions of such 
particles are more precisely known and the experimental data is relatively unaffected by 
the energy shifts and widths of the low energy quantum states. The differences in the initial 
capture processes of the exotic particles are also considered to be small [114], so that muonic 
atoms may be studied as the example system. The experimental investigations by Ehrhard 
et al. [115], on the pressure and concentration dependence of muon coulomb capture in the 
pure noble gases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe), provide accurately measured X-ray intensities which 
may be analysed using Turner’s cascade code EXCAS.
Gaseous atomic targets facilitate the interpretation of the results, for if a truncation in / 
exists we may determine whether it is an atomic phenomenon rather than a molecular effect. 
This particular point is relevant in attempting to distinguish between theories proposing 
a molecular based cause, e.g. Jackson et al. [46, 48, 116, 117], and the apparent atomic 
phenomenon discussed in the preceding Chapters. However the possibility of independent
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molecular and atomic truncation effects should not be ignored.
As in many other investigations, the calculations were started at the muon principal
quantum number n =  14, and a modified distribution was incorporated of the form
Bn(l) = Blmax(2l+ 1 )exp{al}J I < lmax, (6.12)
where a and lmax are parameters, and Bimax a normalisation factor.
6.3.1 Variations in Pn(l) and the refilling rates
Extensive simulations were carried out on the data, at two values of the gas pressure 
(approximately 1 and 6 bar). For each element a substantial number of parameters exist. 
The essential parameters deal with the initial Pn( l ) distribution at some principal quantum 
number n, and the refilling rate for each electronic shell. To avoid unnecessary labour a 
minimization routine is applied to EXCAS and the x 2 value (per point), which provides 
the most appropriate estimate of the quality of fit, used as the optimized value. The results 
of this work are presented in Table 6.1.
Apart from Ne (P = l  bar) and Xe, there appears to be good evidence for an lmax in the 
angular momentum distribution. For virtually all the cascade calculations, the x 2 results 
are small and reach a minimum for an lmax =  9- However, one must note that a \2<  2.0 
(80 - 90 % confidence limit) is needed for a definite acceptance of the cascade results. The 
parameter errors indicate the region over which the minimum x2 value occurs. The best 
starting n value varies between 12 and 14, suggesting that the fit is sensitive to variations in 
n (contrary to Vogel [98]). A  positive value for a is required in all cases with a truncation 
in I. This agrees with the work of Vogel [98], Von Egidy et al. [103] and Hartmann et 
al. [32], who also predicted a positive a, but no lmax for muonic cascades in a variety of 
atoms.
The shape of the Pn( l ) distribution is altered greatly when introducing an lmax (see 
Figure 6.1). With an a =  0.13 a relatively large population shift from the full statistical 
case is evident (the middle / states 5 < I <  9 hold approximately 85% of all muons). A  
comparison with the earlier n = 14 muon capture rates in Ne at a centre of mass energy 
Ecom =  25 eV is shown in Figure 6.2. This theoretical distribution is formed from the total 
Auger rates summed over all electron shells, and although only given at one energy and
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Table 6.1: Cascade results for the muonic noble gases. Variation of the initial angular
momentum distribution, the starting level n and the electron shell refill rates.
Element n lmax a RRK* RRL* X2 per pt. Comments
14 9 0.00+ 0.01 100+20 10+5 37.8+0.2 6 lines, expt.
Neon 14 9 0.13+0.01 100+20 10+5 15.2+0.2 errors small.
(P = l 13 9 0.14+0.01 100+20 10+5 7.4+0.2 Poor proof for
bar) 12 9 0.14+0.01 100+20 10+5 4.7+0.2 I max' A  low n |
12 11 0.16+0.01 100+20 10+5 12.6+ 0.2 gives good fits
12 11 0.00+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 2.0+ 0.2 with a — 0.14.
14 9 0.10+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 7.6+0.2 6 lines, expt.
Neon 13 9 0.09+0.01 220+20 50+10 3.4+0.2 errors medium.
(P=5.9 12 9 0.10+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 2.4+0.2 Good evidence
bar) 12 8 0.11+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 4.7+0.2 for lmax with
12 11 0.10+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 7.5+0.2 a =  0.10.
12 11 0.00+ 0.01 220+20 50+10 3.6+0.2
15 9 0.12+ 0.01 600+50 50+10 6.5+0.2 9 lines, expt.
Argon 14 9 0.13+0.01 600+50 50+10 2.8+ 0.2 errors medium.
(P = l 13 9 0.13+0.01 600+50 50+10 3.5+0.2 Good evidence
bar) 14 10 0.13+0.01 600+50 50+10 6.1+ 0.2 for lmax with
14 8 0.12+ 0.01 600+50 50+10 6.4+0.2 an o =  0.13.
14 13 0.13+0.01 600+50 50+10 12.7+0.2
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 600+50 50+10 7.3+0.2
14 9 0.13+0.02 1100+50 180+20 0.04+0.01 7 lines, expt.
Argon 13 9 0.13+0.02 1100+50 180+20 0.01+ 0.01 errors large but
(P = 6.1 12 9 0.13+0.02 1100+50 180+20 0.05+0.01 exceptional fit.
bar) 14 13 0.13+0.02 1100+50 180+20 0.08+0.01 Very good
14 13 0.00+ 0.02 1100+50 180+20 0.04+0.01 evidence for lmax
16 9 0.11+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 6.6+ 0.2 9 lines, expt.
Krypton 15 9 0.12+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 5.2+0.2 errors small.
( P = l 14 9 0.13+0.01 800+50 200+20 4.0+0.2 Evidence for an
bar) 13 9 0.12+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 4.6+0.2 lmax with
14 10 0.12+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 3.1+0.2 a =  0.12.
14 13 0.11+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 9.4+0.2
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 800+50 200+20 8.2+ 0.2
15 9 0.10+ 0.01 1100+50 300+50 3.8+0.3 9 lines, expt.
Krypton 14 9 0.10+ 0,01 1100+50 300+50 3.3+0.3 errors small.
(P =6 13 9 0.11+ 0.01 1100+50 300+50 3.9+0.3 Evidence for an
bar) 14 10 0.11+ 0.01 1100+50 300+50 4.8+0.3 lmax with an
14 13 0.10+ 0.01 1100+50 300+50 9.1+0.3 a =  0.08.
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 1100+50 300+50 4.8+0.3
Xenon No combinations produce a x 2 <  40, this is caused by a very large 3p —* Is
P = lba r theoretical intensity.
Xenon No combinations produce a x 2 < 10.
P = 6bar
* units of (1.519 x 10los_1)
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Figure 6.1: Various P ff l ) distributions at n —14. 
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Figure 6.2: P n( l )  distributions predicted far muon 
capture in Ne at n—14, and Ecam—25eV.
Pn(l ) distributions normalised to 1 0 0
Angular momentum ( I)
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one value of n, the shape is fairly well preserved in the prominent capture region of Ecom < 
50 eV and 15 < n <  50, (the capture peak moves slowly to larger I with increasing n). The 
capture calculation and the truncated distributions are qualitatively similar for / < /maa;.
To check for any cascade similarities, the normalised Pn(/) distribution for Ne with the 
refilling rates of the best x 2 simulation is input to the cascade code at the initial n =  14 
level. Comparison with the P  — 1 and 6 bar measurements (shown in Table 6.2) reveal 
slightly worse results than for the statistical case with an l m a x ,  but an improvement over 
the full statistical case.
Table 6.2: Cascade results for muonic Ne using the normalised Pn(I) 
distribution of Figure 6.2.
Element n lmax a RRK* RRL* X2 per pt. Comments
Ne
P= lbar
P (l)  according to 
Figure 6.2 at n — 12.
100+20 10±5 4.8+0.2 6 lines, expt. errors 
small. Average fit.
* units of 1.519 X  lO10* " 1)
The refill rates used in all of these calculations as expected are significantly lower than 
those for a solid or liquid target [32], which would be > 1014s-1 , and they exhibit the 
correct behaviour by increasing with pressure and with the number of electrons in the 
neutral target atom. It is also interesting to note that at the end of the cascade the 
number of K  and L electrons remaining in the atom (in a statistical sense) is computed to 
be approximately 2 and 2.5 respectively.
6.3.2 Variation of the electron shell populations
The effect of varying the electron shell populations has yet to be examined in the calcu­
lations shown in Table 6.1. Hartmann et al. and Vogel, have shown the importance of 
varying the outer electron populations in their cascade calculations for third row elements 
with a solid structure. In describing the £-electron depletion they often employed 0.3 as 
the effective number of L electrons in the atom, however this practice is unphysical. For 
a gaseous target a greater reduction in the electron population is to be expected from the 
inherently lower refilling rates. To investigate the changes produced by varying the ini­
tial electron shell populations and their effect on statistical and truncated modified Pn(I) 
distributions further cascade simulations are presented in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Cascade results for the muonic noble gases. Variation of the L-shell electron
population, the starting level n and the initial angular momentum distribution.
Element n lmax a RRK* Pop(L) X2 per pt. Comments
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 100+20 8 19.6+0.2 6 lines, expt. errors
Neon 14 13 0.00+ 0.01 100+20 2 5.1+0.2 small. Very little
(P = l 14 13 0.00+ 0.01 100+20 0 3,9+0.2 proof of an lmax
bar) 14 9 0.13+0.01 100+20 8 15.2+0.2 with a completely
14 9 0.13+0.01 100+20 0 6.8+ 0.2 depleted L-shell.
13 9 0.12+ 0.01 100+20 0 5.2+0.2 But a good fit for
12 9 0.12+ 0.01 100+20 0 8.4+0.2 a full modified
14 13 -0.02+ 0.01 100+20 0 4.8+0.2 distribution with
14 13 0.02+ 0.01 100+20 0 2.8+ 0.2 an a =  0.04.
14 13 0.04+0.01 100+20 0 1.9+0.2
14 13 0.06+0.01 100+20 0 5.1+0.2
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 600+50 8 7.3+0.2 9 lines, expt. errors
Argon 14 13 0.00+ 0.01 600+50 1 1.4+0.2 medium. Good
(P = l .14 13 0.00+ 0.01 600+50 0 1.6+ 0.2 evidence for a low
bar) 14 9 0.11+ 0.01 600+50 8 2.9+0.2 L-shell population
14 9 0.12+ 0.01 600+50 0 6.1+ 0.2 with a full modified
14 13 0.02+ 0.01 600+50 1 1.3+0.2 distribution and
14 13 0.03+0.01 600+50 1 1.2+ 0.2 an a =  0.03.
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 800+50 8 8.2+ 0.2 9 lines, expt. errors
Krypton 14 13 0.00+ 0.01 800+50 2 2.5+0.2 medium. Evidence
(P = l 14 13 0.00+ 0,01 800+50 0 3.7+0.2 for reduced L-shell
bar) 14 9 0.14+0.01 800+50 8 3.1+0.2 with an a- =  0.
14 9 0.15+0.01 800+50 0 6.6+ 0.2 But an lmax — ^
14 13 0.02+ 0.01 800+50 2 2.2+ 0.2 also gives a
14 13 0.01+ 0.01 800+50 2 2.0+ 0.2 reasonable fit.
14 13 0.00+ 0.01 1000+50 8 4.5+0.2 6 lines, expt. errors
Xenon* 14 13 0.00+ 0.01 1000+50 1 1.6+ 0.2 small. Further
(P = l 14 9 0.10+ 0.01 1000+50 8 6.4+0.2 evidence for a low
bar) 14 9 0.09+0.01 1000+50 1 15.3+0.2 L population,with
14 13 0.02+ 0.01 1000+50 1 1.4+0.2 a =  0.02.
14 13 0.03+0.01 1000+50 2 1.4+0.2
* units of (1.519 X 1010s l ) 
f omitting the 3p —> Is line
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Both the statistical and truncated modified distributions have a contrasting behaviour 
when the L-shell population is varied. The truncated distribution generally gives an in­
creased x 2 when the L-shell is reduced, whereas a full statistical distribution produces the 
opposite result in Table 6.3. The change in x 2 is quite pronounced when Pop (L ) decreases 
from 8 to 0, e.g. for Ne a difference of 17.7 is registered for a full distribution. A  definite 
improvement to the previous fits of Table 6.1 is evident when Pop (L ) is appreciably or 
even completely depleted with the use o f a full distribution. However the truncated results 
still produce relatively small x 2 results, but in all cases a full distribution gives the better 
fit to the experimental X-ray intensities. The modified distribution results show the same 
general pattern as for those in Table 6.1, with an lmax — 9 and a positive a «  0.14 pre­
ferred. Both types of distributions were considered for the Li-shell refill rates presented 
and the L-shell rates of Table 6.1.
When a modified statistical distribution with a non-zero a is introduced into the cal­
culations, a further improvement in the fit is evident with a slightly positive a proving to 
be successful every time. The conclusion one could deduce from these parameters is of a 
muonic atom which is highly ionised at the initial cascade starting point. The production 
of such a muonic atom and the means of analysing such a system through a. cascade code, 
now requires further discussion.
The population of the electron shells, as regulated by the muonic Auger effect and the 
refilling rates for each shell, are simulated in Turner’s cascade program by specifying the 
refilling rate for each shell and from where the electrons originate. Until recently this was 
thought to be adequate, however it is clear that other processes not included in the cascade 
program strongly affect the state of the electron populations.
These additional processes cause further ejection of outer electrons. When a hole 
occurs in ail interior shell e.g. caused by a muonic Auger transition there are two distinct 
phenomena, (which, although distinct, do interact):
1. Electron shake off - the promotion of an electron into the continuum due to a sudden 
change in the central potential of an atom.
2. Vacancy cascade - a series of Auger processes that ensue from the creation of a 
vacancy in the inner-shell.
Carlson et al [118], has calculated the average number of extra electrons removed by
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a vacancy cascade when a sudden vacancy in the K, L or M  shell occurs. Results for 
the noble gases presented in Table 6.4 show the extra processes are important, and would 
have quite considerable effects on the electron populations of an atom with little or slow 
refilling.
Table 6.4: Average number of e~ lost as a result of a particular inner 
shell vacancy, according to the work of reference [118],
Atom(Z) K-shell L-shell M-shell
Ne (10) 2.2 — —
A r (18) 4.2 3.0 -
Kr (36) 6.3 5.5 3.0
Xe (54) 8.0 8.4 6.0
The possibility then of muonic atoms existing with vacant electron shells has to be 
discussed. On searching the literature one discovers the paper by Bacher et al. [119], in 
which they conclude that the cascade in muonic atoms with Z < 20 ejects sufficient atomic 
electrons to ionize an isolated muonic atom completely. In the case of gases the rate at 
which electrons refill the atomic shell can be deduced from the cross-section for electron 
transfer <jt between neutral atoms and the ionized muonic atoms i.e.
R9e — pvax, (6.13)
where p is the target gas density and v the velocity of the muonic atom. The cross- 
section for electron transfer can be estimated from the assumption that the muonic atom 
is equivalent to a fully ionized atom with atomic number one less than that of the neutral 
target atom, a? *ias been measured for Ne at a velocity of v — 6.8 x 105 (cm/s) to be 
&T — 2.8 X 10-15 (cm) which yields a refilling rate in muonic Ne of
R% =  1010 P (s’ 1), (6.14)
where P  is the target gas pressure in atmospheres. A  typical muonic Auger rate is of 
the order 1014 (s-1 ), hence it is concluded that completely ionised muonic atoms can 
be prepared in gases, and that they remain isolated for long enough times at attainable 
pressure to facilitate studies of fundamental interactions in muonic atoms. Recently Bacher
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et al. [120] in an experimental paper have shown that antiprotonic noble-gas atoms (p-Ne, 
p-Ar, and p-Kr) at low-target pressure (P  <  50 Pascals) are completely ionised, due to 
Auger de-excitation.
Since a large electron depletion is evident from the cascade calculation results in Table
6.3 for all the noble gases, with only the two il-shell electrons left at the n =  14 stage, we 
can only agree with the conclusion of Bacher et al. . The /l-shell electrons would probably 
be ejected at around the n =  10 level when the transition energy is large enough for dipole 
Auger transitions to occur.
A  modified statistical distribution with small positive a’s is considered here most likely 
to exist at the n — 14 stage of the muons de-excitation in noble-gas atoms. Such a muonic 
atom is expected to be very highly ionised, with only the two //-shell and perhaps a few L- 
shell electrons remaining. This conclusion for muonic Ar and Ne has partially been reached 
by Guillarmod et al. [121], who report a statistical distribution and an X-shell population 
of less than 2% at the 7? =  14 level.
6.4 C ascade ca lcu lations for 7r“ ’s in  sim p le m olecu les
The intensity patterns of X-rays emitted from pionic atoms in organic molecules has been 
measured in a series of experiments performed at TR.IUMF [111, 116, 117]. These mea­
surements were performed in part to study the formation of pionic atoms and molecules 
in solids, with a particular interest in groups of organic molecules of slightly different 
structure so that molecular influences may be clarified. The experiments were also aimed 
at understanding the factors affecting dose deposition by tt~ in biological materials, and 
in evaluating tissue equivalent materials for pion absorption. Accurate pion radiother­
apy doses can then be ascertained in tissue and in non-tissue- equivalent conditions. The 
difficulties associated with these objectives again lies in determining the nature of the 
molecular influence on the capture of 7r~by particular species of atoms [43]. To recognize 
this point it is necessary to consider the enhanced Bragg peak in the 7r“ energy-dose dis­
tribution produced by the liberation of neutrons and heavily charged particles following 
tt“ absorption by the nucleus. C and 0  nuclei produce differing charged particle spectra, 
with 0  emitting a smaller number of heavily ionized particles with lower mean energies. 
Due to the influence of molecular effects on atomic capture, the atomic capture ratios, and
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thus the dose deposited in any material, depend on its molecular structure.
The analysis of any system containing H is further complicated by the transfer of 
71-“ from pionic hydrogen to atoms of higher Z  through the transfer effect (see Appendix 
B). This transfer has yet to be identified as an external process in which the neutral 
atom becomes detached from the molecule and captured by another atom in a collision, or 
as an internal process whereby it is transferred to another atom of the same molecule by 
quantum tunnelling. The net effect of transfer on experiments is twofold. Firstly it modifies 
the X-ray cascade pattern by introducing 7r“ into the atom through a different capture 
mechanism, this consequently changes the experimental atomic capture probabilities which 
are measured through a summation of the Baimer series X-ray intensities. Secondly it 
reduces the observed rate of the charge exchange reaction pi:~ —*■ 7i7r°, 7r° 2*y (70MeV,
60% branching ratio), which may only occur on hydrogen.
The measurements of O ’Leary [111] and Smith [122] were compared and analysed. 
A  complete study of their measurements is not required as there is a certain amount of 
overlap in their choice of targets, and the X-ray intensities of a wide range of molecules 
were unfortunately found to be similar within their errors. The overall aim of this Section 
to deduce cascade variations from different molecular structures was thus diminished.
Both workers measured C and 0  pionic X-ray intensities for the simple molecules wa­
ter H2 0  and graphite, the (solid) isomers a-glucose and mannose CqHi2Oq, maleic anhy­
dride C4A 2O3, glutaric anhydride C4 H4 O3 , and succinic anhydride C3Hq0 3. O’Leary also 
measured intensities from the gas carbon dioxide C 02. Smith performed further measure­
ments on the (solid) cyclic acid anhydrides, citraconic anhydride C 5 H 4O 3 , methylsuccinic 
anhydride C3 Hq03, 3-methylglutaric anhydride CqHs03, 2-2 dimethyglutaric anhydride 
CiHiq03, and 3-3 dimethyglutaric anhydride CtH.\q03. Intensities from the (solid) hexose 
isomers of sugar, /3-glucose, fructose and galactose CqH\2Oq, were also measured.
The anhydrides and the sugar isomers all give practically identical X-ray intensities 
within the quoted errors of measurement. This agreement is in part due to the small 
number of lines measured in these experiments, with usually only 2 -3  experimental lines 
for carbon and 2 - 4  experimental lines for oxygen X-rays.
To discern any differences produced by a transfer effect the sugar isomer results of 
Smith were studied. Comparisons between the pure environment of C in the form of
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graphite (Smith’s results), and gaseous carbon dioxide were made, and between the 0  
intensities of O ’Leary’s water and carbon dioxide measurements.
The modified statistical form for the distribution of pions in the angular momentum 
states at the starting value of n =  17 is applied to this problem. The x 2 results of the 
cascade simulations for 0  and C are presented in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. In order 
to avoid optimizing all the parameters, several key variables were fixed at representative 
values while all others were varied. These key parameters were typically the refilling rate for 
the K  and L shells, fixed at (approximately) the neutral (Z  — 1) atom refilling rate Yj?utral, 
or at this rate reduced by a factor of 2, followed by a factor of 5 etc. The population of 
the A-shell is fixed at the atom’s full complement, and then successively reduced each 
time an improved x 2 value results. Using this method a and lmax may then be varied 
independently or in unison, as the only completely independent parameters employed in 
the optimization routine.
The overall results of the cascade simulations for O and C are quite similar in several 
respects. Each atom requires a depleted A electron shell, reduced refilling rates and a full 
modified distribution, with a negative a to achieve the best fit to the data. The refilling 
of the electronic A'-shell, characterized by the refilling width V ,  is found in solid phase 
targets to be reduced to approximately half that o f the neutral (Z  — 1) value for both atom 
species. The refilling rates for liquid and gaseous targets are correspondingly lower with 
carbon dioxide requiring a further order of magnitude reduction from the solid refilling 
rates for each atom.
Because of the interatomic bond, the electrons o f the A-shell are not A electrons in the 
proper sense, as several belong to molecule states. However, the computer code needs an 
input for A electrons in order to allow for Auger electron ejections and A'-shell refilling. The 
atomic capture of the pion probably proceeds through ejection of one of these electrons and 
in the early stages of the pionic cascade further A electrons are ejected. It is not surprising 
therefore that C and 0  require 1 - 2  and 4 - 5 A electrons respectively at the start, of 
the cascade calculation at the level of principal quantum number n =  17. The liquid and 
gaseous targets show a preference for the lower limit.
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Table 6.5: Cascade x 2 values for pionic molecules containing oxygen. 
Varying the Pn( l ) distribution, refill rates and the L electron population. 
Starting at the initial principal quantum number n =  17.
Molecule l m a x a R R K * RRL* Pop(L) X 2  per pt. Comments
16 -0.18+0.01 2 x 104 2 x IQ4 8 6.1+ 0.1 5 lines, small expt.
H20 12 0.09+0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 8 3.0+0.1 errors. Evidence for
O ’Leary’s 16 -0.16+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 8 5.2+0.1 l m a x  or a l°w L-shell
data 16 -0.14+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 8 5.1+0.1 population, reduced
16 -0.12+ 0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 6 3.3+0.1 rates and a full Pn(l)
16 -0.07+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 4 2.5+0.1 with a n a  =  —0.07.
16 -0.14+0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 8 1.4+0.1 5 lines, small expt.
14 0.16+0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 8 1.7+0.1 errors. Evidence for
O’Leary’s 16 -0.10+ 0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 6 0.92+0.05 reduced L-shell with
data 16 -0.08+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 5 0.73+0.05 full distribution and
16 -0.07+0.01 1 x 103 1 x 103 3 0.61+0.05 an a  =  —0.07
16 -0.16+0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 8 0.25+0.05 3 lines, medium
Fructose 13 0.12+ 0.01 2 x 104 2 x 104 8 0.34+0.05 errors. A  low L-shell
Smith’s 16 -0.11+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 6 0.15+0.05 population required
data 16 -0.11+0.05 1 x 104 1 x 104 5 0.12+0.05 with an a  =  —0.11
a  - 
Glucose
16 -0.11+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 0.27+0.05 3 lines, medium 
errors.
P -
Glucose
16 -0.11+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 5 0.11+0.05 3 lines, medium 
errors.
Mannose 16 -0.12+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 5 0.59+0.05 3 lines, medium 
errors.
Galactose 16 -0.13+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 5 0.41+0.05 3 lines, medium 
errors.
* units of (1.519 x 1010s_1} 
Vneutral =  QA 7 e V  ~  2.5 X lO1^ " 1
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Table 6.6: Cascade yf values for pionic molecules containing carbon. 
Varying the Pn( l ) distribution, refill rates and the L  electron population. 
Starting at the initial principal quantum number n =  17.
Molecule lmax a RRK* RRL* Pop(L) X 2 per pt. Comments
16 -0.35+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 9.1+0.1 2 lines, medium
C 0 2 12 0.30+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 1.0+ 0.1 expt. errors, but the
O’Leary’s 14 0.04+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 2 3.6+0.1 4—»2 line very large.
data 15 -0.01+ 0.01 1 x 103 1 x 103 1 2.5+0.1 Evidence of an lmax
15 -0.01+ 0.01 5 x 102 5 x 102 1 2.4+0.1 or reduced L-shell.
15 -0.01+ 0.01 5 x 102 5 x 102 0 2.4+0.1 with an a =  —0.01
C 16 0.02+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 1.7+0.1 3 lines, medium
Graphite 12 0.20+ 0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 1.5+0.1 errors. Evidence for
Smith’s 15 0.00+ 0.01 5 x  103 5 x 103 2 0.90+0.05 reduced L-shell with
data 16 -0.03+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 2 0.64+0.05 an a =  —0.03.
16 -0.18+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 0.47+0.05 2 lines, medium
Fructose 13 0.18+0.01 1 x 104 1 x 104 4 0.66+0.05 errors. A  low L-shell
Smith’s 16 -0.04+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 2 0.22+0.05 population required
data 16 -0.04+0.05 5 x 103 5 x 103 1 0.15+0.05 with a n a =  —0.04
a - 
Glucose
16 -0.04+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 1 0.16+0.05 2 lines, medium 
errors.
Glucose
16 -0.06+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 1 0.11+0.05 2 lines, medium 
errors.
Mannose 16 -0.05+0.01 5 x 103 5 x 103 1 0.82+0.05 2 lines, medium 
errors.
Galactose 16 -0.06+0.01 5 X 103 5 x 103 1 0.53+0.05 2 lines, medium 
errors.
* units of (1.519 x 10los-1 ) 
T neutral __ Q.086eV «  1.3 X  l O ^ S " 1
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These parameters are an indication that the electron shells of a light pionic atom, 
even in a liquid or solid phase are strongly perturbed by the cascading pion. Calculations 
carried out by researchers at SIN on a variety of targets with Z < 20 [103, 32, 30], have 
also required a reduced L shell and low refilling rates.
The initial angular momentum distributions also show distinct variations between the 
two atom species, with both species requiring a full modified distribution, but in general a 
more negative a is needed for 0. Differences are evident between the gas/liquid and solid 
targets, with a larger negative a needed for the solid targets of both species. There is also 
some evidence for molecular effects through a systematic variation in the negative a values 
for the sugar isomers.
Transfer of 7r"from H atoms to 0  or C causes a preferential populating of the lower 
angular momentum states. This is a consequence of the conservation law for angular 
momentum in a collision and the relatively small probability that pions are captured in 
high n and therefore I states in hydrogen. On analysis of the sugar isomer calculations, 
a relationship between the melting points of the isomers and the negative a values is 
discovered [122]. A  greater degree of hydrogen bonding between molecules causes a higher 
melting point, which in these isomers increases from Fructose to Galactose in the order of 
Table 6.5. Similarly a becomes slightly more negative, possibly indicating a greater transfer 
effect, if all other factors are considered constant. The relatively small effect brought about 
by transfer is due to the low capture probability of 7r—in hydrogen relative to C or 0  atoms.
It is also apparent from this work that another set of parameters may also produce an 
average fit, and in the case of C in C 0 2 a better fit. With a full L-shell and near neutral 
atom refilling rates, an lmax in the Pn(l ) distribution of approximately 12 becomes evident. 
However this arrangement of parameters is believed here to be unphysical and only cascade 
results with significantly perturbed electron shells should be considered. It is also to be 
noted that all previous investigations into an lmax [89, 106, 108] have relied on full electron 
shells and refilling rates and have predicted as a consequence a Pn(l) distribution with a. 
truncation in /.
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Extended Cascade Calculations
Chapter 7
7.1 In trod u ction
7.1.1 Aims of the Chapter
The cascade calculations presented in the previous Chapter provided good fits to the muonic 
and pionic X-ray data for the noble gases and simple molecules by requiring an initial 
angular momentum distribution Pn( l ) extending to the maximum value possible / =  iiint — 
1, at the starting principal quantum number n — nint. This conclusion is at variance with 
the calculations of Chapter 5, which predicts that for atomic capture alone, only the angular 
momentum states I < 25 (for any level n) significantly contribute to the Auger capture 
rates. Following capture in an atom it is generally supposed that the distribution of exotics 
among the I states (in a statistical sense) are relatively well maintained as they deexcite, 
since Auger dipole transitions are the most likely method of de-excitation with An =  — 1 
and A/ =  — 1 preferred. An exotic capture distribution in / (at n > 20) truncated at large 
values, as predicted in Chapter 5, should then should maintain its shape down to n,-nt, 
and a truncation should exist at this level. However since the capture calculations and 
the cascade simulations are removed from each other by the intervening transitions that 
deexcite the captured exotic and cause it to reach (statistically ) the initial cascade starting 
point, it is necessary to test the supposition that a capture distribution in / is maintained.
This discrepancy between the capture distribution and the initial cascade distribution 
can in principle be overcome by extending a cascade simulation to a much larger starting 
n >  nint, and analysing an exotic atom which has an input of exotic particles for every 
(n ,l) state. The population of the exotic particles being introduced into a cascade simu­
lation through a normalised distribution according to some preordained capture formula.
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Examining the redistribution of the exotics in such an atom, with particular emphasis on 
whether exotics move predominantly to or from the circular states, should then give insight 
into a possible reconciliation between the two methods of investigating the formation of 
an exotic atom. The characteristics of a highly excited exotic atom will also be studied in 
the course of this work.
7.1,2 Related previous work
Extending a cascade code to include input parameters over several values of n has been 
partially dealt with by Vogel [98]. The effect of assuming the total population of muonic 
states at n,n* to be normalised to one was examined, by allowing the distribution of the 
initial population to vary over several values of n. Vogel concludes that muonic A l X- 
ray intensities vary by less than 2% when the //“ ’s are distributed among n — 17, 16 or 
n =  17, 16, 15 instead of being restricted to n — 17. The same modified /-distribution was 
employed in all these cases. A  similar method of extending the present cascade code will 
be used here, with an /-distribution for each principal quantum number n.
Screening corrections to the //“ binding energies and wavefunctions for quantum states 
inside the A'-shell radius have been computed according to several available methods [91]. 
The electron - //“ potential has been progressively calculated using the two ls i / 2 electrons, 
the electron density of a (Z  — 1) atom determined by the relativistic self-consistent field 
Hartree-Fock-Slater method and through the more sophisticated calculations of Fricke [123], 
who undertook a self-consistent treatment o f the nucleus and atomic electrons plus the //“ in 
a given orbit. The small influence of these correction terms on the //“ X-ray transition en­
ergies indicate that the simpler SCF method can replace the more complicated but more 
consistent method of Fricke for most applications.
The energy levels of highly excited muonic atoms have been examined using a Thomas- 
Fermi type treatment and the W KB method to provide the eigenenergies [124], The theory 
is applicable to Z  > 10 atoms, with results presented in particular for //“ binding energies in 
a Ne atom. Comparing the transition energies of the //“ with the electron binding energies 
enables implications for the //“ cascade and lifetime to be made. It is suggested that the 
most probable capture states lie around the n =  30 states and is due to the ejection of 
2s and 2p electrons. Auger transitions with large values of Al are considered unlikely 
since the ejected electron cannot carry off much angular momentum. Sliding transitions
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with An =  0 are therefore expected to be of little importance since they require large 
Al for high rates. For circular transitions An  must be small since An — Al, with the 
possibility of abnormally long lifetimes for circular orbits. For elliptical orbits, An may 
change substantially with little or no change in I, leaving the orbit lifetimes depending 
upon the rules governing An. This behaviour can be verified in this work by making a 
detailed study of the relevant matrix elements.
7.1.3 Prescription implemented in extending a cascade code
In considering the problem of extending a cascade code to larger initial values, the target 
atom should be chosen with care. Since the code is limited to dealing with an isolated 
atomic system, the choice is between a monatomic gas or a simple ionic bonded atom. The 
noble gas atom Ne is the ideal candidate, for the //"capture rates have already been calcu­
lated. The necessary hound state wavefunctions are obtainable from the codes developed 
in Chapter 5, and by a modification to Turner’s code.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the exact capture rates into a muonic state ( n, /) are deter­
mined by the Auger rates and the inelastic transitions which cause the //"to lose energy. 
A  complete calculation of the //"stopping powers for multi-electron atoms has yet to be 
performed, and so we consider the capture to occur from a representative COM energy of 
25 eV, which lies within the most probable energy region of capture.
Turner’s program EXCAS [89] provides the means of accurately analysing a //"cascade 
from an initial level nint =  20. The use of effective atomic numbers, Z* — Z  for the 
//"wavefunctions and Z* from equation 6.3 for the electron wavefunctions, enables the 
Auger and radiative rates to be evaluated quickly and the code to finish in a reasonable 
time from this level (w  220 CPU secs on a PR IM E 9650). Calculating the transition 
rates through these particular effective Z ’s is a reasonable approximation provided that 
the //"stays approximately within the radius of the electron //-shell. However as the 
//"principal quantum number increases, the muonic wavefunction penetrates the electron 
cloud to a greater extent and the static screening of the //"by the electrons from the nucleus 
charge begins to increase. The quoted effective atomic numbers are then in error and 
the wavefunctions need to be calculated by alternate means. Nevertheless calculating the 
transition rates using hydrogenic wavefunctions is extremely important since the method is 
quick and many program executions are required in general to fit a given series of //"X-ray
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lines.
To improve the description of the large quantum states of the muonic system, static 
screening effects must be accounted for. EXCAS has the facility to solve the Schrodinger 
equation for the muonic bound state wavefunction and binding energy in the potential 
arising from the self-consistent field electron densities of the Z  — 1 atom. Expanding 
this partial SCF //“ wavefunction in some suitable basis set (e.g.Coulomb Sturmians Sni), 
enables the transition rates to be expressed in terms of the expansion coefficients and tran­
sition matrix elements between members of the same basis set. This method of calculation 
is accurate but extremely slow, so a faster means of evaluating the costly Auger double 
integrals without losing accuracy was sought by Turner. Since the static screening effect is 
only significant for relatively high quantum numbers e.g. n > 15 for //", and at large radial 
distances the wavefunctions look like screened hydrogenic wavefunctions [89], a treatment 
based on effective Z ’s was proposed by Turner.
An effective atomic number Z* may be defined for each bound //“ state by maximizing 
the overlap between the partial SCF //“ wavefunction and the corresponding hydrogenic 
wavefunction. Using this method most of the bound state wavefunctions determined for 
capture in Ne atoms are shown later to be nearly hydrogenic in shape as indicated by the 
near unity value for the overlap integral. Only the //“ states well within the interior of 
the 2s and 2p electron clouds show significant discrepancies from unity. The values of the 
transition rates are also accurate when compared to the full calculations involving partial 
SCF wavefunctions and the program runtimes much quicker.
Defining the wavefunctions through effective atomic numbers enables the integrals in 
the radiative matrix elements to be calculated in explicit terms. The integrals involved 
in calculating the Auger rates are more generally calculated by numerical approximation. 
A  limited region of spatial extent pp — 0 - ^ 3 ,  where =  Z *rM/a0, is imposed for 
Auger integrals calculated for n,-nt <  20. This limitation arises from the rapid fall-off of 
the //“ wavefunction with radial coordinate and the small contribution to the integrals 
when the cascade process is considered from around or below the //-shell electron radius. 
If Auger rates are required from higher values of n > n,-nt, then the integral limit has 
to be extended to account for the greater overlap between the bound //“ and electron 
wavefunctions.
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The following prescription was undertaken to extend the cascade code to run from 
riint =  50, with an input normalised distribution of //“ for all (n,/) states.
1. Turner’s code is modified so that each muonic state has an initial input population.
2. Effective atomic numbers are used for all wavefunctions.
3. The Auger integration limit is extended to include the range — 0 100.
4. The radiative and Auger rates are considered to the quadrupole multipoles.
5. Refilling rates for the K  and A-shells are kept constant throughout the cascade.
7.2 M od ification s to  E X C A S
7.2.1 Initial population of the muonic states
Turner’s code is simply modified so that each muonic state has an initial population of 
//“ (read in from a data file) at the beginning o f the cascade e.g. the distribution according 
to the capture calculations of Chapter 5. Figure 5.6 shows the capture probabilities in Ne 
per electron for each type of ejected electron, as a function of n for a COM collision energy 
25 eV. These capture probabilities, after summing over n and I for each electron and then 
normalising to unity, provides the required input distribution. This distribution is shown 
in Figure 7.1 as a function of n. The redistribution of the //“ population then proceeds 
through the various Auger and radiative transitions allowed on energy grounds.
7.2.2 Determination of the effective Z ’s
The electron bound and continuum wavefunctions will be considered to be hydrogenic and 
described by an effective atomic number Z* as defined in equation 6.3, but neglecting 
the screening due to the //“ . This introduces an approximation favouring the muonic 
transitions at large n and will mean an electron atomic number error of at most one 
unit when the //“ occupies the low quantum states n < 14. However these states are not 
significantly affected by the atomic electrons. To be more accurate Z* should be a function 
of the initial muonic state before the transition, but the determination of this function 
would require a complete self-consistent field treatment of the muonic atom. Since capture 
is assumed to take place through the Auger effect and the most probable Auger electron
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F igu re  7.1: D istribu tion  of m uons in p u t to EXCAS fo r  the Ne atom  
as a fu n c tion  of the p r in c ip a l quantum  num ber.
is the 2p electron, the initial population of the atom will also be taken to have one 2p 
vacancy.
Each //“ bound and continuum wavefunction is taken to be hydrogenic with the same 
effective Z*, determined by maximizing the overlap integral
z*
where r f )  is the //“ partial SCF radial wavefunction and R ff ir f )  is a hydrogenic
radial wavefunction... 1S solution of the radial Schrodinger equation for the
bound //“ state n, I in the fixed potential of the nucleus Z  and the Z — 1 SCF HFS orbitals.
The necessary bound //“ wavefunctions are first determined and the overlap integrals 
calculated, with the atomic numbers fitted through the use of a minimization routine. 
A  large number of //"wavefunctions are required, with an approximate 1300 effective Z ' 
needed to be determined. Any means of reducing the repetition in calculating every ef­
fective atomic number will necessarily introduce errors but the scale of the problem is
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otherwise too great. The effective Z * ’s fall monotonically as a function of increasing n 
with I constant, or as a function of increasing I with n constant. This behaviour can be 
understood qualitatively through the greater spatial extension of the wavefunctions with 
increasing n or Z, and the monotonic reduction with increasing rp of the effective nucleus 
charge experienced by a charged particle situated at Therefore we make the assumption 
that the effective Z* for each n, I state are smoothly varying functions of n and I alone so 
that an interpolation routine can be used.
Calculating Z* for a distributed subset o f n, I states enables a *2-dimensional surface to 
be constructed over the domain [0 <  / <  n — 1, 10 <  n <  50], with Z* — 10 for n < 10 
states. A  total of 93 states were calculated and fitted by hydrogenic wavefunctions in the 
manner outlined above, with the I states chosen in increments of «  3 for each increment of 
n — 5. The effective atomic numbers of the remaining states are determined through the 
NAG interpolation routine E02DAF. A  subroutine was incorporated in EXCAS containing 
BLOCK-DATA values for the 93 effective numbers for each prior-fitted muonic state and 
appropriate CALL statements for the NAG procedure.
The use of such a procedure to decide the wavefunctions of a system is limited to 
atoms which have a relatively simple radial density function with few minima and maxima. 
Such a treatment should therefore be adequate for simple atoms with only Is, 2s and 2p 
shells, which are themselves adequately represented by hydrogenic wavefunctions. Figure
7.2 shows the radial density function for Ne with only 9 electrons calculated by an SCF 
program, and through the electron Z*. Although it possesses two maxima straightforward 
Z*-effectives are produced.
To test the accuracy of the above method Table 7.1 shows the agreement between a 
selection of interpolated effective atomic numbers z tf terv and Z* calculated through maxi­
mizing the overlap integral, the result of which is also shown. The error involved in using a 
hydrogenic function is found to be at most 11% according to the overlap values, with simi­
lar size errors in the region n — 25 ^  35. This is to be expected as the wavefunction in this 
region is most affected by the electron cloud and so deviation from a hydrogenic function is 
a natural consequence. Combining this error with that due to the use of the interpolating 
routine results in a maximum error of 12% in determining the //“ wavefunctions. For our 
purposes this will be taken to be adequate considering the complexity of the problem.
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Figure 7.2: Radial density functions  D (r ) fo r  a Ne ion  
with one 2p electron vacancy.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Radius ( au)
Since hydrogenic wavefunctions are employed in the definition of the muonic states it is 
also assumed that the energies of the states are determined through the energy eigenvalue
E * [  =  -2800.81 ( — — “ j  , in e V > ( ' ' 2)
where the efifective atomic number is used to differentiate between the usually degenerate 
energy levels in n.
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Table 7.1: Comparisons of the effective charges z f terp and Z* in Ne for 
several muonic states. The hydrogenic radial expectation value and energy 
are presented along with the result o f the overlap integral.
n,l Zl z r erp T nJ
(«o )
EjiJ
(eV )
J ipRdr
10,0 9.84 ~ 0.073 2711.90 0.997
10,5 9.82 9.82 0.074 2700.89 0.995
10,9 9.75 - 0.075 2662.52 0.992
15,0 9.34 - 0.175 1086.79 0.982
15,7 9.07 9.08 0.180 1024.44 0.986
15,14 8.56 - 0.190 912.25 0.988
20,0 7.53 - 0.385 398.42 0.963
20,10 7.41 7.40 0.391 384.71 0.966
20,19 6.49 - 0.447 294.54 0.974
25,0 7.51 - 0.603 253.41 0.921
25,12 6.56 6.60 0.690 192.58 0.924
25,24 4.58 - 0.989 93.94 0.929
30,0 5.73 - 1.138 102.17 0.887
30,15 4.89 4.94 1.331 74.47 0.896
30,29 3.11 - 1.921 29.92 0.905
35,0 4.16 - 2.134 39.49 0.919
35,17 3.04 3.08 2.920 21.14 0.926
35,34 2.08 - 4.266 9.87 0.931
40,0 2.45 - 4.732 10.48 0.947
40,20 1.92 1.96 6.039 6.47 0.951
40,39 1.41 - 8.223 3.49 0.955
45,0 1.73 - 8.482 4.14 0.971
45,22 1.44 1.47 10.190 2.87 0.974
45,44 1.10 - 13.340 1.67 0.977
50,0 1.43 - 12.668 2.29 0.982
50,25 1.32 1.30 13.724 1.94 0.984
50,49 1.06 - 17.091 1.26 0.985
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The Auger integrations are dealt with in the extended version of EXCAS in a similar 
fashion to Turner’s methods. Performing a multipole expansion of the interaction operator 
in terms of spherical harmonics and evaluating the Auger multipole transition rate 
(per electron) PA , we have
r i  =  -S(7.3) 
where I  a is the radial part of the matrix element
roo r co rL
lA = Jo Jo 7^,4^
and ?’<)> denote the smaller or larger of rM>e. The initial and final //“ wavefunctions are 
denoted by Rpi tfx2 and Rei ,e2 denotes the initial and final electron wavefunctions. S is the 
angular part of the matrix element and is given by
q _   ^ s~<liLl2 /~<l'Ll ( 7  5 )
2 L + 1  ° 00’
where the initial //“ bound state has quantum numbers n\,l\ and the final //"state n2 ,l2. 
The initial bound electron state is described by the quantum numbers n' , /' and the final
continuum state has wavenumber k, energy E  =  k2 h2 /2 me and is decomposed in terms of
partial waves with quantum number I.
The radial part of the matrix element can be rewritten as
I a  = i h F l  -  H -n ,  (7-6)
where if f is the //“ radial multipole integral defining the radiative transition rate of multi­
polarity L from the initial state //I to final state //2, where
r oo
= / d r^ lR ^ irJ r^ R ^ irJ ,  (7.7)
Jo
and i j j  is the electron radial integral
too  1
Je l=  d re r lR ^ irJ -^ R e iir J .  (7.8)
Jo rz
Both of these integrals are expressible in explicit terms if the bound and continuum states 
are represented by hydrogenic wavefunctions with effective atomic numbers [89], (Laguerre
7.2.3 Expanding the Auger integral
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polynomials and a confluent liypergeometric function are employed in defining the bound 
and continuum wavefunctions respectively).
The final integral Ipen is called the penetration integral, and represents the interpen­
etration of the //“ and electron orbits. It is important for transitions involving large n 
values, with the Auger rates substantially reduced when it is included. This reduction 
varies with both the electron ejected and the initial and final //“ states. The integral is 
usually rewritten as
Ipen — I p I e U  p)> (7.9)
where
r oo
Ip — I dVprflRlX2(rp)Rp.i(rp)'> 
Jo
and
I e(rp) =  [  drer 2eR l2 (r e) 
Jo
Be l (7'e)*
(7.10)
(7.11)
Substituting explicit expressions for the hydrogenic bound and continuum electron wave­
functions and then expanding the following terms of the remaining integrand as a series of 
Bessel functions enables the integral to be evaluated. With
CO
Plee*P { - i p e / y }  lF fil + l  + iy,2l + 2;2ipe/y) -  ^  A j p[J~ 1)/2J 2i + i + j ( 2 y / 2 p ‘e), (7.12)
i=o
the finite integral can be rewritten as 
U p ,: r^e l
1/2 |r(z +  1 -  zy)\ '{ n ' - V  -  !)!(??/ +  /')!'
L h yl +1/2 n!
1 /2
n1 — 1 oo
EE
1=0
m '+ 3 / 2 ( - 1  ) m' - ,,+1A j
( n' — m1 — !)!(/ ' +  in' +  l)!(m ' +  /')!
exp {Try/2 ]
I ( Pp), (7.13)
where
fPn
I(p„) =  / exp { - pe/n' }
Jo
p i p i
p i+ 1
■hi+i+j(2j2Pe), (7.14)
with y = Z*/kciQ, Pp^ e =  Z^fp^jaQ and the coefficients of the Bessel function expansion 
are Aq =  1, A\ — 0, A2 = —(/ -f l )/ 2y2, A3 =  1/(3\/2y2) etc.. and the summation label j .
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Numerically comparing the results of equation 7.13 with that of the previous expression 
equation 7.11 shows that the j  — 0 term contributes some 85% of the integral and the j  =  
0,2,3 terms give a 96% agreement with the full calculation. Clearly the above expansion 
method converges very rapidly. Since computing time is a crucial factor in this work it 
was decided that only the first three terms in the series j  =  0, 1, 2,3, would be retained, 
for we are concerned here with the overall cascade pattern obtained from different initial 
conditions and not in predicting X-ray intensities as accurately as possible.
Turner introduced a further approximation to the integral in equation 7.14 in order to 
speed up the run time for one cascade simulation. A  modification of this method will be 
used here because the evaluation of the previous integral is still too slow when considering 
the large number of transitions to be calculated. Each integral in equation 7.14 is fitted 
by a combination of polynomial and exponential terms of the form
HPn) =  (Pi +  P2Pi* +  03pl) p f +l+1+J exp { - a i pA  +  #*(1 -  exp { - a 2/>M}) ,  (7.15)
where ct{,(3j are parameters varied to fit each integral. Such an expansion is suggested 
by expanding the Bessel function in powers of pe, performing the integration and keeping 
only the leading terms. The last term @4 is required to maintain a constant value for the 
integral at large pe. This method is an improvement over Turner’s, and over Arkylas’s [97] 
method of fitting in which only the (32 term is used to approximate the integrals over the 
range p  ^=  0 ^  3, and p  ^=  0 ^ 1  respectively.
By considering the electron effective atomic numbers for the Ne K  and L shells (9.7 
and 6.2 respectively), and their corresponding radial expectation values (in atomic units) 
of 0.15ao and 0.97ao, practical integration limits can be set for equation 7.14. These values 
require that the integration limits for the inner integrals should be approximately p  ^— 3 
for //-shell emission and =  12 for L-shell Auger transitions. Larger values of p^  cause 
little variation in the integral result because of the exponential term in the integrand, 
which arises in the definition of the bound wavefunction. The integral as written is also 
independent of Z.
The outer integral, equation 7.10, can be assigned a practical integration limit through 
the spatial extent of the smallest //"wavefunction. If Auger transitions below n\ni — 20 
are considered, these wavefunctions will not extend very much beyond 0.4ao. This means 
the range dealt with by Turner appropriately covers the dominant contribution to the
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Auger integrals. However for larger p~quantum numbers the increase in size of the bound 
p~ states would lead to integration limits of the order of pM =  100 and pM =  60 for n — 50 
and K  and L-shell transitions respectively for Ne.
Fortunately a full numerical calculation of the penetration integral equation 7.9 is not 
required, all that is necessary for its calculation is an adequate treatment of the inner 
integral in terms of equation 7.15. Expressing the bound state //""wavefunctions as a 
Laguerre series etc. and using equation 7.15 to approximate the inner integrals and then 
integrating over pM, gives the final expression for the penetration integral as
^ 1 —1 U2— 1 n ' —l  CO
Ipen ~  C i  ^
mi=ii m2= h  m '—V j =0
<■ (7.16)
where
bi = mi +  m2 +  mf +  / +  4 4- j  , b2 =  mi +  m2 +  2, (7.17)
Ol
and
z Z i , z h  . n-------j---------|_ ai —
/j Q-i±Tl 2 Uq
Z* Z l me /r71oN
a2 =  ai -  a i—  , a3 =  a2 +  a2 —  , =  a0— , (7.18)
a o ao mr
I '- h - h \m e]
1/2
\ z : ]
3/2
h . ao . dfj.
27/2^ ./+1/2jr(/ -p i  _  iy)| exp {ry/2 }
(7.19)
[ ( „ ' _  i> _  !) ! (n ' +  l ')!(m  -  h- ! ) ! ( » !  +  *i)!(n 2 -  -  l ) ! (n 2 +  /2)i ]1/2
[n'nin2 ]2
with finally
C2 ~ x)m,+mi +m2 f1 1 ’rz[2^ i  j
mi
\2 Z h ]
7712 m '+ j
. n l a H. .n 2a » . . ao.
[(n ' — m! — 1)!(/' +  ml +  l) !(m ' — //)!(n 1 — mi -  l)!(/i +  m\ +  l) ! (m i — L )!
(n2 -  m2 -  l )!(/2 +  m2 +  l ) ! (m 2 -  • (7.20)
A  program was written to calculate the inner integrals accurately and to fit the ap­
proximate expression equation 7.15 by performing a pseudo x 2 - tes* between the two 
distributions in pM. Since these integrals depend upon ??/. I' , ( j  — 0, 2 ,), L, and the K
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and L-shell Auger rates need to be calculated up to and including quadrupolarity, then 
a total of 108 different integrals have to be fit. The corresponding otiflj values obtained 
were stored in a BLOCK-DATA statement in the cascade program. In effect only 4 pa­
rameters need to be optimized, since (34 is quite obviously the asymptotic value of the 
integral and a2 can be estimated by finding the pe value at which the integral begins to 
converge. The results of all these fits were found to be within 10% of the exact value given 
by equation 7.14 over the range pe =  0 ^  100.
EXCAS was suitably modified to enable the calculation of the penetration integral 
equation 7.16, and so the cascade simulation to proceed. The errors from each stage of 
the Auger calculations accumulate to produce a maximum uncertainty of «  20% in the 
transition rate, to the level of the approximation employed.
7.2.4 Refilling rates
The refilling rates for both the K  and L-shells are to remain constant throughout the 
cascade. This is a pragmatic assumption made only so that the cascade can proceed 
without further modification of the code structure. The rates chosen for these simulations 
will represent the two extremes of the cases for fast refilling and slow refilling of the //- 
shell. These cases are expected to represent the cascade in the early and final stages of the 
f.C de-excitation when the L-shell is full or almost empty respectively, but obviously not 
for the duration of the whole cascade. Therefore the following refill rates are assumed in 
each cascade run,
1. Fast refilling : RRK =  2.7 x 104 and RRL =  10,
2. Slow refilling : RRK =  1 x 102 and RRL =  10,
where the units are in 1.519 x 10los_1, and the //-shell electrons are assumed to originate 
from the L-shell only and the L electrons to originate from the continuum. The refilling 
rate for the L-shell is estimated from the formula, given by Baclier et a/.[119], and the 
results of Section 6.3.
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7.3.1 Energy considerations
The muonic binding energies for the Ne ion with 9 electrons are shown in Figure 7.3 
as a function of the principal quantum number n. Equation 7.2 and the Z* effectives 
of section 7.2.2 are used to define these energies. Three curves associated with different 
values of the angular momentum are presented. For a fixed n the / =  0 curves have a 
higher energy than the I =  n/2 curves which in turn have higher energies than the circular 
states. The behaviour of these curves can be explained through a reduced screening o f the 
nuclear charge by the lower angular momentum states, leading to more tightly bound states. 
Electron binding energies of the Ne ion are represented in Figure 7.3 by horizontal solid 
lines. An idea of the spatial extent of the muonic states is gained from these energies since 
those points on the curves located below a given electron binding energy approximately 
correspond to orbits outside that of the specified electron. For example //“ in states with 
71 +  36 are located outside o f the Ne ion, and states with n •< 15 describe //“ confined 
within the electron A-shell.
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the energetics of some Auger processes in the Ne ion. The 
energy differences for several transition values o f An  with Al =  0 from the n,l — nj 2 states, 
are presented in Figure 7.4, and transitions of the type n +  1,/ 7i,/, for several values
of I are shown in Figure 7.5. The electron energies are also indicated in these diagrams. 
Points on the curve with energies less than a particular electron sub-shell energy indicate 
that the electron cannot be ejected by that transition. For example, transitions involving 
An  =  1, 2, 3 and Al =  0 cannot occur via the Auger process for any value of I when 
n =  36, but a 2p electron can be ejected in a An =  5 Auger transition for any / state. For 
a 2s electron a An — 5 Anger transition is possible when n — 34. It is also apparent that 
when n < 27 a 2p electron can be ejected through An — 1 transitions and similarly when 
n <  24, 2s Auger transitions are directly feasible.
From the work of Chapter 5, and Figure 7.1, it is apparent that the prominent capture 
states are in the vicinity of n — 25 — 35, however //“ in these states cannot effect electron 
ejection by the favoured transitions of An  =  — 1. The de-excitation of the //“ therefore takes 
place initially through the slower |An| > 1 Auger processes or via radiative transitions 
which involve larger An. After perhaps only 2 to 3 quantum jumps the captured //“ is able
7.3 Results
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to eject 2p electrons and to deexcite through the favoured transitions. The //“ progressively 
losses energy by operating on each electron sub-shell in turn, provided only that sufficient 
electrons are available for Auger transitions to take place.
7.3.2 //“ De-excitation characteristics
The Auger and radiative transition rates can now be approximately determined through the 
use of the effective atomic number scheme, and a full cascade calculation attempted starting 
at nint — 50. For each initial muonic state the transition rates to all other energetically 
feasible final states are calculated. This involves the calculation of «  200// Auger transition 
rates for a maximum of 5 possible transitions (A/ =  0, ±1, ±2 ) involving changes in the 
initial //“ angular momentum state and for each type of electron ejected. The method of 
calculation employed here is efficient and relatively fast, so that one cascade simulation 
requires 19K  CPU secs on a SPARCSTATION 330 machine. This order of speed allows 
several initial parameter sets to be input to the model and comparisons and conclusions 
to be drawn from these simulations.
Three input capture distributions were examined for the two contrasting refill rates. 
The first distribution employed is that according to the capture results of Chapter 5, with 
the normalised population shown in Figure 7.1 as a function of n. The angular momentum 
dependence of this distribution varies with n and peaks slowly at around / ~  8 ^  22 
with a rapid fall-off in the capture probability with increasing momentum. In order to 
compare with a full statistical distribution in / (capture for each / state a  2/ +  1) the same 
normalised population over n is employed for the second distribution, and each n,l state 
population is calculated by summing over / for fixed n and normalising to the n values 
of Figure 7.1. The third population is defined in a similar manner but incorporating a 
truncated statistical distribution with a maximum at lmax — 10. Identical distributions 
over 11 are used to maintain compatibility among the distributions over 1.
The modified EXCAS program, starting from ntn*, progressively calculates transition 
rates and //“ populations for each decreasing principal quantum number n, enabling the 
angular momentum distribution Pn(l) to be determined for each level of n. Comparing 
the Pn(l) distributions at the n =  35, 25 and more importantly the n — 14 stage, for the 
different initial capture distributions and refill ra.tes, allows the de-excitation characteristics 
of the //“ cascade to be examined. In particular the last stage facilitates a comparison with
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 shows the Pn{l) distributions resulting from the n =  35, 25, and 
14 stages for all types of initial capture populations, and for the fast and slow refill rates 
respectively. These distributions cannot be considered as statistical snap-shots of the 
cascade process at any one time, since the //“ de-excitation takes place through transitions 
with larger than unit change in the quantum numbers, and an input population of particles 
is involved in the initialization of the cascade. The distributions do however indicate a 
general trend in the //“  de-excitation.
Applying the fast refilling rate ensures that the electron populations will be replenished 
at approximately the same rate at which ejections due to muonic Auger transitions within 
the atom occuring. According to Figure 7.6 the full statistical distribution out to / =  n — 1 
for a fast refilling rate has an increasing population of //“ for the large angular momentum 
states. This is evident from the deviation from a straight line envisaged drawn through all 
three statistical distribution curves. On passing from the n =  35 to the n =  25 states the 
dominant de-excitation is due to transitions with large An and mainly Al =  — 1 angular 
momemtum changes with ejection of the 2s and 2p electrons. The more favoured An =  — 1 
transition is not energetically possible until n =  28.
The //“ occupying the circular and near circular states at or above n — 34 are unable 
due to energy grounds and the selection rules for this simulation (i.e. Al > 2 is not 
allowed) to deexcite via Auger transitions. However below this value of n the An — —2 
and Al =  —2 transition is available through a 2p electron and hence these circular states 
deexcite through an Auger process. In these simulations no external perturbations are 
introduced into the model and so the //“ above n — 34 will be delayed in their de-excitation 
until a slow radiative process occurs. In reality these metastable states with high angular 
momentum will de-excite via ‘forbidden’ Auger transitions with Al >  3, and through 
external Auger processes in an atomic collision.
Essentially on going from the n ~  25 to the n — 14 states there is only a slight change 
in the characteristics of the Pn(/)curves for the statistical distribution with the //“ tending 
to move towards larger angular momentum states. Over these value of n the muonic Auger 
process is dominated by L-shell electrons since An =  — 1 K-shell ejections are only possible 
when n < 9. The picture is then of //“ deexciting predominantly via 2s and 2p electrons with
the muonic Ne cascade results of the previous Chapter.
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An =  — 1 and —2 down to n «  10. Below this the ejection of K-shell electrons is the 
dominant muonic Auger process. The result for the fast refilling rate and the full statistical 
distribution at n — 14 resembles a modified statistical distribution with a postive a.
The truncated statistical distribution has no //“ input for I > 10. In examining the 
changes from the n — 35 to the n = 25 states it is evident that some //“ move to higher 
angular momentum states than I =  10. For [An| > 1 the Al <  0 transition is more 
dominant than Al > 0 transitions via the 2s and 2p electrons. Immeadiately below and 
at / =  10 the //“ population for the n =  25 state increases above the truncated statistical 
distribution due to transitions with |An| > 1. A t the n — 14 state the distribution is 
slightly more peaked at the maximum with a large population of //“ at just below and at 
I -  10.
The capture distribution according to Chapter 5 is peaked around the / =  18 to 23 
states at n =  35 and decreases fairly sharply above and below this. At the n =  25 state 
this distribution is peaked at around / =  12 to 18 with a marked increase in the population 
at larger / and a smaller increase at lower /. At the n — 14 state the distribution has 
an. extended peak around / =  8 to 12 and approximately resembles a modified statistical 
distribution with a negative a.
Using a slow refilling rate in these calculations results in electron holes in the atom. 
An absence of electrons in the 2p sub-shell allows a larger An transition to cause the de­
excitation of a //“ in the large n states via a 2s electron if it is energetically possible. The 
net result of a slow refilling rate is to create a population at the n =  25 state with a higher 
population of //“ at the larger angular momentum states than that of the fast refilling rate 
for all three distributions. This situation is reproduced at the n — 14 state with again 
larger numbers of //“ at high I. It is interesting to note that at the n =  14 state the full 
statistical distribution and the capture distribution have a similar behaviour for / > 4 and 
/ <  12.
Also plotted on both n — 14 state graphs is the full modified statistical distribution 
with a — 0.04 found in Chapter 6 to best fit the Ne X-ray intensities. This curve is 
normalised to have the same area under the curve as the capture distribution curve. The 
full statistical and capture curves are approximately similar to the best fit curve for / < 10 
for the fast refilling rate but the statistical distribution is a. better fit and especially at
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larger I. For slow refilling the capture distribution is a slightly better fit overall. Hence 
the full statistical and the capture distributions can approximately reproduce the input to 
an ordinary cascade code for a correctly normalised distribution.
The three distributions for both refil rates produces essentially two different X-ray line 
structures. This is evident from the large differences in the x 2 values comparing predicted 
X-ray line intensities against experimental values. The truncated distribution gives a x 2 
of 12.1 and 12.7, the full statistical distribution gives a x2 of 5.7 and 6.5 and the capture 
distribution a x 2 of 6.1 and 5.3 for the fast and slow refilling rates respectively. However 
the x2 are quite large for an extended cascade code due to a different normalisation factor 
compared with an ordinary cascade code.
It is evident that both the full statistical and capture distributions input to an ex­
tended cascade with the capture probability as calculated in Chapter 5 are only capable of 
producing moderate fits to the Pn( l ) distribution as required by an ordinary cascade code 
at n =  14.
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Conclusions and future work
Chapter 8
Traditionally, //“  cascade calculations are started around the 71 =  14 states [32], because 
it is thought that capture occurs in orbits with maximum overlap o f the bound muonic 
and K-shell wavefunctions. This assumption stems back to the original work by Burbidge 
and de-Borde [92, 93] on //“ capture, however only K-shell electrons were then considered. 
According to the results of Chapter 5 this assumption is incorrect and instead the majority 
capture effect occurs at large n where //“ are captured most efficiently by the 2s, 2p, 3s or 3p 
electrons in.light atoms with Z  <  18. The results o f Chapter 5 further agree qualitatively 
with the empirical SPP model for Coulomb capture in molecules [45] such that only those 
electrons with a low binding energy (typically less than 80 eV) contribute significantly to 
the atomic capture effect. This conclusion is obtained from the energy dependence of the 
calculated Auger capture rates in atoms.
Since an examination of the accuracy o f the approximation used in the //"capture 
calculations presented here has not been made some degree of scepticism for these results 
remains. The first Born approximation on which the Auger rates are based is in error 
at COM energies less than »  2 KeV, and these results are probably an overestimate of 
the true capture rates. In addition the effects o f polarization of the target atom has been 
neglected. However these calculations do provide a starting point from which the capture 
of exotic particles in any bound quantum state can be further investigated, and as such 
only the qualitative trends of the results should be of importance.
The techniques developed here may be applied to capture via a specific electron in any 
atom after suitable modification of the code. Relative atomic capture ratios can then be 
predicted for elements in compounds with weak molecular capture effects. These ratios
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would be more accurately determined if the stopping powers were known for each system 
but otherwise the calculations can proceed using suitable estimates of the most probable 
capture energy.
A one-centre finite charge distribution Born-approximation was applied to a basic 
molecular system as an example of the technique. Using more appropriate large scale ex­
otic molecular orbital wavefunctions [48] more successfull results should be evident. Since 
the study of molecular capture of exotic particles is a new and difficult field the use of a 
basic approximation is justified on these grounds.
The initial distributions required by the cascade code EXCAS To fit the X-ray data 
reflects the chemical structure of the target. Differences between essentially atomic targets 
and molecular targets has been identified through these distributions. During the course 
of these investigations the treatment of the electron populations of the target atom has 
been found to be poorly represented in such codes. Electron shell refilling rates used as 
input to the code compensates for inadequacies representing the internal Auger effects at 
work within an atom after an initial exotic Auger transition occurs. The additional Auger 
effects that take place should be calculated and accounted for, and is seen as an important 
improvement to such codes.
By extending the cascade code EXCAS to starting values of n <  50 with an initial 
distribution of exotic particles input for all (n, I) quantum states the properties and de­
excitation behaviour of the Ne muonic atom was studied. The results of the extended 
cascade calculations show that a full statistical Pn(0  distribution and a fast refilling rate 
input to the model produces a Pn(l) distribution at the n =  14 state similar to the modified 
statistical distribution required in Chapter 6 to fit the experimental X-ray intensities using 
an ordinary cascade code. When a slow refilling rate is employed, the capture distribution 
of Chapter 5 with transition rates peaking in I between I =  10 and I = 22, produces a better 
approximation to the Pn(I) distribution of Chapter 6. Since the slow refilling rates quoted 
are to be expected in a Ne gas it is considered that the calculated capture distribution is 
the most likely initial capture distribution out of those tested in this work. However the 
goodness of fit for both of the distributions mentioned here is only adequate.
Future work in this field of exotic physics should concentrate on the area of molecular 
capture since this is an important region of the cascade process not yet studied. A  molecular
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cascade code predicting the progress of an exotic particle from a molecular orbital to 
transfer to one atomic centre and hence into the atomic cascade would further advance 
this field. Such calculations are now within our computational capabilities using certain 
basic approximations, making it possible to determine the progress of exotic particles from 
the continuum to their eventual termination within an atom.
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Appendix A
The Dynamics o f the Exotic 
Particle-Atom  Collision in the 
Laboratory and Centre o f Mass 
Systems
A .l Capture collisions
A .non-relativistic classical collision between a projectile exotic particle of mass and 
a target atom assumed to consist of an ion denoted by a, an electron denoted by e, and 
to possess an intrinsic bound state energy wae and a mass mae. The target is assumed 
to be at rest in the laboratory frame (coordinates denoted by the subscript Lab) before 
the collision, and the exotic to possess an initial momentum Qv)z,afc* After rearrangement 
the ejected electron moves with momentum (pe)Lab, and the exotic atom with momentum 
(Pafi^ Lab' By conservation of momentum in the laboratory frame
(Pfii)Lab =  (Pe)Lab  +  (P a ^ L ab -  ( A T )
In the centre of mass (C O M ) system the COM  of the composite body is at rest. Prior 
to the collision the momentum of the projectile and target in the COM  system are pf i and 
Pae respectively, and after rearrangement the momentum of the electron and exotic atom 
are pe and p2p respectively. By conservation of momentum in the COM  frame
Pfii +  Pae — Pe 4  Pap — 0* (A-2)
A relationship between the initial kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (T »)lo6, an<* 
the kinetic energy in the COM  frame Tt-, is required since the capture cross-sections are
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calculated in the COM  system, while the arrival probability function Farr([T i)i,ab, e') is 
defined in terms of the laboratory frame. This relationship is given by
( T ' \ _______ ___ ^ P f i ^ L a b  it i  t ( .P M ^ L a b  ( A o ' l
= T i +  ’ (A -3)
where M  =  roM -j- mae is the composite mass and (p )Lab  the total momentum of the 
composite mass. Since the atom is assumed at rest prior to the collision then the total 
momentum is equal to the momentum of the incident particle (p^Lab> hence
=  ( A '4 )
where 7 =  m^f mae, the ratio of the projectile and target masses.
Using conservation of energy in the COM  system we have
wae + Ti — Te +  Taiu + 0Jafl, (A. 5)
where Loafl is the internal energy of the exotic atom. Since the ratio of the kinetic energies
taken up by the exotic atom and the electron is
+  = + )2 l ma,‘ =  -2S- <  1, (A.6)
T e  \ P e )  / 2 m e m ail
by virtue of equation A.2, then a valid approximation to the conservation of energy equation 
is therefore
wae + Ti =  Te +  wafl. (A .7)
The energy lost by the exotic in a capture collision in the C O M  system is given by
r — CAR)
(A '8)
and after using equation A.2,
Ti = = 1 ^ ( 1  + 7), (A.9)2 m,, 2Tii-n p. 2 m  „
this becomes
Ti _  (Ti)Lab
(1 + 7) ^ “ ( l  +  T)2
e = 77~7~7a “  = T T T -%  ~ (A.10)
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The corresponding energy loss in the laboratory frame e' will be greater than € and 
would be obtainable from
+  (A . l l )
if the kinetic energy of the exotic atom can be neglected. However to be more precise 
we require the vectoral relationship between the momentum of the exotic atom in the 
laboratory and the COM  frame, i.e.
Tfl
(Pay^Lab — Pay. +  j r  ( p f i t )Lab — Pay  +  (Pfit)Lab• (A .12)
In the COM  frame = —Pe, and approximating the masses as mafJL ~  ma +  rnp and 
7 ~  m ffm a we have
( I  +  27) me 7 Te , 27 j me Te frTi v
(  * ) L a b  /. . \o ^ a y . / 1  1 \o / 1  i x A / / 1  1 \ ( T v ) L a b  O^S 6 e . (A .13)(I + 7 )2 M ma(I + 7 )2 (l + 7)y m<* ( 1 + 7>
The angle (9e provides the angle of the ejected electron with the incident exotic particle 
in the C O M , and would be expected to be emitted nearly isotropically. Consistent with 
integrating over this angle in the capture cross-section, this term may be neglected. The 
third term in the expression is also expected to be small, leaving the result
€' ~ ( D b a b j J ~  (A *14)
A .2  Ionisation collisions
Exotic particles with C O M  collision energies above the threshold of the atom are capable
of ionising the atom, with a final state consisting of three independent asymmetrical mass
particles, in which the kinematics of all three particles must be considered.
The initial momenta in both frames have been described in section A.I. The final state 
is described by the three momenta ( p e )L a b ->  (2V/)lo6 and ( p a )L a b - , which represents the 
motion of the electron, exotic particle and ion in the laboratory frame. The corresponding 
momenta in the C O M  frame are pe, p jj and pa.
From conservation of momentum in the C O M  frame we have
P a e  +  P j i i  =  f e  +  P y f  + P a = 0 .  (A.15)
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IThe momentum of the electron in this expression can be neglected in the COM  frame, 
since a short calculation shows that if the particles after the collision have equal energies 
then the momenta p*e, p jf and pa have the relative magnitudes 1 : 1 5 :  43, for a hydrogen 
target respectively. The electron then possesses less than 2% of the total momentum. From 
the vector relationship between the momentum of the electron in the two coordinates
m.
( P e ^ L a b  —  P e  +  (P n i ) L a b  —  P e i
so that ( p / j L a b  — 0 also.
From the conservation of energy in the laboratory frame we have
(Tfn i ) L a b  +  Was =  ( T ^ f ) L a b  +  ( T a ) L a b  +  ( T e ) L a b i  
and writing T{ =  +  Tae, in the COM  frame
Tfii +  Tae +  u/ae =  +  Ta +  Te.
(A .16)
(A .17)
(A .18)
Using these expressions a relationship between the energy loss in the laboratory and 
COM  frames can be established. Eliminating u>ae from these equations and since |(/^)La6| — 
\Pe\ then (Te)Lab -  Te, we have
4  — € +  ( ( T a)Lab ~ T a )  +  Tae. (A .19)
Expressing the energy terms in the momentum representation enables the correct formulae 
to be derived, the important step being the use o f the conservation of momentum equation
( Pg,i)Lab  —  ( P(j .f )Lab  +  ( Pa.)Lab •
Eventually we obtain the result
(Tfii)Lab€ ~  €'(1 +  7)
(1 +  7)
1 -4/1
(Tfti)Lab
CO S 6Lab
(A.20)
(A.21)
in which 9Lab is the laboratory deflection angle of the projectile exotic particle. This angle 
is neglected as the majority of collisions are expected to produce little change in the exotics 
forward direction. However this is incorrect at low energies.
The inverse function of equation A.21, is found to be
^liT^Lab
(1 +  7) +  (1 +  7 )2
(1 + 7k 
(T i^)Lab
(A.22)
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in which the deflection 6^  =  0. Equations A.21 and A.22, enable the connection between 
the differential ionisation energy loss cross-sections in the laboratory and C O M  frames to 
be made.
The ratio c!Je is shown in Figure A.l for = 0, as a function of e/T{, and indicates 
that the energy loss in the laboratory frame is approximately 10%,13% and 34% higher 
than in the COM  frame for a //“ , ir~ and //“ respectively, when e = T,\
F ig u re  A1: R a tio  o f energy  loss e * in  labora tory  
f ra m e  to energy loss e in  the COM fra m e  as a 
fu n c t io n  o f e/T i f o r  m u ,p i and K  — H  co llis ion s .
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Appendix B
The SPP Capture M odel and 
Transfer Effects
The Schneuwly, Pokrovsky, and Ponomarev, (S PP ) model [45], is an attempt to reproduce 
the experimental values of the so-called Coulomb capture or atomic capture ratio
A (ZU Z2) =  W *{Z i)IW * (Z 2), (B .l )
when ir- (or /i~ J are stopped in a sample o f chemical compounds o f the type (Z , )  ( z 2)„. 
The probability W^(Zk) of formation of a pionic atom Zk^~ in a pure substance is a 
meaningless concept, for in a pure sample of Zk atoms practically all of the 7r” will be 
captured (provided that the sample is large enough), the remainder spontaneously decaying 
before capture. W fZ\ ) is therefore defined simply as the probability rate for forming the 
pionic atom Z\tt- , when the 7r~is stopped in a sample consisting of elements Z\, Z2, etc. 
where Zk denotes both the element and its atomic number.
The atomic capture ratios are usually measured through the detection of X-rays emitted 
in the latter stages of the 7r- (or p~) life. In the de-excitation of the 7r~ after capture on 
a particular atom, the Auger effect is initially dominant, with radiative X-ray transitions 
dominating the later cascade processes, and the circular orbits (n, / =  n, n — 1) become 
increasingly populated. For 7r“ the summed intensities of the Baimer X-ray series, are 
taken to be proportional to the total capture probability for a particular element. This 
assumption is valid if the last few atomic transitions populate the circular orbits and 
there is relatively little population of the 2 s level and the higher np states (n > 2) from 
which nuclear absorption is strong. Generally this is true, but in some cases the capture 
ratios have to be adjusted to account for this loss, using a computational atomic cascade
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code [111]. The experimental line intensities in this case can be matched with a set of 
initial code parameters. The relative transitional populations of the atomic 7r“ states is 
then determined, and the missing 7r- accounted for.
Before describing the SPP model and a scheme of the process of 7r~(and y~) absorption 
in complex matter, it should be emphasised that this phenomenological model gives the 
best agreement with the measured (321 values) muon capture ratios A(Z\, Z2), in chemical 
compounds containing oxygen, fluoride or chlorine. However, it does fail to reproduce the 
data in a number of cases [45]. The model is also able to explain the molecular effects 
evident in 7r~capture in hydrogen containing substances [44, 34].
Consider now a system consisting of a 7r“ and two nuclei Z\,Z2, whose separation 
corresponds to typical molecular bond lengths. The potential energy of the 7r“ in the field 
of two immobile charge centres is
U =  -  —  -  — , (B.2)
n  r2
where r\ and r2 are the distances from the 7r_ to the nuclei Z\,Z2 respectively.
The maximum value of the potential energy on the internuclear vector B, is reached at 
the point
r2 =  R-n, n  =  R/( 1 + v% / Z i), (B.3)
and equals
Vmax = J J H + J A L .  (B.4)
The energy of the bound 7r~in the Z\ir~ atom on the nth orbit, when B is very large 
is given approximately by
TP -^1 /td e\
t B ' 5 )
where in pionic units an = 1. In order for this level to belong to an isolated pionic atom, 
it is necessary for the energy of the orbital to be less than Umax. From this we can obtain
an estimate for the maximum value no, at which the 7r“ level can be regarded as belonging
to the pionic atom Z\ir~, in the presence of another nucleus Z2 in the molecule.
Typical values for ?io according to this method can be found in reference [48], in which 
more exact values allowing for the screening of the nuclear charge by the electrons in two 
centre systems are calculated. The corresponding 7?o levels are shown in Table B.l.
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Table B .l: Bond lengths and values of no for different centres. Including 
molecular and atomic electrons in the barrier height calculations.
Bond
Zi — z2
Molecule n0(Z i) ^0(^ 2) R (A )
H -  H h 2 11 11 0.742
C -  H CHa 87 14 1.094
N -  H n h 3 92 12 1.014
0  -  H h 2o 94 11 0.957
0  -  C co2 74 52 1.161
The quantum numbers in Table B .l indicate that for most molecular systems there are 
significant atomic states (with the exception of hydrogen) available to capture ir~ directly 
from the continuum. However, to determine if these orbitals are directly populated by 
free r~ , requires the calculation of the continuum-atomic orbital transition rates, and 
the competing rates of the molecular orbital capture process. A t present there are no 
calculations for the latter process, and only approximations with isolated atoms for the 
former case.
It is clear, that the mechanism of capture of a 7r~, etc.involves interactions with the 
electrons of an atom or molecule, in which energy is transferred to an ejected electron, (see 
Chapter 2 for a discussion of the radiative rates of capture). The probability of releasing 
an electron with energy much higher than the initial kinetic energy of the free 7r~is low. 
Therefore the binding energy of the capture 7r“ is approximately equal to the binding energy 
of the ejected electron. This is turn signifies that their orbits are geometrically similar. 
It also follows that the total probability of observing the capture 7T- in any region of the 
atom or molecule is proportional to the number of electrons in that region. For molecules 
containing H-bonds it is further postulated that the x~ cannot be captured on a level of the 
isolated atom ptt~, since the single electron of the hydrogen atom belongs to the valence 
shell of the ZmHn molecule.
Using these basic hypotheses, the SPP model was put forward to reproduce the mea­
sured pionic (or muonic) atomic capture ratios in chemical compounds.
( 1.) Initial Capture
Consider a molecule (Z\)m(Z 2)n. According to this models scheme the Coulomb capture 
of 7T~involves core electrons and valence electrons. Let k\ and k2 be the effective numbers 
of core electron participating in the capture process and iq and v2 be the valences of the
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atoms Z\ and Z 2 respectively. The probability of directly capturing ir into pion atomic 
orbitals is then
»A (Z i )  =  » a (Z 2) =  (B.6)
and the probability of forming pionic molecular orbitals is given by
1 2 2 
UM -  + nv2) -  — mv 1 =  — nu2, (B.7)
where N — m(k\ -t- Vi) +  rt(k2 +  v2) is the total number of electrons involved in the capture 
process.
Assuming that a 7r“ on a pionic molecular orbital deexcites into an atomic orbital, either 
of atoms Z\ or Z2, with respective probabilities uq and u2 — 1 — u>2 the fraction captured 
(per atom) by atoms Z\ or Z2 is
u * (Z i) = m~1(ojA(Z i )  +  u>mu i),
Vn(Z 2) =  m~1 (u>A(Z 2) +  ojmu2), (B .8)
respectively. The Coulomb capture ratio per atom will after some rearrangement be
A (Z 1, f t )  =  h ± j ^ l . (B.9)
k 2 +  2 v 2lj2
The assumption is then made that only the weakly bound core electrons play an im­
portant role in the direct Coulomb capture process. Explicitly
k1  =  '£ p (E j )nj (Z 1 ),(B.10)
i
where Ej is the binding energy and nj the number o f electrons in the j th sub-shell of atom 
Z\, while p(E j) is an efficiency factor for their participate in the capture process. The 
usual shapes employed for p(E j) are :
(a.) A  sha.rp-boundary [45],
^ ■ > = { 0  * !S > !3 ,  (B U)
(b.) A smooth-boundary : Gaussian type [45],
0(p.\ — / * A l-^ il -  \Bo\-, /g x2)
exp { - ( E j - E o f / E l )  \f\Ej\>\E0\i >
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o(E-) =  i   ^ ^  — ^ ° l ’ (B 13)
PK 3) \ (1  +  exp { (E j -  E0)/Ec} ) - '  if |Ej\ > \E0\,
with different values of Ec used for certain ranges of Z. The parameters in these distri­
butions may be chosen or fitted to the corresponding capture ratio. Unfortunately there 
is no theoretical justification for the use of such distributions, but this point is discussed 
further in Chapter 5 which deals with muon capture in the atoms Z  =  1. . .  10.
(2.) Redistribution
Within the pionic molecular orbital, the 7r“ may be treated approximately as valence elec­
trons, and as such may be localised nearby either atom Z\ or atom Z2, with the probabil­
ities pi and p2 respectively. Assuming that Z 2 is the more electronegative element these 
probabilities are
Pi =  ^(1 ~  <0 P2 =  ^ ( l  +  cr), (B.14)
where a is the percentage ionicity o f the chemical bond and may be estimated through the 
formula given by Pauling [125].
(3.) De-excitation
The next step for 7r“ populating a pionic molecular orbital and localised nearby either of 
the two atoms, consists either of a de-excitation into a pionic atom orbital of either of the 
atoms, or of a transition into a lower pionic molecular orbital. The transition probability 
for the 7T—to go over into ail atomic state is probably dominated by the radiative transition 
rate [44], and so is proportional to (A E )3. In an isolated pionic atom these transitions are 
limited by the selection rules A / =  ± 1, but in a molecular system the central symmetry 
of the field is violated and the selection rules with respect to I no longer hold. For Auger 
transitions the probabilities are large only at small transition energies A E  [89], and so 
this process is only important for transitions between close pionic molecular orbitals. 
There are two extreme possibilities for the redistribution of tt~:
(a.) I f 7r“ exist in long-lived molecular states, the probability of a transition from a molec­
ular orbital to an atomic orbital of atom Zi is given by
ui = ---- ^ -----. (B.15)
P i <7i +P2<72
(c.) A smooth-boundary : Fermi type [47],
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The probability of the tt after localisation nearby atom Z j, deexciting into a 7r atomic 
orbital Is q\, and is determined from the expression,
qi = z f + z l '  ( B ’ 1 6 )
with 1 — qx the probability that it remains in the valence region. A  similar expression is 
obtained for u>2, and we note that for diatomic molecules q2 =  1 — q\. The expressions for qi 
are arrived at by calculating the radiative transition rates with approximate wavefunctions.
(b.) If 7T“ disappear from molecular orbitals quickly the preceding step takes place only 
once. Furthermore, the probability of atomic capture (3\ after localising nearby atom Z\ 
is assumed to follow the ideas involved in finding the direct atomic capture probabilities. 
Hence
Pi =  ■ 0  . (B-17)ki +  2 vi
and 1  — pi is the probability that it remains in the valence region and is then distributed 
between the atomic orbitals of both atoms Z\ and Z2 according to the redistribution factors 
qi and q2. Finally the probability of this type of atomic capture is
wi - p i P i  +  [ p i ( l - P i )  + P2 ( l ~ P 2 )]qu  (B.18)
with a similar expression for u2.
It is somewhat unfortunate that those two possibilities give approximately similar re­
sults when the global measured capture ratios and the predicted ratios are compared 
through the x 2 test [47]. The first possibility emphasises the importance of radiative 
transitions in the de-excitation of the w~, while the second that of Auger transitions.
An unresolved problem of this model is that one expects, from the Z 2 dependence of 
the redistribution factor, radiative transitions from the molecular orbitals to the deeply 
bound atomic states. These transitions have not yet been observed. This particular point 
suggests that after molecular capture the de-excitation into atomic states proceeds predom­
inately through Auger transitions. However no Auger calculations are available to confirm 
this opposing statement, leaving only the theoretical discussion of the relative rates by 
Gerstein [44], that the radiative transition rate dominates the de-excitation.
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It is shown in reference [47] that the Gaussian smooth-boundary approximations with 
the redistribution factor (a.) and parameters
Eo = 0eV, Ec ~  86eV  for Z  <  15, m  1Q)
Ec =  119eV for Z  > 15, 1 }
gives the best agreement with the database (127 values used) of fi~ atomic capture ratios 
measured in oxides. However it is also pointed out that the Fermi smooth-boundary model 
with the same redistribution factor and parameters
Eq =  63eV, Ec =  34eV for Z  <  17,
Ec =  19eV for Z  >  17, { }
also provides a good fit. It may be noted that the sharp-boundary model with the as­
sumption of long-lived molecular states and Eq =  60 eV also gives an adequate fit when 
comparing with a different set of measured capture ratios for g~ in oxides [45].
In molecules or mixtures containing hydrogen, an additional mechanism for 7r~ capture 
in atomic orbitals surrounding higher Z  elements is evident. Once a 7r“ is captured by 
a hydrogen atom, that 7r” may be transferred to another atom. This phenomena has a 
unique signature, for 7r~reaching low hydrogenic states (n <  3) are readily captured by the 
nucleus (Fns ~  1.5 X 1015/n5(s-1 )). The observable of interest is then the probability of 
the 7r~ charge exchange reaction in hydrogen,
p +  —»• n +  7T°, 7T° —> 2q, (B.21)
which is known to have a branching ratio of 60% [126], and to release two coincident X-rays 
of energy «  70MeV. With 7r“ transfer to a heavier atom, the probability of this reaction 
is reduced for tt° production in any other nucleus is strongly suppressed (<  10-5 ) [127], 
mainly by energy conservation.
The experimental evidence for the 7r“ transfer reaction B.21, has focused on gas mixtures 
of H2 +  Z, and on organic molecules.
The systematic study of gas mixtures reveals a relative concentration (Czh  — Cz /Ch ) 
dependence of the 7r“ charge exchange probability, such that for Czh  > T  90% of the 
7r"captured on hydrogen are transferred. The monatomic noble gases, He - Xe [128], 
and the simple molecules N2, CO , C 02, CH4, [129, 130], were studied. A recent ex­
periment [50] concerned with the 7r“ transfer from hydrogen to deuterium, found that for 
Czh  —*• oo, (32 ±  3)% of the 7r_ undergo transfer.
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The Russian school at Dubna [34], has proposed a model in which the 7r“ and hydrogen 
nucleus forms a small neutral system pir~, which breaks from its parent molecule and 
wanders through the target until it collides with an atom. The 7r~in a low energy state 
(4 < n < 6) is transferred to a high orbit of the pionic atom Zir~ (This constraint is 
estimated by comparing the observed nuclear capture rate with cascade calculations for 
a hydrogen atom in which the initial de-excitation from e.g. n =  11 proceeds through 
the external Auger effect and through the slower radiative transitions. These additional 
processes result in the probability of transfer depending only on the relative concentrations 
of the impurity nuclei Cz h )• The main contribution to the cross-section for this transfer 
is usually assumed to come from Auger transitions involving modest energy changes, so 
ejecting outer electrons of the atom. It is interesting to note that for the nobel gases 
studied, the experimental evidence indicates that 7r~transfer is proportional to the number 
of electrons in the outer atomic shell. For the simple molecules however, this probability 
shows a dependence on the average number o f valence and outer shell electrons in the 
molecule [44].
In contrast to the Dubna model, Jackson and co-workers have proposed a nearest- 
neighbour tunnelling mechanism for 7r~transfer in organic molecules [46, 131, 132]. In 
this model the tt~ tunnels through the potential barrier between the potential wells of the 
hydrogen atom and the atom to which it is bound in the molecule. The initial capture 
of the 7r- into a hydrogenic orbital is considered to occur through direct atomic capture, 
as the probability of capture from a 7r~molecular orbital around C-H or 0-H bonds is 
relatively small when using the previous formulas, compared to carbon or oxygen capture. 
A  theoretical basis for these assumptions is given in Tranquille’s calculations for the possible 
7r“ atomic states in molecular systems [48]. A  near-continuum of 7r“ energy levels at the top 
of e.g.the carbon potential well is shown, with a less prolific group of 7r~levels at the top of 
the hydrogen potential well (see Table B .l). The difference in the density of atomic states at 
the top of the barrier is such that unidirectional barrier penetration is a very likely process. 
The energy differences between adjacent states in hydrogen and in the heavier atom are 
less than the vibrational energies of the molecule, and so exact energy matching could be 
anticipated. This process has been estimated, in a quasiclassical calculation of the barrier 
penetration rate, to be 1012 — 1015(s -1), which is much larger than the radiative rate in
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atomic hydrogen. Hence in this model, the hydrogen transfer process is fast and dominates 
over the radiative transitions in hydrogen. Jackson et al. also propose an empirical model 
for 71-” transfer which relies upon a valence electron being ejected, (requiring significantly 
more energy), which successfully predicts transfer probabilities.
Jackson’s model [46], proposes that the 7r” is transferred to the atom which is bonded 
to the hydrogen atom. The transfer probability T (Z {) per molecule is proportional to the 
number of hydrogen atoms bonded to an atom of type Zt*, namely N{. The transfer proba­
bility per hydrogen bond is written as where 6 , is the number of electrons participating 
in the transfer process, and at- is the probability per electron for transfer from hydrogen 
to the heavier atom. The parameter at- is a simple representation of the tt- , summed 
Auger transference rates to the atom Zt. To complete the expression for the total transfer 
probability per molecule, we require a rate for the atomic capture probability on hydrogen. 
This is usually provided by the Fermi and Teller Z-law [19], so that u>a(H ) =  N r Z r .  The 
validity of the assumption that the direct atomic capture rate is dominant can be examined 
by calculating this rate for realistic molecular wavefunctions.
• The total transfer probability per molecule is then
T (Z i ) = Ni[ua(H )/ZH]6iai =  (B.22)
and the probability per hydrogen atom results by dividing with Nr .
The value most commonly used for is 2Vi — 1, where the whole valence cloud minus 
the one electron involved in the initial capture takes part in the process. From previous 
analysis [111], the parameters have been determined to be ac ~  0.12 — 0.14 and ao ~  
0 .32- 0.33.
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Appendix C
Formation o f the (ppire ) System
Figure C .l: The coordinates used in the four-body system.
The coordinates of the four-body system is defined in Figure C .l with rfj the coordinate 
from the ith particle to the j th particle. The total Hamiltonian of the four-body system 
can be written as
B — BpiP2K + ^lefypie) + Vp2e(rp2e) +  FjreCfVe) +  Tfh (^ - l )
where T$ is the kinetic-energy operator for coordinate p, and HPlP2n is the sub-Hamiltonian 
of the (pip27r)+ ion.
The total wavefunction $ obeys,
(H -E )<& (x ,y ,p ) =  0.(C.2)
This wavefunction can be approximated for the low energy bound states by assuming 
that the solution is separable, so that
# ( £ ,  y , p ) ~  fe (p )^P iP7-(x i ti), ( C *3 )
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where <f)e is the well known wavefunction of the electron in the ground state, and which 
obeys
(T/s+ V e(p ) - e o)M p ) =  0. (C.4)
Here Ve is the point-coulomb potential as a function of p, and Co the binding energy. 
7/JPip27r(>fy y) is an unknown function of the (piP2 ^ )+ system affected by the electron
through Vpie, VP2e and Vne. Left multiplying equation C.2 by <f>l(p), we get an equation
fol fpip2TV S^
^ felH  E\(f>e'l/)pip2Tr >p = 0, (C.5)
where < ...  > p denotes an integration over p.
Using equation C .l and the orthogonality of the <£e’s, this equation reduces to,
\HpiP2ti* +  ^  ^ e |^ p x e +  Tp2e +  Yjrel^e p ^  ^ e j+ e l^ e  p^
- ( E  -  €0)] ^PlP2 ir{x, y) =  0, (C .6)
or
\JJp\P2 77 + <' 0e|^pie + Vp2e -J- L r^el^e ^p + ^  17p | </!>e ^p
-E] if>PlP27r(x ,y )  = 0, (C.7)
where < (f>e\Tp\(j)e > p is a constant Co, and <  (j>€\VPie +  VP2e +  l/Wl^e > P is denoted by
A V (x , y )  in future notations.
Therefore equation C .6 can be rewritten into
[tfplP27r +  AV(x, y) -  ( E  -  C0)j ipPlP2flx, y) =  0. (C .8)
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Appendix D
Transformation between Channels
The basis functions used to describe the 3-body system (ppTrf must all be represented, 
for the purpose of integration, in terms of channel 3 of the Jacobian coordinate system. 
We require then the transformation for the basis function described in channel (a),
wt (a) =  Jvu u Jii ° r 'a exp { - v air2a} exp { - XaJRl }  YLaMJRa) ® JM ,
(D .l)
to a basis function uk(c) suitably described in channel (c). Here ls a normalisation
constant and ojk is identified by one index k — k( i , j , /0, La), which runs from 1. . .  JV, where 
N  is the total number of basis functions.
The Raynal transformation [73] relates the tensor product terms in two different chan­
nels i.e.
Raarlaa [YLaMa(Ra)®Ylama(ra)\
J M j
(D.2)
'y , < LalaJ/LalaTaJ > /7a_+/fc
LiJcTa
where the Raynal coefficient is
fc+Lc—Ta j,Ta YLcMc(B c) 0 0 cm<:(rc)] »
< L J aJ/LalaTaJ > p[a_+]ic— (2La +  l)(2/a +  1)
E  7aL<ra(7 ' c)/a- To+0C ( C ) ra" “
C*=0
2 La 
2 a
2 la 
2(Ta -  a)
1/2
s -tLa -a  la—Ta+Q  Lc/-*ctTa—oi lc 
°  0 0 0 °  <0 0 0
La ^ la Ta + a Ld 
a Ta — a lc
La la J
(D.3)
and ( . . . )  is the binomial coefficient, and the angular momentum limits are given by
0 < T a < L a + la, 0 < L c < L a + la, 0 < l c < L a + la. (D.4)
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Ra =  lacRc +  KcVc and fa =  7 'acf c +  6 'acRc. (D.5)
The exponential terms may be transformed as
exp { - A R\ -  vr\}  =  exp { - 7jR?c -  pr2c -  2 e(Rc.fc)}, (D .6)
where
V =  ^a7ac +  Aa(7ac)2,
P  =  ^a<5ac +  ^a(<5ac)2 ,
«  =  W 2J L  +  Aa(7'c)2( C ) 2. (D.7)
The last term in this expansion can be evaluated using a particular Rayleigh expansion
for the plane wave, namely
e x p {-2 e (£ .r o ) }  =  Y  4 w X l x(2eRcrc)0  (D .8)
; L J 00
A=0
where the modified Spherical Bessel function is related to the Spherical Bessel function by 
l\ (x )  -  ( i )~xj\(ix).
Any angular integration we require is now complicated by the additional tensor product 
term. To simplify this we may make use of the relationship
[YAmA(^ c ) <8> Y\mA(7'c)j ^  ^ L cMc(R c)  ®  K cmc( rc)J =
£ ( - i ) J^ ^ c « 0V c ' 0A0l5V ( « i cA ;c; A J)  ® r AmA( f y ]  JMj ■
(D.9)
Using this expression the transformation (between any two channels) can be written as 
Wfc(a) -+ wfc(c) =
^LLa Y2 < LalaJ IL clcTaJ > 7fa_+/fc
IcLcTa
(R c)La+la~Ta(rc)Ta exp {-ija ijR 2 -  paijr2 } ' f f l \ ( 2 £aijr cRc)
x
A [y?rof( f t )  ® yAmA(rc)] ■
1 J
(D.IO)
In terms of the new vectors, the old vectors are
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